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industries. Areas of improvement for the local regulations and standards are also 
presented. 
Developing an electronic SWM database system is one of the main contributions of this 
thesis. The developed database is an essential and efficient tool that allo ws for recordino ::> 
and analyzing the data collected from oil and gas industries. This represents a valuable 
resource for the decision makers by \vhich they can draw conclusions and ultimately make 
sound decisions. 
Identifying types and characteristics of solid wastes generated by oil and gas industrial 
activities is a major step that led to the development of a waste classification and coding 
system. The developed system is representative and flexible that can accommodate all 
wastes generated from oil and gas industries, as well as, from other industries. 
Asab field, located in the south\.vest regIOn of Abu Dhabi City is selected as an 
application field to represent oil and gas industries. The field has three companies working 
in gas processing, one in oil production, in addition to another five main service provider 
companies. Other small companies are also present in the area for the purposes of labor 
supply, civil works and other general services. 
Data collected from Asab field are analyzed considering four scenarios that account for 
the uncertainties associated with the reported amounts of generated waste, unit costs, and 
the output ratio of managing a solid waste. Fifteen variables are critically analyzed using 
the developed database software. Examples of the analyzed variables include overall 
waste generation, waste generation per different grouping criteria, recycling programs, and 
evaluation of different combustion, composting, and disposal conditions. 
The annual amount of total waste generation in Asab Field is 3 000 to 5000 tons , high 
percentage of this amount is contributed by industrial activities. For each 1 000 barrel of 
oil produced in Asab Field the are 371 kilograms of solid waste, and for each 1 000 cubic 
meter of NGL extracted there are 1 588 kilograms of solid waste generated. 74% of total 
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ABSTRACT 
Managing solid waste, and any other wastes in general. is an environmen al need. an 
economical choice and a legal requirement. Prese[\ ing the environment \\ hile lo\\ering 
the cost becomes a necessity when liabilities are of concern. 
Solid wastes generated from oil and gas industrial acti\ ities are very diverse in their 
characteristics larae in their amounts and many of which are hazardous in nature. Thus. , 0 
the need to manage these wastes is an ob ious mandate. Oil and gas industrial actiVIties 
include exploration, drilling, production, processIng, refining. manufacturing and 
exporting. Associated v.ith these activities, other supporting services: such as. 
maintenance, civil, transportation. storage, accommodation and catering. usually exist in 
one field 
Several waste management techniques and plans are locally set for oil and gas 
industries. Ho\,\:ever, most are focused on a single compan) /acti'v ity lacking the 
comprehensive overview and the link to the management elements. In addition. the lack of 
inventory data records of their generated solid wastes was the main finding of several 
environmental studies implemented locally. 
The thesis explored different solid \\'aste management (S\VM) issues for oil and gas 
industries and proposed a managing system that is applicable for a group of oil and gas 
industries located together with other associated service companies in one geographical 
area. The adopted SWM model consists of eight elements; HS E-MS, Identification 
Characterization, Inventorization, SWM Hierarchy, Treatment & Disposal, Handling & 
Recording, and Plan Integration. 
International and local solid waste standards and regulations are discussed for each of 
the management elements and methods. More focus is given to those related to oil and gas 
x 
C HAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
Waste is defined as "Materials without any positive commercial value created by an 
economic process. Sometimes a by-product with a low value or one, which makes only 
small contribution to the total revenue, is also considered as waste" (UNEP 92) . In the oil 
and gas industries waste defmition takes another dimension, it is defined as any 
unavoidable material resulting from oil and gas operations for which there is no economic 
demand and which must be disposed of ( Shell 89). Also, a distinction can be made 
bet\veen waste that is processed in the economic system with resulting emissions, and 
final waste, which is introduced into the environment. Hazardous waste is one popular 
example of waste types . Hazardous waste is defined as "Any liquid or solid waste which 
because of its quantity, physical, chemical or infectious characteristics can result in 
hazards to human health or the environment when un-properly treated, stored, transported 
or disposed"(DI CM 97 ) .  
Solid Waste Management ( SWM) is de fined as: "The discipline associated with the 
control of generation, storage, collection, transfer and transport, processing, and disposal 
of solid wastes in a manner that is in accordance with the best principles of public health, 
economics, engineering, conservation, aesthetics and other environmental considerations, 
and that is also responsive to public attitudes." (Vigil 93). In its scope, solid waste 
management includes all administrative, fmancial, legal, planning, and engineering 
functions involved in solutions to all problems of solid wastes. The solutions may involve 
complex interdisciplinary relationships among such fields as political science, city and 
regional planning, geography, economics, public health, sociology, demography, 
communications, and conservation, as well as engineering and materials science. 
Historically, waste management was known by the ancient nations, probably with 
different terminology, but all aimed at the same objective; that is managing wastes to 
hazardous waste generated in Asab Field is contributed by Gas Proce sing a-tivity. 
Establishing paper recycling program would gain a 9.1 to 31.1 thousand Dirhams per year. 
Waste available for composting ranges between 0.52 to 1.2_ thousand tons per year, it is 
recommended to send this compost able \\"aste to the municipality facility. High cost is 
being paid by site to transport waste (8 to 14 million Dhs./)T) this cost would go higher 
when the restrictive legislative applies, one recommendation to reduce transportation cost 
is by sharing transportation. 
It is Recommended to adopt a single waste management system amongst all companies 
\-vorking in one field, with emphasizes on awareness program. Recommendations related 
to regulation and standards discussed the need for setting up long and short tenn waste 
management plans, reevaluate the roles and responsibilities of competent authorities, and 
the need to update and disseminate regulations requirements and status amongst 
specialists. There is evident need to improve the current waste inventorization and 
recording system, the proposed database system can be utilized. It is also recommended 
that waste code should be associated with waste characteristics, were unified code to be 
used regardless of generation source. Finally, specific recommendations for Asab field 
included the importance of reducing amount of waste currently being dumped, 
establishment of paper recycling program, options of composting organic wastes, and 
sharing waste transportation. 
xii 
1.1. ProbJem Statement 
Managing � aste appropriately is an indicator of environmental commitment and 
maturity. \Vhereas, mismanaging wastes would have adverse impacts, such as; 
environmental damages, legal liability, fmancial losses, social implications, and health 
effects. Implementing integrated solid waste management system requires environmental 
awareness, commitment, simple management system, and trained resources. 
In most of oil and gas fields in UAE, each company within one field is managing its 
generated wastes on an individual basis, each with different method and system. Also, the 
applied SWM methods are either inadequate or do not address the comprehensive SWM 
approach. Therefore, a lack of an integrated solid waste management system exists. This 
problem is greatly amplified by the lack of communication between the companies in the 
field. Thus, the current recording system requires improvement and major modification. 
Federal Environmental Law (24) (Law 24 99) requires proper waste management, and 
violators are subjected to high penalties. In addition, international share holders and 
community members demand complying with the law, that adds to the legislative 
pressure. On the other hand, law (24) is relatively new and not all the supporting waste 
management procedures -executive orders- are officially issued. 
Oil and gas industries in the UAE are considered high security areas, where accessing 
any area requires certain security clearances. Therefore, a limited number of waste 
management companies are allowed to address the waste problems in these areas. 
With respect to Asab application field, several environmental audit reports had 
highlighted the need for improving waste management. Also, a specific limitation of the 
area is the high transportation cost due to its remoteness and limitation of paved roads. 
Limited waste management facilities are available in the field. 
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promote human welfare. For centuries, religions have called for \\":1 te minimization. 
maintaining good housekeeping and protecting human health by considering the hazards 
to the public caused by waste. For example, Then Khaldoon in his book '", Iu "ademat lben 
Khaldoon" has elaborated on the issue of cit\' allocation and selection of secured landfill . 
The principal aim of waste management is to sustain the environment in such a \\ ay 
as not to overload natural assimilatlve processes and cause pollution. Eliminating or 
minimizing waste generation IS becoming crucial, both environmentally and 
economically, for reducing waste-related liabilities and costs. iany disposal practices of 
the past are being questioned now. Considering the high cost of cleaning up many 
hazardous wastes sites, a substantial part of this cost is charged to the industry under the 
principle "polluter should pay." As inadequate waste management usually leads to 
environmental damage and financial liabilities, the economic/environmental integratIon 
through systematic waste management will be defmitely the right approach. 
In oil and gas industries, pollution prevention was the main drive for settmg-up a 
waste management system. Air emission and water discharges had earliest attention. thus 
they are more advanced in comparison with solid waste management. Ho\\"e\ er. \\'hen the 
current waste management system evolved; solid, liquid, and gas wastes were combined 
to form what is knO\\TI today as an Integrated Waste Management S)-stem Plan. 
Nevertheless, the amount of contribution for liquid and gas wastes in terms of studies, 
analyses, characterization, prevention, control, and other relevant researches are more 
than what is available for solid wastes. Also, what is currently available in oil and gas 
industries mainly focuses on hazardous solid wastes. 
The term "oil and gas industries" will be used throughout the thesis to represent the 
activities of petroleum, petrochemical, refinery, gas, exploration, drilling and the 
associated activities of transportation, construction, maintenance and accommodation. 
Since oil and gas industries are the major industry in the UAE, where the amount of 
wastes -industrial and hazardous- is high, it is considered to apply the developed SWM 
system by this study to a representative oil and gas field, Asab field. 
2 
Many \.vaste management models were developed to serve specific management 
requirements. These models differ in their number of elements, sequence and content. 
evertheJess, all aim at providing a technique to control and manage wastes effectively. 
Solid Waste Management model as shown in Figure 1 .1, displays the SWM model 
that includes elements required in a sequence that achieves the integrated SWM. The 
adopted model is extracted from Shell Egypt International (Egypt, 92). Each of these 
elements is described as follows: 
Figure 1.1 Solid waste management model including management hierarchy (adapted from 
Egypt 92). 
1. HSE-MS: Health, Safety and Environment Management System is a system that 
states organization's HSE policy, elements, objectives, responsibilities and 
measures of effectiveness. Waste management is an element of HSE-MS. 
2. Identification: All relevant waste management issues should be identified to size 
the potential problems and select the optimum strategy for the next steps. A 
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This study proposes a waste management system that covers the manag m nt 
elements (identification. characterization inventorization. as well as, discu sing method 
for minimization, and disposal of waste generated from oil and gas fields. Also. it ov rs 
the provisions for recording and reporting systems). This includes complete development 
of a comprehensive database utilized in achieving a profe sional and efficient 
management of the solid waste generated in the oil and gas fields. Therefore, setting-up a 
time line, collecting data, conducting site visits, intervie\\ing personnel, and colle ting 
v,:aste samples. were all required tasks that were needed to be implemented throughout the 
study. 
1.2. Solid Waste Management l\IodeJ 
Solid Waste Management (SWM) Model defines the management elements required 
to sustain a sound environment. The model includes all aspects of quality management 
and waste management hierarchy. It is a means for cost reduction and financial benefits 
by saving in raw material budget by obtaining quality type product that is more efficient 
or has longer life. Also, SWM model helps in timesaving by providing quicker solution 
and applies clear plan that avoids confusion. Professional management would utilize 
waste in energy recovery, and select technologies that require less energy, or generating 
non-hazardous waste that requires less handling, treatment, and disposal costs. Also the 
return of applying the SWM system model has long run benefits, such as avoiding fines 
and liabilities or reinstatement and clean-up expenses. The waste generator should be 
aware that he might be held liable for damage caused by such waste. The new UAE 
Federal Law (42), for protection of the environment, has strict penalties and fming system 
against violators. However, the risk of liability can be eliminated or substantially reduced 
through transferring waste to authorized facilities and regularly conducting waste audits 
to waste handlers, contractors, transports and disposal facility. Chapter 3 discusses the 
legal and legislative aspects of solid waste management in more details. 
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5. Waste Management Hierarchy: Management of solid wastes should implement 
certain tasks as per priority according to the follo wing hierarchy: 
• Prevention: Waste pre ention means the applied management method \\;11 
define a waste that will be eliminated either by introducing an alternative 
material technology or process that would prevent producing that waste. Also, 
prevention refers to substituting the generated waste by another waste that is 
less harmful and of less quantity. 
• Reduction: Waste minimization means the reduction of waste to the most 
practical extent, of the volume, or of the relative toxicity of wastes that are 
generated and require disposal. Wastes, besides their potential liabilities, 
should be seen as inefficiencies that create undue costs. A pre-requisite step for 
minimization is waste segregation into separate streams that should be suitable 
for minimization options. Reduction starts at the source. It can be achieved by 
either generating less waste through more efficient practices or by replacing 
hazardous materials with benign or less harmful materials, thus improving the 
qual i ty of waste. 
• Reuse: Means re-using material in their original forms. Examples range from 
production waste to chemical containers or oil transfer pipes to barriers and 
fencing. 
• Recycle: Means bringing waste back into a usable material. Examples range 
from reconditioned tubular goods to motor oils, solvents and batteries. 
• Recover: Means extracting material or energy from waste for other uses. 
6. Treatment and Disposal: Treatment options and technologies depend largely on 
the waste characteristics and regulatory requirements. Available methods are 
usually limited by ecological, technical, or economic factors. Waste treatment 
aims at reducing waste's toxicity or hazardous properties through chemical, 
physical, thermal or biological processes. A sound approach to bring about 
effective management is by applying the rule of the "4 R's" Reduce, Reuse, 
Recycle and Recover. Even after adequate application of this rule there will 
al ways be some wastes ultimately requiring disposal. Depending on waste 
characteristics and regulatory requirements, many options of disposal can be 
selected. 
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logical sequence would be to identify area of coverage and operation' p citl S 
Area of coverage includes geological aspects, location specifi ation and typ of 
operation. 
3. Characterization: The purpose of waste characterization is to detennine \\hether 
or not the \�.:aste is hazardous. The physical and chemical properties of the waste 
detennine its hazardous characteristics and environmental impe cability. \Vaste 
characterization is also required to detennine and assign the waste stream 
categories and select options for segregation, minimization, treatment and 
ultimate disposal. 
4. In\'entorization: Monitoring and recording of solid waste quantities, variation" 
trends, generation rates, and the stream end (management method) is 
recommended at the planning phases of any project. The provision of database 
system to keep the required inventory data is mandatoI}' by the AD! IOC Groups 
policy and guidelines. Also, an inventoI}' database provides means to veri f)' the 
effectiveness of the implementation of the Solid Waste Management System. The 
objective of inventorization is to account for all identified waste streams, 1) pes, 
and in particular their quantities, in order to provide the data required for waste 
management. It helps to identify operations in which waste generation can be 
reduced, preferably at source, through an improvement in operational practice or 
by improvements in design if necessary. This may result in higher efficiency. 
better use of resources and therefore in cost savings. InventoI}' contains the 
quantities that are being managed associated with time period and all the relevant 
inventory data of generation source and handling method, and the applied means 
of management. The quantitative variables to be measured are either weight or 
pieces for the generated solid wastes; however, the measurement in weight is 
preferred especially in case of hazardous waste. In general, the level of detailed 
inventory required for main components and environmentally significant 
constituents in hazardous wastes is greater than for non-hazardous wastes such as 
domestic refuse. This is because minimal hann can be expected from the latter. 
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quality control and assurance of implementation. Finally, unless the plan 
addresses a field as an integrated part, it would be hard to control, estimate or 
achieve the objectives. 
1.3. Objectives 
The thesis objectives are summarized in the following points: 
1. Propose a solid waste management system applicable for oil and gas fields in 
UAE. The proposed system should comply with the local and international 
environmental laws, and companies' environmental policies. 
2. List and evaluate the standards and regulations, national and international, 
relevant to solid waste in oil and gas industries as a reference to guide the decision 
makers and personnel managing solid wastes. 
3. Propose a waste-classification method that enables categorization of waste types 
generated from oil and gas industries (or any industry). The identified waste 
classification method will be supported by a coding system that identifies the 
waste type and property. The coding system should be flexible to accommodate 
all types of wastes, and any additional waste in unlimited variety. 
4. Develop a SWM database system tool that aids in maintaining solid waste 
inventory-records, data related to properties of solid waste, regulations and 
standards, and provides data analysis to support in extracting infonnation and 
conclusions using simple interface system. 
5 .  Utilize the developed SWM database system ill introducing the concept of 
integrated solid waste management system to oil and gas fields and to the 
companies working in the field for the sake of having one comprehensive SWM 
system and plan. 
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7. Handling and Recording: Handling of solid waste involves the temporaI') orage. 
transportation \\ithin and off-site. packing. fencing. labeling. and e\ en controlhn� 
the site security. If vaste handling involves contractor. then en -uring 
implementation of proper handling procedure is required. Reporting all \\ aste­
movement is an administrative requirement that involves re ording the detailed 
sequence of waste movement from generation to final disposal, step b) _tep. 
Disposal and handling records include data on wastes specifics required as a 
reference information for waste management. In association \,ith handling and 
recording waste, the follo\,.,ing points should be observed: 
• A temporary onsite storage should be controlled and kept to a minimum. 
• Keeping full records of handled waste, would be more critical for hazardous 
waste. Such records should mclude full details of 'waste, waste-generation 
period, quantities, transportation records, and the final destination -treatment. 
recycling or disposal- records. 
• Labeling and packaging of \\aste according to specifications. 
• Safety precaution and the required personal protective equipment to be 
displayed by signs for the safety of handlers. 
8. Plan Integration: Integrated waste management plan is a plan that identifies \vaste 
management targets considering the SWM methods and techniques. The plan sets 
up targets and objectives for the field as an integrated part. Therefore, it should 
include all the involved parties, if in olved parties participated in selecting waste 
management targets, through the selection of techniques and options, o\\nership 
would be obtained. The plan targets is labeled SMART, if it is Specific, 
Measurable, Achievable, Realistic, and \\ithin Time frame. The targets should 
comply with federal law and aid in achieving companies goals. Fonnat of the plan 
should rank priorities of waste management based on the risks involved, and 
identifies the roles and responsibilities for each party, as well as, the measurement 
of successfulness. A direct indicator would be reduction in waste amount or 
fmancial savings. Revie\\ing and progress checks of the plan are mechanisms for 
8 
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1.4. Thesis Contribution 
The continuous demand for an improved waste management s)stem by re:::ulator 
and stakeholders require producmg an efficien te hnique to aid the mam:::emen of 
\\ aste and waste data. Use of a waste management database is a new on ep in 'AE. but 
it was recently recognized by new waste management projects and regulation. AbuDhabi 
Municipality \Vaste Handling Facility and the Ruwais Hazardous \Vaste . lanagement 
Facility are examples of new waste management projects that recognize the requirement 
of managing waste data utilizing database techniques. Both of Emirate of AbuDhabi 
Five-year Environmental Strategy and the ne\.."ly legislated Environmental La\\ clearly 
pointed out the need for a database system. 
A major contribution of the thesis is the development of S\\ 1 Database s)stem 
suitable for oil and gas industries. The de\. eloped database considered the 
recommendations of previous studies and audit findings, and learned from similar 
database systems. A dedicated chapter in the thesis presents the features of the de\ eloped 
database and elaborates further on its capabilities. 
This study identified and evaluated three commercial and three customized waste 
management database systems (refer to section 2.3) and developed a database system of 
its own that included observations of waste management needs for oil and gas indust!). 
The developed S\V1vf Database system is designed for mUltiple users, covers a \\ ider area 
and most importantly, considers all main industrial and non-industrial acti\ ities of the 011 
and gas sector, as v,:ell as, the associated service activities in the area. It has a built-in 
library with a \\ide range of default values for different parameters related to solid waste 
management. It also has user-friendly interface screens, and wizard-like \\1ndows to 
encourage users to utilize the system. The customized reporting technique allows the 
user to produce numerous types of reports with three different formats that would aid the 
decision-makers suiting their different requirements. Although the developed system 
focuses on solid \\'aste management, it can be easily customized to include other 
discharge streams (emission and effluent). In addition, its flexibility can be extended to 




Sohd waste management (SWNl) involves all the standard management components ,  
hnks bet .... veen techn ical and administrative issues ,  and invo lves environmental , 
economIcal ,  legal and social aspects. For example,  it fo llows the Exp loration and 
Production (E&P) management system cycle. The cycle starts with setting a waste 
management system, identification, characterization,  inventorization, management 
prioritization (mimmization, reduction, reusing, recycl ing, and recovery), treatment & 
disposal, handl ing & reporting, planning integration and then audit & review to c lose the 
loop and begins at the start of the system cycle. 
This chapter summarizes l iterature related to S ol id  Waste Management in general and 
to management of solid waste generated by oi l  and gas industries in  particular. Identified 
l iterature i s  categorized into two main sections; SWM studies and SWM database 
systems. 
2.1. General Solid \Vaste Management (SWM) Studies 
A recent study was prepared by GLOBEX-CITY in November 2 000 titled 
"Comprehensive Solid Waste Management Plan for AbuDhabi Municipal ity" (Globex, 
00). The study proposed sol id  waste management p lan for AbuDhabi Municipal ity that 
includes eight evaluation and feasibi l ity studies, and recommends s ixteen 
systems/programs. Estimates of quantities for twenty waste types are l isted, as wel l  as, 
quantities for waste categorized as recyclable with the potential of recovered amounts .  
Furthermore, future trends o f  waste generation are represented by 3% annual i ncrease in  
which the  effects of different waste management practices were evaluated. F inally, the 
proposed p lans are e laborated for twenty four systems/programs. 
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year 2 00 1 "  (Makki, 97) The mam trigger of this target was the high solid waste 
generation rate of72 5 kg/person/year, that even continues to rise with a steadily rate. One 
way to reduce the amount of waste going to landfi l l ,  and hence meet the target, is by 
recycl ing Engineer Makki i l lustrated eleven activities required to meet the target 555 that 
involves various issues from assign ing "waste reduction focal pOints" to ' improving data 
col lection and recording" to detai led issues such as "trailing innovative methods." In 
addition, landfill waste proj ection was demonstrated for two scenarios, with and without 
Target 5 5 5  implementation.  
2.2. SWM Studies in Oil and Gas Industries 
Sol id  waste management in oi l  and gas industries was driven earl ier by a pol lution 
prevention concept in order to ensure protection of the environment from potential 
problems arising from the disposal of waste. Thus, it became necessary to formulate an 
environmental ly sound waste management system. 
Nowadays, the concept of waste management has taken a new dimens ion. In the past, 
waste management practices were limited to avoid risk of l iabi lities . It was clearly stated 
"lOT to enter into waste business by providing dedicated services in handling waste for 
third parties" (Shell ,  95) .  However, the current practices of waste management see the 
benefit of cost saving, where the future transition would be in evaluating revenues when 
setting-up a waste management system. As a result, oil and gas industries are exp loring 
all the opportunities to improve their environmental image and reputation, and one of 
these opportunities is  to manage their produced solid waste properly. 
This section i l lustrates the main waste management concepts applicable to oil & gas 
industries discussed in s elected studies. It is divided into two sections;  international 
studies and local studies. A general  discussion is fi rst presented to highl ight the 
importance of managing waste in oil & gas industries. The section then summarizes 
studies and consultants reports done either internationally or locally in managing waste in 
o i l  and gas industries. 
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In ano her s dy prepared by "Cnned _ -a Ion De\"elopmem P;ogr.1.ffi (L�1)P" . a 
report of the mam results for developin=> the AbuDhabl ),lunt Ipal tty EnYlronmental 
Management Sys em project and its curren 'lS1on was IDtroduced The report highh::>hted 
the malO aspects related to achlenng the obJectl\ es of the program. It pomts out to the 
urgency of conductmg four of the l isted recommendatIOns, these re ommendatlons were 
extracted from this report as follows FlfSt, the fifth pomt of "Urgent recommendattons" IS 
to contact the !V1lntstry of Health and Federal EnVironmental Agency regardmg the 
environmenta l  hazards ofmismanagmg medica l  wastes and the uncontrolled disposal and 
the use of inadequate or worn-out mcmerators. Second, the study praised the achie\ ement 
of AbuDhabl Muntcipahty sohd v,:aste composting faCI l Ity for com ertmg \\ astes to 
compost ( i .e ;  used for fertlhzation). Thud, the report evaluated the comphance of 
AlDhafrah sanitary landfill with en 'Ironmental standards ,  concluded that the s ite IS 
neither comphant \ .. >jth any environmental standards, nor it i s  an engmeered-deslgn Eight 
envIronmental  hazards and five health hazards were Identified WIth the site. Finally, the 
recommendation section pointed out to issues relevant to Sol td Waste Management 
Improving the SW1vl standards and implementing an electronIc database system as part of 
an E nvironmental Management System. 
Engineer Hassan Makki from Dubai 1 luniclpahty presented a seminar on "Recycl ing 
of So l id Waste in  Dubai" on 1 6  September 1 997 during the IPE ' 97 EnVIronmental 
Conference (Makki, 97) Engineer Makb mtroduced recycl ing as an mtegral part of waste 
management. The driving need justifying recyclIng was the mcreasmg demand of rna tena I 
resources and l imitation/vulnerabil ity of resources. Also, the adverse Impacts of waste 
disposal on the environment and the growing concept of sustainable development 
motivate people toward recyclmg. In addItion, other benefits of recycl Ing were presented. 
Recycl ing plays a significant role in the scheme of integrated sol id waste management 
h ierarchy. SpeCifically, the status of recyclIng m Dubai was presented. CollectIOn of 
recyclable wastes by private compantes IS currently l imited to metal and paper Engineer 
Makki showed the generated solid waste quantities in 1 996 and the future types to be 
recycled. "Target 555 IS an initiative of Dubal Municipal Ity to reduce the amount of 
community waste going to landfill to 555 kilograms per person per year by the end of the 
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productIOn In conclusion, applying strict control of waste specIfications al lows the use of 
petroleum Industries waste in cement kIlns to have sIgnificant positi e Impacts on the 
environment. 
SHELL Health, Safety and EnVIronment Committee has revised a waste 
management gUIde In February 1 996 (Shell, 96). The gu ide provides oi l  and gas industries 
with a waste management system compatlble with the Group Health, Safety and 
EnVIronment Management System (HSE-MS) and compl ies with the group's  standards 
for health, safety and environment. The waste management guide developed by shell 
( 1 996) is summarized below. 
First, \vastes are defined and standards that industries need to be aware of are 
documented. Performance ind icators to measure effectiveness and continuous 
improvement of waste management were briefed in eight points The requirement of 
maintaining a record that is in a secured location and access ible is essential and this record 
might poss ibly be used in future l itigation "Ten rules" for dealing with waste contractors 
give guidance for management when checking contractors ' compliance. Legislation on 
waste and trans-boundary movement requires compliance with local and international 
treaties. S ett ing-up a procedure and production of an environmental master p lan wil l  
provide a p ractical basis for s etting priorities and defining targets. Chapter 2 of the guide 
"'Waste handl ing, minimization and disposal princip les" sets up schematic p lan for 
decision making. The p lan consists of s ix main elements ; inventorization, 
characterization, segregation, p revention, minimization, treatment and disposal. 
A separate chapter for hazards and effects related to waste d isposal highl ighted the 
characteristics of waste identified as hazards and l ists their identifications. Chapter then 
lists s ix considerations of assessing the s ignificance of the potential consequences and the 
effect of releas ing the waste material into the environment. The method of control and the 
recovery measures of the potential hazards are given and fol lowed by practical examples. 
Following HSE-MS elements, audit checkl ist was presented. 
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2.2. 1. International Studies 
Eight selec:ed s , dies are rele 'ant 0 sol id waste managemen m o i l  and gas 
industries. All of these studies are associated mth areas d Ifferen· from the the IS 
appl ication area .-\.sab fie:d 
The study of selected petroleum refining res iduals (US EPA 96) re\- Ised the v..aste 
generated from petroleum, petrochemical and refinery mdustTies The study mcluded a I t st 
of s ludge from dIfferent types of 01 1  and gas processes/equipment, also, reS iduals from the 
petroleum refinary mdustry. It included the eqUIpment descnptlon for each waste 
producing process Tv ...·elve oi l  and gas processes were descTlbed to glye an overview of 
waste sources for each process These processes are. refin mg, crude ot !  desaltmg, 
hydrocrackmg, IsomerizatIOn extraction, alkylation, polymenzation, reS idual upgrad ing, 
lube oil processing, H2S removal & sLllfur complex clay filtering, and reSidual oil tank 
storage process The detailed chemical and ph) s lcal charactensttcs of l IqUId and sol Id 
waste are then tabulated for each waste process Example of these ... "astes are. crude 0 1 1  
tank sludge, catalysts from hydrorefinmg, sulfur complex sludge, spent causttc, desaltmg 
sludge, and off-spec product, reS idual upgradmg. 
"Petroleum and Petrochemical  \Vaste Reuse in Cement KIlns" IS  one of the waste 
management optIOns considered in a study, conducted by Gossman Consultmg Inc. 
(Gossman 92 ). The study discussed the pros and cons and appl icatIOn of this option The 
option is to use liquid and/or sol id waste that could be pneumatically mjected into cement 
manufacturing ktlns Process and operatmg conditions, as well as the concept of cement 
manufacturing are descnbed and then compared with an i ndustrial waste mcinerator The 
effects of using waste fuels on the cement manufactunng process would have 
environmental benefits by reducing the amount of waste to landfil l ,  and substituting low 
grade coals or cocks. Hence, reducing air pol lution and solving the environmental 
problems associated v.,th petroleum wastes. Also, it would open a market of waste 
materials. The con of using petrochemical waste is that the uncontro l led waste 
specifications would affect cement production process and qual Ity For example, 
excessive chlonne present in  petrochemical waste fuel was found to reduce the cement 
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and Fromm, 95). Both chapters identtfied the process mass balance, identified sources of 
wastes, and proposed a system outl ine to prevent pollutton. Chapter 45 l isted s ix  waste 
streams from petroleum industry, four of which are sol ids ,  these wastes are: spent 
caustics, spent catalysts , miscel laneous process \vastes, and maintenance and materials 
handl ing wastes. The proposed pollution prevention techniques relevant to the wastes 
generated in the study area are considered, these techniques are summarized in Table 2. 1 
Hazardous waste management (Wentz, 89) l ists hazardous waste from: non-specific 
sources , specific sources, extracted from the EPA hazardous wastes l isting of commercial 
chemical products, intermed iates and residues. For each waste in the l ist, the EPA 
hazardous waste number, name and hazard code are given. Five hazardous waste products 
are l isted under petroleum refining category; four of which are s ludge/sol id from the 
petroleum refining industry; s lop o i l  emulsion sol ids ,  heat exchanger bundle c leaning 
sludge, tank bottoms (leaded), and API separator s ludge. 
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SHELL In emational (Shell, 95)  developed waste lass Ifi  a710n gUldelmes m 
September ] 99 - 0 give oil & gas mdustry guidan e In  c lass lfYI n;:> wa.s e stream 
PractIcal aspects of classlfymg \\,'aste are addressed III the context of EP  (e'\.-plorauon and 
production) operations, focusmg on pragmatic assessment o f H  E hazards at all sta=>es m 
be waste life cycle Intemauonal regulations covering \'vaste c lass lficat lon are outhned, 
v,rith emphasIs on legislatIOn apphcable to hazardous \vastes. 
The sustainable development concept and the global environmenta l  concern are the 
mam drives for Shell Egypt to produce a comprehensive Environmental ?vlanagement and 
Procedures :"fanual m 1 992 (Egypt, 92) The comprehens ive enVironmenta l  manual 
covered all management aspects from pol icy and obj ectives up to audit A chapter related 
to thiS thesIs, defined under operational techniques,  conS idered all aspects of waste 
management elements, (1 e, environmental management system ,  identification, 
characterizatIOn, mventorization, waste management hierarchy, treatment & dIsposal, 
handhng & records, and plan mtegration). The presented procedure was a genera l  guide to 
manage the environment It v,,'as compded for gas, hqUld and sohd waste Also,  there were 
not enough detatls in some of the subj ects (e.g, recording, and claSS IficatIOn) Howe er, 
the chapter contained a Itst of known waste products claSSified by their source of 
generation and a brief descnptlOn of some waste treatment techmques. 
The "Pollution Prevention Technology Handbook" (Noyes, 9 3 )  d is cussed In  two of 
its chapters topics related to the thesis  subject, Oi l  and Gas ExploratIOn and Production, 
and Petroleum Refining, chapters 2 1  and 25 ,  respectively. As d iscussed earlIer, the drive 
for od and gas industries in managlllg wastes was mainly to prevent po llution, that IS also 
the basis of this handbook. Both chapters concentrated heavt ly o n  effluent and emiss ion 
with a few sections discussed the preventIOn  method of sol id  wastes The stu dy noted that 
the solid waste management practices employed by the petroleum refin ing llldustries are 
changing significantly, thus no one umque solutIOn was given 
The Industnal Pol lution Prevention Handbook (Freeman 95 )  contributed to the 
SWM in tv,,'o of its chapters (Chapter 44 and 45) ,  Pollution Prevention in the Chemical 
Industry (Moore, 95) and Pollution Prevention m the Petroleum Refin i ng Industry (WhIte 
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2.2. 2. Local Studies 
This section l ists a summary of nine local studies relevant to SWM in o i l  and gas 
Industries All of these studies v,'ere conducted in the U. A.E .  and three of them were 
conducted in Asab field, and presented at the end of this section. 
Rendel SCientific Services Ltd (RSSL) (RSS L  90), has prepared a comprehensive 
consultancy study for environmental protection study for the Emirate of AbuDhabi in 
1 990 The AbuDhabi National Oil  Company (ADNOC) identified the scope of work. The 
study IS considered one of the most comprehensive environmental studies conducted in 
the area It Includes four chapters related to sol id waste management  in o i l  and gas 
industries (C hapter 5, 6, 7 and 1 3) . These chapters are: waste survey, current waste 
management practices, future waste management guidel ines, and a non-munic ipal waste 
disposal faci l ny. 
In Chapter 5 "Waste Survey" the results are given in five sections ;  fi rst;  origins of 
waste in the ot !  and gas industry are presented in a map identifying seven onshore sources 
and ten offshore sources. Clinical and four other non-petro leum main industries are 
included in the survey as wel l .  Second; 29 types of waste p roduced from o i l  and gas 
activIties are Identified, 1 7  of \vhich are solid waste products . Types of waste produced 
from the other industries and cl inic are also l isted. Third, quantities of  waste produced by 
the three sources, domestic, i ndustrial and hazardous, are also l isted. The h ighes t  quantity 
of solid waste was estimated to be 673 tons of metal scraps and general industrial waste. 
Fourthly, Polychlorinated B iphynols (PCB) wastes are considered and the future trend  i n  
waste production i s  estimated t o  b e  20% over the next 1 0  years . Chapter 6 "Current Waste 
Management Practices" discusses the presently avai lable waste d i sposal controls, i . e. 
regulation, and l imits .  A review of waste management practices focuses o n  d i sposal to 
land, sea and other disposal methods. Disposal s ites used by o i l  and gas i ndustries are 
evaluated, and as a resu lt, some questions are raised against the AlDhafrah landfill ,  and 
presented in "Consequences of current waste disposal practices." F inally the conclusion 
emphasizes the importance of control l ing waste discharges. Chapter 7 ,  "Future Waste 
Management Guidelines" advises fonnulating an environmental ly sound waste 
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Table 2.1 Pollution preyen 'on techOlq es for sele ted pea 'eL.:.;n wastes 
Source of waste I Poll u tion p reven tion techn i q u e  
• lise side-entry or m-ta.'Ll.,: IIll.x e;- - to keep solids in suspen-lOn 
Tank sediments • • 1l.n':':nize mtermeruate :a.'1kage 
• • finim..ize contact between crude 0:1 and rur to prevent formation 
0- -enable gumm) sohds throUg..1 mert blanketing or floating 
roofs. 
• Sep.1:"e e oli and \\ a er phases of cnk bottoms usmg filters or I 
centnfuges. 
• Add emulsifiers to pre\'ent senlmg 
• Use warm 011 clfCulauon Wlth dIspersing for tank bottom _ ludge 
clean-out to recover entrapped 011 
I 
• Sell spent catalyst for regeneration (e g" hydrotreating Co-Mo or 
Catalyst Deactivation 1-).10 catalyst 
• Recycle spent FCC catal� st as cement additive in cement I manufacturUlg for its alumna and SIlica content. 
• Reduce FCC catalyst attritIOn loss by minimizing aeration and 
purge steam rates. 
• Rec�cle spent alumna catalyst as raw material for alwnna-based 
products. 
• Back:wash spent clay from dIesel or jet fuel filtration with water or 
Spent Clay 
steam to recover hydrocarbon, extend service life of clay, andlor 
render If non-hazardous. 
• Replace clay filtratlOn \\lith hydrotreating for kerosene and lube 
oils 
• Regenerate/recycle spent clay at high temperatures using 
Thermofor kIln technology following naphtha wash and drying 
I 
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Das Island Waste MinimizatIOn Proj ect (Heycock 97) was presented to AD OC 
Group Compames to support the Waste ivIanagement program conducted by ADMA­
OPCO. The presentation started by highl ighting the need to manage waste (pol icy, 
requlfement, and responsibi l i ty). The objectives of the project were based on a 
hierarchical waste model .  Fourteen targets were set, which included 4 reduction,  7 
recycl ing and 3 other goals. The project recommended a waste management process 
consisting of s ix stages and considering the material flow from imports up to exporting 
off-site. Das Is land wastes were categorized into e ight components : meta l ,  paper, other 
scraps for recycl ing, construction waste, hazardous wastes, organics, munic ipal  waste, and 
glass waste. Including standards for data waste handl ing, evaluation, tra in ing, and review 
and audit were appended. 
Quantities of material consumed inlor imported to Das Island and obta in ed from the 
order invoices were appended. Final ly, a l ist of instructions was given to each d ivis ion to 
gUide in meeting the set targets. Most of these i nstructions are app l icable to other 
locations and some were used in setting-up a sol id waste management p lan for Asab field. 
AbuDhab i Dri l l ing Chemicals and Products Ltd. (ADD CAP) i s  an ADNOC Group 
member, which presented i ts program for managing wastes uti l izing the ADNOC manual 
for Discharges Inventory Compilation Method (DICM) (ADDC AP, 97). ADDCAP 
manages wastes for the offshore oi l  and gas industries .  The received munic ipal waste 
from is lands and p latforms are col lected and segregated for d isposal at a governmenta l  
approved faci l ity. Hazardous wastes are identified and c lassified, then packaged and 
labeled. Also the program presents the communication and notification p rocesses that 
ADDCAP coordinates between generators and disposa l  s ites. In addit ion to the external 
coord ination, ADDCAP program demonstrates the on-s ite waste handl ing fac i l i ty and 
staff training to assure competency. Finally, waste data col lection and documentation are 
briefly described which include the waste generator, type, quantit ies, and d isposal date. 
Excel sheets are used for this purpose, however it is l im ited to ADDCAP ' s  i nternal use. 
A consultancy service to carry out Front End Engineering Design  (FEED) of 
"Integrated Hazardous Waste Management Faci li t ies" for AbuDhabi O i l  Refining 
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management program The study recommended creatIon 0':- a ompe em a ill n . 0 
manage \vaste and 0 design disposal plan, that Includes the fol lowing ten elemen:s 
• Waste classification. 
• PCB wastes, 
• Waste trearment SLte Ii ensing and monitonng. 
• Transportation of waste, 
• Waste minimization and recyclmg . 
• Registration of producers, 
• Hazardous waste collection 
• Training, 
• Management of waste d!sposal facility 
• Restoration and monitoring of landfill site. 
At the end of the chapter, RSSL recommended steps for implementation of waste 
disposal controls . Chapter 1 3 , (A Non-mUniCIpal Waste Disposal FacIl ity), outl Ines the 
current waste dIsposal practices and put forward the guidehnes for future \\ aste control 
AD OC Group Manual of Discharges Inventory Compilation :vlethod (DICM 97) 
provides means for the group companies to comply with the antiCipated regulatory 
requ irements and provides unifonnJidentical presentation of discharge lnventones, hence, 
Improves the environmental performance. The des ired purpose of applying thIS manual IS 
to protect the environment and to minimize costs by " Identifying and quantifYing the loss 
of product and waste streams". The manual begms by definlOg term lOology and unIts of 
measurement in discharge inventory. It then presents the general and specific informatIOn 
that need to be included in the reported inventories. The reqUired information for each 
report include: classification, identification number, 10catlOn, source, control, means of 
d isposal, type, vanabil tty, characterization level, pollutants, total discharge rate, pol lutant 
discharge rate, monitoring level ,  and any speCific remarks Later, the manual elaborates 
on methods for compil ing inventories such as methods of measuring discharges and the 
format for inventories reporting. The manual recommends using a database system to 
compt le the inventory. SpeCifically, Microsoft Access was mentIOned as the preferred 
software. 
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In Apnl 1 999, a \ .... aste management audit was conducted jointly by ADCO and 
ADXOC aud itors for the contractors in Asab area (Fermawi 99). The audit team visited 
and intervi ewed 1 6  s ervice providers/contractors in the area to determine their compliance 
with waste management and environmental  regulations.  Lacking of waste inventory was a 
common find mg amongst most of the contractors . The audit highl ighted the necessity of 
fo l lowing a common approach in managing the waste generated by contractors activities 
and the importance of obta in ing a SWM database system. 
Hyder Consulting conducted an environmental basel ine Study for the Asab area 
(Hyder, 00). The study covered the enti re major companies operating in Asab area and 
evaluated the compliance of gas emissions, l iquid effluents and solid waste standards. The 
assessment of sol id waste endorses the difficulty offinding data for sol id waste and points 
out the variation in d isposal method and managing standards. The accuracy of the 
provided data is dependent on the survey method. ADCO environmental engineers doubt 
the comprehens iveness of th is study because it fai ls to provide accurate figures and 
reasonable discussion of the problems. 
2.3. S\VM Database Systems 
A database system is an essential element of integrated waste management. The need 
and requirement for such database was discussed earl ier in section 2. l .  
Lack o f  availab i l i ty of sol id  waste database system was identified by several audit 
reports and studies conducted for o i l  and gas i ndustries in the UAE. The avai lable 
databases are l imited to s ingle company and do not cover the primary components of the 
integrated waste management, and usual ly l imited to hazardous wastes only. Chapter five 
of the thesis d iscusses th e  structure and features of database system proposed for this 
study. 
In this section, l iteratures relevant to general  and specific SWM databases, are 
d iscussed . The general SWM databases section discusses the general requirement and 
components of a database. The specific SWM databases section first i llustrates the 
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Company (Ta.1aeer) e 'aluated the proposal of cor.:rru ung hazardous w
aste aClhty 10 
Ruwais area (Ta.1aeer and Parson, 00). This faclhty proposed to replace th curren tntenm 
fac i l ity loca ed m the same area, and It IS deslgne to accommodate hazardous \\as c '  
generated by AD. 'OC group compames. I should serve around twenty-one AD. 'OC 
group companies and the mam service contractors. The presented study maml) focuse� on 
fac i l Ity components and layout such as treatment eqUipment, storage deS ign, and 
construction spec lficatlOns 
AD. 'OC Waste Management Faci lity a Ruwals has pubhshed genera l  gU ldehnes to 
mtroduce the facI l Ity's  services, cal l ed "Intenm Waste �fanagement Faclhty" (RU\ ...
. als, 
96). The main theme of the general gUldehnes IS to define the requirements and the terms 
of reference between \,·;aste producer and fac lht), operators A relevant subject to thiS 
thesis  is the commuDlcatlOn process between waste producer and the faclht)" operator via 
descnbmg the . Tottficat ion AdVise & Conslgnmen 1 'otes Also, package labelmg and 
storage measures are d iscussed m th is document. 
Three studies summarIzed hereunder, were conducted m Asab field, the applIcatIon 
area of this study, and found relevant to the thesis tOpIC 
In coordination with AbuDhab i Gas Industries Ltd (GASCO), Stone & Webster 
conducted an environmenta l  protection study for Asab NGL ExtractlOn Plant 10 March 
1 995  (Webster, 95)  The study focuses on air emission and very bnefly conSiders soltd 
wastes The eXisting status of Asab sohd waste hand ling is compared with reference 
standards and compl Iance With a recommended approach. vVhIle comprehensive mventory 
figures were l isted for gas emiSSIOns and l iqUid effluents, sohd waste data were not l tsted 
due to the unavailabi l ity of these data except for SIX waste products c lassified as non­
hazardous industrial waste. The domestIc and hazardous waste mventory tables were 
empty. RecommendatlOns from the compliance audit for sol id waste indicated the 
i mportance of properly classifymg waste and keepmg an mventory l istmg of It Fmal ly, 
the current pol lution control method is overvlewed Recommendations are made for 
further pol lution contro ls of solid waste, among which instal l ing a domestIc waste 
incinerator. 
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Table 2.2 GUIdelines for d atabase development for assessing solId waste management options . 
(VIgIl 93) 




waste co l lection 




Transfer s tation 
Materials 
recovery fac i l ity 
Transformation 
fac i l ity 
Disposal 
B uyers of 
materials 
Ty p i c al fac i l i ties or 
e q u ip m e n t  
Internal to  the generator such 
as use of  two-sided coping and 
e lectron ic  mail  
Garbage cans, trucks, roll-off 
containers 
Recyc le bins ,  trucks 
Access routes; tipp ing floor; 
surge storage; transfer trailers ;  
storage area for hazardous 
materials 
D a ta requ ireme n ts 
umber of sources; quantity of 
percent reduction per source 
Number, size, and location of 
cans and containers by street 
address; number and types of 
trucks 
Number of sources; type and 
quantity of material; number 
size, and location of cans and 
containers by street address 
number and types of trucks 
Owner; permitted capacity; 
acceptable wastes; types of 
tipping floor; charges for tipping 
Surge  storage; floor and belt Owner; permitted capacity; 
picking stations; mechanical acceptable materials ;  types of 
separation of commingled wastes to be separated and 
materials; densifiers and throughput capacity; storage 
storage for sale capacity 
B io logical  reactor; mechanical Owner; permitted capacity; 
separation of commingled acceptable wastes; type of 
wastes; combusts ; boilers; and tipping floor; charges for tipping 
turb ine/generators 
Landfil l  Owner; permitted capacity; 
restrictions on types of vehicles 
and hours of delivery; restriction 
on type of waste received; 
contract for capacity 
Bulk sh ipping Specifications for purity; 
contract for sale; material sale 
pnces. 
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features of rela ed database sys-ems, both read:-made and, ustom-rnade. then 
summanzes these features m one-page ompanson matrlX 
2.3. 1.  SWJf Databases Requirements 
Sohd waste management database requirements that were found pertinent to 011  and 
gas llldustries are dIscussed by t vo studIes The SHELL Egypt Em'lronmental 
Management And Procedures :vfanual (Egypt 92) specifically addresses lllventonzatlOn 
and the related tOPICS of a database system. Section 4 2 of the manual IS titled (Waste 
inventory database), whIch dIscusses the methods of data collection and hsts common 
sources of informatlOn that \ ... ·ould help in database development It also, discusses 
approaches in settmg-up a waste management plan as Integral part In developmg a 
database system Also, the cnteria of maInta In ing a sound mventory system and the 
objectIves of such records are outlmed The remaining sectlOns are devoted speCifically to 
the baSIC conslderatlOns to be fo llo\\ ed when Implementing a database system 
Integrated solId waste management, engineering prIncIples and management issues 
(Vigil 93) briefly mentions solid waste management and p lannmg Issues that should be 
considered when developmg SWM database system In additIOn, the study i llustrates the 
boundanes, management Issues and concerns of SWM database GUldelmes for database 
development m assessing solId waste management options were summarized I n  Table 1 8-
1 of Vigil (93 )  and summanzed m Table 2 2 
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Discharge Inventory CompI lation Method Database (DIC f) IS a system developed 
via Joint cooperation between ADCO and AD:viA companies The database s tructure and 
format are based on "AD OC Group Manual On Discharge Inventory Compilation 
Method" d iscussed earl ier in section 2 .2 2 of this chapter. The system is tai lored to 
accommodate AD. OC Group reporting requirements ,  and is designed to compile 
discharge data from all  ADI OC Group companies. It is worth mentioning that ADCO is 
the only company that uses the system. The system has two main screens, a data input 
screen and a report screen. The single input screen containing all the input fields is the 
main interaction between the user and the system. System access is  l imited to pre-defined 
and authorized users. Three levels of users are defined; administrator, viewer and data­
input user. The access level determines the number and type of information that can be 
viewed. 'When accessed by user, the input screen only includes the discharge dealt with by 
him at work, while it provides ful l  access to the System Administrator. Discharges are 
classified by source of generation. Sources are identified in a h ierarchy of levels arranged 
as fol lows:  starting company name, discharge type (effluent, emission and non-hazardous 
waste discharge), site/field location, equipment, then code. The code is a unique five 
letters and two dig its ; each letter represents a letter derived from the hierarch ical l evel and 
the digits represent numbers indicating the number of pieces of equipment. The DICM 
database does not include any hazardous waste while the inventory of sol id n on-hazardous 
waste is l imited to four items from a single source. Also, reporting is fixed to a s ingle 
table format where the graphics are not included. Also, conducting data analysis is not 
possible. 
AbuDhabi Environmental Database system currently developed by Environmental 
Research and Wildl ife Development Agency (ERWDA). The proj ect, which started in 
July 2000, is part of AbuDhabi Five-year Environmental Strategy. Representatives from 
oil & gas industries in AbuDhabi participated heavily in  developing the structure of this 
database. The database under-development wil l  cover the Emirates of AbuDhabi and wil l  
utilize a high level of environmental data. It is structured to uti l ize Geographic 
Information System (GIS) technology. It wil l  involve collecting, storing, managing and 
analyzing environmental data to provide relevant parties with the necessary tools to 
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2.3. 2. Examples ofA�'ailable S W JI Databases 
S ix elecrromc solId \ as e mana .. emen atabases are selec ed for re\ lew They are 
compared 0 each other 0 determme their usabIl Ity in OI l  and gas t ndustnes Fol lowtng 
tha , a summary of the fun IOns an features of each database s 'stem IS presented Also, 
a comparIson matrix of the SIX databases (along \\1th the one developed tn thIS thesIs) IS 
presented at the end of thIS  section 
The identtfied solId waste managemen databases are 
1 .  AbuDhabI Dnlling Chemical & Products (ADD CAP) (Excel Spreadsheets) 
2 DIscharge Inventory Compilation �fethod (DICl f) 
3 .  AbuDhabi, EnVIronmental Database System, Envlfonmental Research & WIldhfe 
Development Agency. 
4 E�lISOFT. TEAL\lS EnVironmental Management InformatIOn S) stem 
5. TerraLmk. 
6 SW?\1 Plan 
The first three are custom-made databases to suit a specific requirement identified by a 
user, whIle the other three are commercial products 
The first database developed by AbuDhab i D ri l l ing Chemical & Products 
(ADD CAP) represents a waste management plan for waste arriving from offshore 011 and 
gas operatIOns, mainly from ADMA-OPCOs Data recordtng of receIved waste fi rst is 
logged manual ly on consignment notes for hazardous waste products , and a logbook is 
issued for non-hazardous wastes These data are then recorded in spreadsheets Data for 
hazardous wastes include the waste generator, type, quantity and d isposal data. The 
anticipated use of these data IS  to contribute to waste inventory studies performed by 
ADNOC 
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Terralmk database was one of the most relevant, and one of the few databases referred to 
in developmg the database associated With this thesis .  
Sol id Waste Management Plan is a municipal sol id waste management database 
developed by ScientIfic Soft .. are Group (SW?vfPlan, 00), which logs waste inventory 
from the generation source up to final d isposal. A bui l t- in l ibrary with default values of 
parameters and Unit costs helps the users to produce the desired output when short of data; 
otherwise, users are able to define their 0\,;11 parameters. The database is des igned for 
municipal solid waste. Waste management methods l ike recycl ing, transportation and 
disposal are pro\'ided for decision-making processes; seven waste management 
approaches and methods can be selected. Also, there i s  a l isting of n ineteen recyclab le  
waste types Transportation and col lection using different systems are considered. Twelve 
different systems are available for the user to evaluate and select from. A cost l ibrary 
contains fifteen cost variables for the nine recyclable types of waste. The S\VM-Plan 
report-generator can generate 1 8  tables, S sub reports , 8 pie graphs and 50 bar graphs: 
Examples of these reports are a waste composition report, a col lection report, and a cost 
report. 
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evalua e the St2.tuS of the environment SolId was e dan, 2nd discharges In  :;-eneral, are 
represented In a very small portion of the database �fost of the database compo
nent 
focuses on geographIcal, topographical and spatial data Ince there IS n d lfe t Imk 
behveen the waste Im entory database and en\'lronmemal database. It I S  ant ic ipated that 01 1  
and gas industries wll l  be reques ed m later stages to pro\'lde perIodic data as part of the 
input to the Envlfonmental Database 
TEAMS, IS a commercial en 'ironmental management information system 
database product from E rrSOFT Similar to other databases, TEA.: IS coI lects) stores, 
processes and produces reports. EmIssion, discharges, dIsposal, energy and supplemental 
data are inputs to the system In addItIOn, target setting, benchmarking, forecastmg and 
other bUIlt-In functIOns are prOVided as tools for deCision-makers GeneratIOn  source is the 
main categorization of the .... ;aste IdentificatIOn The source can be branched down to SI ' 
organizatIon levels �fultipJe users can simultaneously access the database upon proper 
authorization. Two levels of authonzatlOn are defined users and super-users Reports and 
outputs are exported to excel spreadsheets They contaIn tabular and graphIcal 
presentations. '0 buIlt m data bank " l Ibrary" IS avat lable m the current verS IOn However, 
It IS currently considered in new updates. The high cost of the system (about US$ 70K) is 
another drawback 
TerraJink is a hazardous waste management database (Terra 0 1 ). Terraiink 
database consists of eight modules \vaste profile, manIfests, certIficates of  dIsposal, land 
disposal restrictIOns, remote communIcation, report customization,  I nventory 
management, and schedules Terralink Database was developed specIflcally for hazardous 
waste, whether gas, l iquid or sol id. The eight components of the database can be installed 
separately, partially or as a complete package The commUnICatIOn route and manifest 
structure is based on American standards and regulations It con tams mult iple windows to 
assist the user in USIng the database and is deS Igned With onl Ine user help .  Report heJper 
and report customization are tools that provide two types of report; predefined reports 
(over 1 00 standard reports) or a customized report that allows a user to define the mam 
components of the report. The produced reports can be stored in any window application 
to al low editing and modIfication However, graphIcal presentatIons are not mcluded 
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C H A PT E R  3 
SO L I D  WASTE M A NAG E M E NT R E G U LAT I ONS 
AND STAN DARD S 
3. 1 .  I n t ro d u c t ion 
So l id Waste Janagement ( WM) regulat ions and standards are assoc iated with 
pol l ut ion control and environmental protect ion.  Organizations in olved with sol id \yaste 
management are orient d to mainta in thes regulations and ensure compl iance \\-ith 
em i ronmental obj ct ives.  The objectives of such regulations and standards are to promote 
l i fe qual ity and protect the env i ronment The methods used to achieve these objectives are 
defi ning l im i ts and spec ifYing mechan isms that would lead (0 e l iminat ion.  or at least 
l i m itat ion.  of the wastes ' dangerous effects on the human beings and the environment. 
Regulat ions and standards would act as an immed iate confrontation and finn solutions for 
sol id  waste problems.  
Regulations and standards greatly affect SWM approaches and guides dec ision­
makers in making the i r  dec is ions, as wel l  as, influence sol i d  waste researchers and 
engineers in developing systems and teclmologies, Therefore it was necessary to assign 
the whole  chapter to e laborate on the world and local regulations and standards. 
Regulat ion types can be categorized into four d ifferent levels accordmg to their  





























































































































































































































































































































































































f a h of th' e le\ '1 ha� a d i  t inct i \  e legal foml that d i: t ingui -h - i t  from oth'r leve ls .  I n  
add i t ion.  a regulat ion t y  pt: i often target ing a certain  em i ronmental boundary . depend i ng 
on the juri -di  t lOn of  enforcem nt Ba ed on these d i  -t in  t ion - .  the content of each t )  p 
r 'fie t - the nature of  the appl i  ation area. 0 that, four lewl- of i m pacts on \\ I arc 
e. pe ted.  For each of the abo\ e-mentioned le\ el , the legal tOnTI. 1) p ical contents, and 
impacts on \\.\ [ an:: ummarized I II the fol lo\\ i ng table 3 . 1 :  
The chapter fir  t fam i l iarize the reader \\ i th the \\ orld ' s  organizati o ns convention , 
and act , b: I i  t i ng those re lat d to \\ � 1 .  I t  then e laborate on the UAE federal and local 
� \\ \ 1  regulations and tandard ' . . eparate sect ion i s  de\ oted for regulations re lated to 
'-, \\ \ 1 m 'thod ': i . e .  brcakdo\\TI regulation and standard - of \\1\1 by method. e lements. 
and component . AI  o.  the chapter I i ts defin i t ions of elected terms u ed for \V 1 and 
highl ight - the \ io lat ion pcnal t ie appl ied i n  A E .  F inal l) . the chapter conc ludes \\ i th an 
cvaluation of AE's  Wr. l regulations. 
..., ..., .J .J  

3 . 2 .  \\ o rl d  \\'1\1 Rco u la t ion a n d  t a n d a rd 
I t  i qu i te important t hm a h..no\vledge on the \\ orld regulat ion and tandard::, S l l1 e 
mo t o f  the local tandard are extracted from internat ional ource . ome countrie 0 \\ ith 
advanced standard ha\ e had taken a lead ing role in sett i ng-up most of the \\;" 1  
standard uch r gulation tandard hm e directed the legal ,  management and. scient ific 
approaches to\\ ard managing sol id wastes .  E i not exempted from the e equat ion 0 
\\ herc ome of  these \\ orld tandards are refelTcd to in U E or ha\ e been u ed \\ hen 
defin ing the em i ronmental regulation . For example. Cairo cOl1\ ention organized b) the 
ni ted 'at lon 11\ i ronmental Program in  1 987 has resul ted i n  issuing Environmental La\\ 
guidel ine princ ip les 10.  8. that changed the method or d isposing \\ astes. espec ia l ly 
hazardou \\ a te . This la\\ i vel) popular in the o i l  and ga i ndustries in l'AE and it i ­
ah\ a\ refelTed to \\ hen di  C LlS i ng the i s -ue of  gas flari ng. Also. Basel com ention 
( \\ i t7erland . 22nd larch.  1 989). \\ h ich defined the standards on hazardous \\'a °te - .  has 
been igncd by UAE and is con idered " hen forming the federal executive orders .  
Thi  sect ion l i sts selec ted \\ orld treat ies. acts. and organization relevant to \\ � 1  by 
e laborat ing on two topics ;  1) world 's  \J 1 agencie and Organizations.  and J I )  world 
regulat ions & acts. The c ri teria of select ing these regulations are based on the i r  re levance 
to \\' 1 and o i l  and gas i ndustries. 
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Table 3 . 1  T� pe- of RegulatiOIr hr o,ld \\'a.:te , lana= mem 
Ty pe L e g a l  Form 







publ Ic  \a\\5 
and 
administrat i \  e 
procedures 
de\ elop d b. 
implementatio 




administrat i \  e 
procedures 





admini  'trat i \  e 
procedures 
devcloped by 
local agenc ies 
Ty pical  Co n te n t  
Deab mo t l ;  \\ith the 
the safe packaging. 
storage. and mo\ ement 
of hazardou- compounds. 
not hazardoll \\astes .  the 
abi l it) of hazardou' 
compound- to be orne 
hazardou.;; \\ .1stes i of 
concem: .eLondar: 
emphasi i :.  on the 
protection of \\ atef\\a� � 
and the atmosphere . 
Primar:. cmpha i is on 
the protection of 
\\atem ays and the 
atmosphere: orne 
fac i l i t\  re\ ie\\ to 
deterrn i nc t) pes of  
hazarJolis \\ a tes 
discharged: normal ly 
i nc lude - some 
designation of \\aste 
that are acceptable at 
I m pact  on - o l id 
"'a t e  '\ ia n agemcnt 
none, i -t""n 
loderJte to e tr  111 'h 
high economic impact 
aS50 iated \\ i th the 
land J ispo -al of 
concentrated s lug' 
i\ loderate to c.\.tremc1) 
high e onomic imp3ct 
on transpol1 an I 
disposa l :  ,ome 
operational impact 
caused b� location of 
disposal s i te-. 




Primm:. emphasi is  on : :-" Ioderate economic impact 
the protection of the of d isposal site operation i f  
. the site can be llsed for community \\ater and 
hazardous \\asles; 
wastewater treatment moderate to h igh i mpact 
fac i l i t ies; large economic on administrative agencies 
penal t ies arc often cau ed by adverse 
spec ified to prevent communIt) reaction to 
violations. hazardous sol id  wastes. 
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_L _-\ Department of I Iealth. Education and Wel fare : Publ i health effect of olid \\ aste 
d i  po al fac i l i t t  . - part icularl: land d isposal ' i tes \\ her \ ctor control i nece sarv 
for the pre\ ention of d isea 'e tran mis ion ome \\ i th in  the pro\ in  e of the 
Department of � lealth. du at ion. and Wel fare. omplete cooperat ion \\ i th tate 
dl:partments of pub l t c  hl:alth i' maintained through regioml office . (Agenc) 98) 
3. 1. 1 World Rt!glliatiom alld A ct , 
t act' ,  d i recth related to ol id \\'aste manag�mcnt s\ stem . are select d along \\ ith J � .  _ 
the t r  summa!} de cr ipt ion.  Again these act \,ere developed 1 11 A. Neverthele . they 
are \\ ide I) used and can repre ent man) other act . 
I .  o l id Waste D i  posal Act. 1 965 : The i ntent of the o l id  Waste Disposal Act \\'as 
to :  
• Promote the demon trat ion. con truction and appl ication of  sol id \\ aste management 
and re'ource reco\ e!} ) stem that pre e[\ e and enhance the qual ity of air, \,ater. 
and land re ourees .  
• Pro\ ide techni  al and financ ial ass i  tance to stat and local  gO\ emment and 
i nterstate agenc ies in the planning and de\ e lopment of re ource reco\ e!} and sol id 
waste di posal programs.  
• Promote a national re earch and development program for improved management 
techniques: more effective organizational arrangements: ne\\ and i mproved methods 
of col lect ion. separation. recovery, and recyc l i ng of sol id wastes: and the 
environmenta l ly safe d isposal of non-reco\ erable residues. 
• Provide for the promulgation of  guide l i nes for sol id w aste col lection. transport, 
separation.  recove!} and d isposal systems. 
• Pro\ ide for t ra in ing grants i n  occupations i nvo" i ng the des i gn, operation, and 
mai ntenance of sol id waste d isposal systems. 
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3. 2. 1. World 's S H 'JI A oe/lcies and OrgoJli:atiol1 
Fh e major \ orld or�anizanon, .  a l l  of \\ hich me admi n i ,t[3t d in l : \. ,1r� dLclL:,ed 
here 
Em i ronmental Protection A£enc\ Ie EP. : Th EPA \\ a.:- .. r at d b) pr�� ld ntial order 
in 1 970 to become the central or lead agenc) for the ontro l  of pol lutIOn f th 
nation ' s  a ir. \\ ater. and land resources. It rook o\ er the re'pons ib i l i t 1e ' of the l PH�' 
for air pol l ution controL quality of \\ ater uppl) , and sol id \\ aste management. The 
former federal Waste Pol l ution Control Admi l1 1strat ion \\ as abol i shed and 
incorporated i nto the EP  11 important element of  th EPA j i ts orgal11ntion of 1 0  
regional offices across the 'otmt[\ . Each office has a repre 'entat i \  e of 1 0  reg ional � . 
ol id  \\ aste lanagement Programs \\ ho an be most helpful i n  �uppl) ing the latest 
information on tl'chnolo�:" la\\ s, fund ing of projecb. and cooperation \\ ith state 
a,,;encles. 
u . ... . Annv Corps of EnQineer US ACEs: The respon' ib i l i t) of  the Ann) Corps or 
Engineers in the field of sol id \\ aste management i' to regulate the dumping of debris 
in  11a\ igable waters and adjacent lands. 
L.: A Department of  Labor: The Occupational Safet) and Health t\ t ets l11.lndatory 
standards to protect the occupational health and safety of a l l  emplo) ers and emplo) ees 
of businesses engaged in i nterstate commerce. Thi appl ies particularl� to resource 
reco\ er)' p lants that \\ i l l  be involved in  material h ipment across state l i nes, 
Occupational safety becomes a significant problem in the design of sol id \\:lste 
management fac i l i t ies \\ h ich i n  the past have been subject to high aCC ident rates . 
USA. Department of Transportat ion llS DOL: Stringent regulations have been placed on 
the transportat ion of hazardous wastes .  Containers must be labeled, and the wastes 
must be placed i n  spec ial ly designed and approved containers. The coast Guard 
controls  marine shipment of  sol id wastes of a hazardous nature. 
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and Reco\ ef\ Act eRE RAJ 1 976: The RCRA 
legi lation ga\ e the legal ba i '  for implementat ion of gUIdel i nes and stand:lrds for 
0 1  id \\ aste torage, tn.:atment. and d i po al .  Bt:cause Congre's had inc lud'd both 
ha/ardou and o l id \\ a-te III the legi latlon and ga\ e to hazardous \\a_Ie the 
earl i t t im of completi n for mandated ontro l' ,  the CPA separated hazardou­
\\ a t � from l11uni  ipal ol id \\ a te .  l unic ip:11 sol td \\ a te management unit \\ ere 
regulated under general em i ronmental guiddine promulgated by EPA. The 
re ul t ing legi lation and EP  guidel ines \\ i l l  great l) influence th  acti\ it ies of 
engineer' and c ient i  ts deal ing with municipal o l id \\ aste management. 
6. ' nv i ronmental Re ponse. Compensat ion and Liab i l it\ Act. 
( uper-fund) 1 980:  Compensation and Liab i l ity Act (CERCLA) of 1 980 \\ as 
enacted to pro\ id � a mean of d i rect l)  respond ing.  and funding the acth it ies of 
re pon e .  to p roblems at uncontrol led hazardous \\ a te d isposal s i tes .  Uncontrol led 
:--' 1 \\' land fi l l  (acti \ e  or c lo ed) are fac i l i t ie that ha e not operated or are not 
operat ing under a RC RA permit .  They are ubject to CERCLA act i \  i t ies if the) are 
demonstrated to contai n hazardous waste or if to be the source of hazardous 
\\ a !t:_. CERCL became commonly knO\\ll a the uper-fund la\\ . 
3. 2.3. Intematiol1al COll velltiol1s 
T\\o i nternational conventions \\ ere attended by UAE part ic i pants and had influenced 
the local regulat ions and standards to\\ ard 'Jv 1 are; Cairo Guidel i nes ( 1 987) and Basel 
com ent ion ( 1 989). 
Cairo Guide l i nes and Princ iples for the En i ronmental ly Sound lanagement of 
Hazardous Wastes ( 1 987)  adopted by the Governing Counci l  of  the nited , 'at ions 
Environment P rogram (UNEP. 1 992) had d iscus ed the promotion of  the tran fer of 
em ironmental p rotection technology. Also, as d iscussed earl ier. one of  the influential laws 
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(NEP ) IS an encompa$S1Dl �onaI I . It affec al l  prQ. 
some federal funding or that come under the �at ion of fed raJ 
that ha 
Although the act bas some shortcorninp and has caused dela in the mpletion of 
some projects, it bas served a useful purpose in giving the pubJ i an opportuni to 
participate in  the decision-making process. This bod. has the authori to fo 
every federal agency to submit to the counci l  an En ironmental Impact tatement 
on every activity or project which it ma sponsor or 0 er which it has j uri di tion. 
The project cannot proceed unti l  the counci l  appro es the Environmental Impa t 
Statement. The preparation of environmental impact reports practical l  has 
become a new interdiscipl inary profession. E ery concei able effect on the 
Environment must be taken into account because the En ironmental Impa t 
Statement becomes a legal document that may have to be defended in  court. 
3 .  Resources Reco ery Act, 1 970: This act asserted that the emphasis of the national 
sol id waste management program should be shi fted from disposal as i ts primary 
objective to recycl ing and reuse of recoverable materials in sol id  wastes or to the 
conversion of wastes to energy. 
4. The Coastal Zone Management Act of 1 972 : Declared as a national pol icy to 
preserve and protect the resources of the nation's coastal zone. This act recognizes 
waste d isposal as a • competing demand ' on coastal zone lands that has caused 
serious environmental losses. 
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3 . 3 .  \Vl\I Reg u la t ion  a n d . u t h o ri t ie 
Regulations and tandard in managmg o l id \\ aste are re ent topic \ l1 L'A Only 
rect:ntl) (in 1 999). the rederal La\\ . 10 .  (24) for protection and development of 
em ironment (kno\\TI a La\\ 24) \\'0. i ·sued. \\ hich \\ a· considered a great \\ J) -fof\\ ard 
for \\ \1 . The next chal lenge i to is ue pec ifications. e'\.ecut i\ e order , and a ' ign roles 
and rt:'ipon Ib i l i t), for competent authorit ies. Therefore.  one of the d ifficulties encountered 
in p n.:paring thi  ect ion is the l imi tation of  reference ' and re le\ ant l iterature. Loca l ly 
there are l imit  d numbers of  regulations and standard that are d i rectly related to \\ \ 1 .  
Thi� is attributed t o  the fol lo\\ ing factors : 
• Earl ier. l iquid and gase \\ aste materials \\ ere percci\ ed to hm e morc po l lution 
potential than sol id \\ Jste materiJI . thus, more focu: \\'a g i \ en for the i r  control .  
• Because of  the ph) ical nature of o l id  \Va tc. it is re lati\ e l) eas ier safer to handle.  
store and tran port \vhen comparing it \\ ith l iquid or gas \\ aste materials. Therefore. 
more regulation \\'ere in place for gas and l iquid \\ a 'te . 
• Em ironmental protection la\\ is ne\\ i n  UAL The la\\ \\ a passed fe\\ year� ago 
\\ hich contains general  regulat ions for establ ishing the Federal Environmental 
Agency and art ic les on the general environment. The spec ific regulations are : et to 
come. 
• The exist ing regu lations and standards i nc lude sol id.  l iquid and gas \\ aste 
management under a combined categol) (waste).  Thus. only i n  rare cases, the sol id 
\Va te i s  identified separate ly. 
• Hazardous waste has dangerous effect on human-being and l iv ing organisms, 
therefore, more attention is gi\ en to hazardous \\ astes over non-hazardous wastes to 
promote the standards of l i \  ing and avoid  harm to human health. 
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as a resul  o f  the Cairo Guidel ines i s  pri n  iple . '0. . that d ir  ered th gO\ ml 1 �nL I nd 
non-.;O\ emmemal sector to re-�\ alu:1te their method of d ispo-ing \\  :,re . inLlud i ng 
hL1zardo,IS \\ aste- Abo. Ba.:el cOI1\ enrion members had referred to Cairo (jlli d �l ine: \\ hen 
d iscussing d i)posal of hazardou- wa-te. On the other h nd. Ba:el Con\ mil n 1 9  l )  " t 
�uidelines on the control 0 - trans-boundaf\ mo\ ement of hazardQu: \\ . -Ie J.nd th i r  � . 
d isposal . Convention partic ipants agreed that an) tJ.te ha the so\'ereign right to b::m the 
enlr) or d isposal of foreign hazardous \yaste- and other \\ aste In its lerritor) . Also. it 
recognized the i ncreas ing desire for the prohibit ion of trans-boundar) mo\ ements of 
hazardous \\ astes and thei r  d isposal i n  other states. espe ial ly de\ e loping countries. One 
of the re ommendation- that the com e ntlon has d isc u�� d is  the need to cont inue the 
de\ dopment and implementation o f  em i ronmental l) sound lo\\,-\\ rne technologies. 
recycl i ng opt ions .  good house-keeping. and management systems \\'jth a \ ie\\ to reducing 
to a m i n i m um the generat ion of hazardous \\ :1 tes and other wastes. 'r he com t.:ntiol1 
defi ned key tenns used i n  managing and contro l l i ng the trans-boundar)' of hazardous 
\\ astes, some of these definit ions are being used by the thes is .  The convent ion presented 
�9 art ic les. each d iscus ing issues related to the hazardous waste tralb-boundary and 
i nc l ud i ng requirements and appl ication(violation scenarios. I n  add it ion,  a u�eful product of 
the com ention is the appendices. \\ here Annex 1 I i  ted the categorit.: of \\ asle to be 
control led from d i fferent waste streams. Relevant . treams to o i l  and ga,> i ndustrie are :  
• Y9 Waste o i ls/water. hydrocarbons/water m ixtures, emulsions . 
• Y 1 8  Residues arisi ng from industrial waste disposal operat ions . 
Annex I I I  l ists hazardous characteristics and some of the waste d isposal and 
management methods, 
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l lazardou Rcje ts or  a ht:s or se\ eral act i \  i t ies and operat ion, ontain ing th 
propert ie- o f th hazardou sub-talK 
kdical Waste : An) \\ a tes n�'u l t ing ful l )  or part ia l ! )  from human or animal t is  'ues. 
blood or other l Iquid of  the bod) , e:\.cruciati ng, drug or other phamlaceutical 
product ' .  bandage , i nje t ion - ) ringe . sharp med ical tools  or an) other contagiou:. 
chemical or rad ioact i \'e \\ a te emanat ing from medicaL nurs ing, therapeuti and 
med ical  care , denti tl} , \ eteri nal} , pharmaceutical or manufacturi ng act iv i t ies or test 
researche , teac h i ng, ample extract ion or torage . 
\\ aste Handl i ng: A l l  operat ion ranging between the generat ion of  \YUste to the safe 
d i  po.al thereof i nc lud i ng their col lection, storage, tran port. treatment. d isposal of or 
re ) c l ing. 
\\ ::I,'te Recycl i ng :  Operat ion carried out on \\ a te . for the purpose of extract ing and re­
u' ing the ub. tance e .g . ,  re-use as fuel ;  e:\.traction of metals and organic substance ' .  
o i l  treatment or o i l  re-refin ing. 
Dumpin g: ) An) d l iberate d i  posal of pol l utant or refuse i nto the marine environment 
from yes el . a i rcraft or quay , etc . 8) Any de l iberate dumping of essel s  or i ndustrial 
in ta l lat ions or others in the marine env ironment. ' ·  (Order 00) 
\\ 3. te D ispo al : The Operations \\ h ich don't  i m olve the substances extract ion or re-use. 
e .g . ,  landfi l l ,  deep i nject ion,  b iological ,  physical and chemical treatment, penTIanent 
storage, demo l i t ion or any other method approved by the competent authori t i  s .  
\\'3 te :' lanagement: The co l lect ion, storage, transport ,  recycl i ng and d isposal of  \\'astes 
i nc lud ing post-care of s i tes thereof. 
Procedure : A standard operati ng pract ice of  dec is ion making department which in effect 
p laces a responsi b i l ity onto a person or company to act in a certa in way" . (Dubai 95 )  
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The UAE \\ 1 regulations and au horitie- -e l ion iden- i fi(? (he e. i�t ing r gubtiOIL 
for ea,-h of the \\ � r component and identi� the ruk of l AE uthorit ie: to\\ rd thom. 
Oi c u::.::.ion of each of the \\' I components i rd udes th federal and 10c.:!1 r gut t iolL. 
and compares bet\\ een 1\\ 0 Emirates regulations. l1am 1) AbuOhabi and Oubai .  L IJ. 
S Wi\l regulat ions & standards app l icable to oil  and ga: i ndu (rie- Jre g i \ en I11Clre focll:.  
3.3. 1. Terminology 
Certain units and \\';\ 1  term::. are freq uent I)  used and referred to " hen measuring the 
quanti ty. q ual i£) . an or detemlining the characteristic - of o l id \\ 3ste material. . 
Therefore, it is e<,sent ial  to defi ne the most fi'eq uent ly  u_-ed u nits and tenns to be used as 
reference for the ::.pecia l ist in this fie ld .  ddit ional ly .  a l l  regulat ion - and ::.tand.1[ds refelTed 
to l i 5ts glossary of tenns a long \\ ith their definit ions as the fi r  ( art ic le  presented i n  most 
of the federal em i ronmental laws.  and also in the local orders. elected definit ion of terms 
and units related to \\ '\, 1  and used b) the regulation standards are l i sted hereafter: 
Waste: A l l  kinds of refuses. \\ hether hazardous or harm less. i n c l ud i ng nuclear \\ aste 
\\ hich are d isposed of or are required to be d isposed of b) , i rtue or the I a\\'. 
Sol id \\ astes : The domestic.  industrial ,  agricultural and medical \\'astes and construcrion 
and demol i tion residues. 
Hamfu l  Substances : A l l  substances \\ hich rna) . d irectl), or indirectly cause harm to 
human health or the em i ro nment.  e.g.  chemicals. biological  or rad ioact i ve substances. 
Hazardous S ubstances: Sol id .  l iqu id  or gaseous substances that have harm fu l  properties on 
human health or may have adverse impacts on the envi ronment. e.g. toxic ,  explosive, 
i nflammable, or rad ioactive substances. 
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Lethal oncentrat ion 5 0  (L -0) cal ulated concentrat ion \\ h i  h. \\ hen admini  tered b;. 
the re p i rato!) route. i e pect d to k i l l  -0  per ent of a population of exp rim ntal 
animal during an expo ure of -l h. Ambient concentrat ion is expressed in  mi l l igram 
per I iter. 
n i nd ication of ne ro I re ult ino from h.in i rritation cau ed � 
b) appl ication ofa  I percent chemical solution. 
kdian thrc hold L imi t  (96 h TLm): That concentrat ion of a material at \\ hich it is lethal 
to 50 percent of the test population o\ er a 96-h exposllr period . Ambient 
concentrat ion i exprt: sed in m i l l igram per l iter. 
PIl\ to-to. ' ic it \ : Abi l ity to cau e poi onou or to:-.. i reactions in p lants. 
\ kd ian I nh ib itor\ L im it (1 1m): That concentration at \\ hich a 5 0  percent reduction in the 
biomas , ce l l  count, or photos) nthet ic acti\ i ty of the test culture occurs compared to a 
control cul ture oyer a l -l-da: period. Ambient concentration i - expressed in mi l l igrams 
per l i ter. 
3. 3. 2. Gel1eral Prospective of SH n.! Regulatiol1s il1 UA E 
o l id \\'a te lanagement ( \\'1\1) regulat ion in U E are 1I ual ly categorized under 
em ironmental protection laws. The re lationship bet\\ een solid \\ aste and the em·ironment. 
as per the regulatory point of \ ie\\ , originates from the concept of pol lution contro l .  o l id 
wa te, hazardous sol id \\ ast in  part icular, is considered as a pol lution source that needs to 
be r gulated and control led .  
lJAE environmental regulations have considered the management of sol id waste as a 
means of contro l l i ng pol lut ion.  In  the p revious regulation the concept of olid Waste 
i\. lanagement as an integrated s) stem was l i mited . For example, only one clause in  the 
previous env ironmental law has cal led for sol id waste management as a total i!) . the 
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Pollution of tbe Envitonmeot The natural or non-naturai contamination uIting form 
introducmg poUU1aDts directI or indirectl del iberate or non deliberatel man to 
the natural elements of environment whi b rna jeopardize the health of humans 
plants and animals, or harm the resources aDd ecological MS. 
Information Bul letin - A document containing information of a general usuall  non 
technical nature for publ ic or industry awareness 
Technical Guideline: A document containing e planations and technical information to 
assist a person or company to comply with the pro is ions of a code of practice or 
order. 
Pollution Substances and Factors: Any sol id l iquid gases smokes, apors odors nose 
radiation, heat, l ight glow, man-made or natural ibrations which lead d irectly or 
indirectly to Environmental pollution and deterioration or cause impairment to I i  ing 
organisms. 
Code of Practice: A set of plain language procedures and requirements adopted under a 
local order to give spec ify, detailed and enforceable d irection for a particular industry 
or act iv ity. 
Maximum Permissible Concentration (MPC): Levels of radioisotopes in waste streams 
which, if continuously maintained, would result in maximum perm issible doses to 
occupational ly exposed workers and which may be regarded as indices of the radio­
toxicity of different rad io-nucl ides. 
Bio-concentration CBio-accumulation, B io-magnification): The process by which l iving 
organisms concentrate an element or compound to levels in excess of those in the 
surrounding environment . 
Lethal Dose 50 (LD50): A calculated dose of a chemical substance which is expected to 
ki l l  50 percent of a population of experimental animals exposed through a route other 
than respiration. Dose concentration is expressed in mi l l igrams per kilogram of body 
weight. 
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of rubbi h and other hamlJltl product in area acce-sible b) the publ ic .  Thi la jfi -ation 
di regard the source p l I ut ion, therefore, e i ther i ndu trial or dome tic sol i d  \\ ast \\ ould 
lead to o i l  contami nat ion.  The regulator) method of pre \ ent i ng soil contam ination caused 
b) o l id \\ a-te fo l lo\\ s  t\\ O approache : promoting c l eanup- and treat i ng the o l id  \\ astc . 
�ctions 3 .., - di  -eu the e t\\'o approache in more deta i l - .  
An e\.ample that demonstrate' the r lat ion h ip  bet\\ een em i ronmental I' gulal ions 
and sol id \\ a te management i the Dubai ' Munic ipa i i t) Code of Practice for \\ a te 
management.  The UlTent tructure of em ironmental la\\ in Dubai is  hO\\TI in the 
1'01 10\\ i ng d i agram:  
Pol lc \  on \\ ·a'te. the environment and llstai nable Development . 
La al Order 6 1  1 99 1  
Ad m i n istrative Order 2 1 1 /9 1  (Clarify i ng 6 1 1 1 99 1 )  & 73/93 (Trade Waste) 
Codes 
Practice 
of • Construction afe!) 
• �Ied ical Waste �1anagement 
• A brasive B lasting 
Techn ical guidel ines 
Figu re 3 . 1  tructure o f  environmental la\\ i n  Dubai 
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remaining regulation - are related bu' all tac!-\e an i ndi,  idu I com 1ent of th ' , \\ 1 .  Th ' 
approach of fa using i n  ea h omponent of th - \\ 1 ': :tem .  r�lther than r� ;;ubting ti)r 
the comprehen_l'v e s) stem.  \\as based on th concep of ..:peci l ialion that 31 10\\ 5  
a�s igning speci fic respon::.ibi l i t ies to the con em d authorit) . For e. ample. th federal 
regulation con iders the munic i pal it; in each emirate as the re:pon:ib le authorit) to 
manage sol id \\ aste. Ho\\e\  er. this con ept ha been c hanged. the ne\\ I� p�L;ed 
env i ronmental regulation has dedicated a complete artic l e. art ic le 1 0  (General rule. and 
procedures for hazardous \yaste managemen ) that l i sts In deta i l '  the  management 
requirements to manage ::.ol id aste. The art ic le  consists o f  four c 1au�es : generation. 
col lection and torage. tran:--portation. and lreatm nt and di 'po::.al of hazardous \\ 3ste· .  
Another example for the change i n  th is  concept i s  that one of th amendmenb con Idered 
by Dubai 1 lunic i pal ity for their "code of practice" is to dedicate a section for \\ a:te 
management in add ition to the existing re le\  ant codes. l ike medical \\ aste management 
and waste transportation.  
Air, \yater and soi l  are the three main ph) s ical component o f  the e m  ironment . o l id  
wastes are categorized under soi l  protect ion regulations in  the e m  i ronmental regulations. 
Even though the e ffects of mismanaging sol i d  waste would be reflected, d l rectl) or 
indirectly on the air and \vater, yet i t  is categorized under soi l .  mainly because of the 
s imi larity in physical sol id  nature A nother \\ ay of explaining the s imi larit) between solid 
waste and soi l  i n  the envi ronmental  l a\\ would be due to the defin it ion o f  soi l  
contam ination. The term soi l  contamination means " add i ng to i ts content sub tances or 
components that i s  not from i ts nature ,  or the percentage of e lements i n  the soi l  would 
increase over the normal l i mits" . And substances or  e lements would i n c l ude the presentee 
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Ta ble 3 .2  List of ompetent r\uthorities a per the Env ironmental Protection La\\ 2-+ 
(Orda 00) 
I T) pe o f  M a ter ia l  o r  \Va tc ompetent  Authority 
--
hl:mical � laterials • \ l ini tl") of Health 
• \ l ini tl") of Interior 
• T\ lunicipal i ty 
• ;-"' I in i t l") of Finance and Indu tf) 
Hazardous ubstance , agricultural • l in i  tl) of Agriculture and Fi -heries 
hazardoll \\ aste and their lefto\er-
I 
Hazardou- \ Iedical \\ a te • i\ l in istl") of Health 
• funicipal i ty 
Other hazardou ub tance • T\ lunic ipal ity 
I 
hlorine, F lorochlorine and Hel ium • Federal Environmental Agenc: 
compound -
3.3. 4. mll Reg lIlatio 11 For Oil alld Gas Indllstries 
AE emironmental protection and development la\\ (2-+) (La\\2-+ 99) has vel) l i tt le 
reft ren e to o i l  and gas i ndustries. Also there are no federal standards and spec ifications 
(k110\\TI as executi e orders) d i rected to oil and gas industries. The only la\\ art icles that 
d i rectly refer to o i l  and gas industries are articles 1 8  and 1 9  of Chapter 2 (protection of 
\\ ater em i ronment). Yet, they are not d i rectly related to sol id \\ aste . 
• Article 1 8  states that Parties l icensed to prospect and extract or exploit on and off­
shore o i l  and gas fields shall be prohibited from discharging in the water 
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3.3.3. L:-:! E  S H 3f A lllilOrilies 
Federal agencie.:: are he regulatin:= bodies \\;thin thei r  authorizati n bound, ri ' _ .  Th ' 
i::.::.ued regulation::, are lIslIal l )  app l i  able to al l  he emlrat -. The i r  role L (0 : [UP th' b: '. 
or an umbrel la re�ulation and to la� out the :pecific approach for the e.'\enuting ag nc) 
Three federal authorities are d i rectl) im oh ed in ett ing-up -ol id  \\'a 'te • lana.;em nt 
regula ions: these authorities arc Federal Em i ronmental Agenc) ( F.E .A). � l in i  -try of 
Interior (\ia the c iv i l  defense department) and the General COLIn i l  of  CAE 1 l unic ipal it ie.' . 
The other authorities are invoh ed in  the appl ication part of these regulat ion',  i 'suing IOlal 
order� setting standards and planning. fhe combination of the regulating and appl ication 
authorities is  cal led Comp tent !\uthorit ie::,. 
Competent Authori ties are the gO\ em mental and official bod) assigned by the b\\ to 
carry out spec ific duties toward the env i ronmental protect ion. The aim of ass igning these 
competent authorities is to avoid dupl ication of \\ork and to ba\ c a c lear under tand ing of 
\\ ho is doing \\ hat. The usual duties of those authorities are to setup standards. issue 
l icen e and fol low up with implementat ion of the regulation requirements . 
The definition of  a competent authority i s  g l\ en In the Cairo convention as " /\  
gO\ emmental authority \\ itb appropriate qua l ification des igned or establ ished to be 
responsible \\ ithin sllch geographical area, and \\ i th slIch jurisd iction as may be thought of 
by the go\'ernment for the plan ing. organizat ion, authorization, and superv is ion of the 
management of \yaste ." (Cairo 87). In UAE, competent authorities for hand l ing or deal i ng 
with hazardous substances, hazardous wastes and med ical \vastes are l isted in  the draft 
execut i \ e order To. 9 as shO\\TI in the fol lowing table (See Table 3 .2) 
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the i r  tandard and p roced ure . on of \\ hich is  \n,, 1 standards and procedure- I t  is \\ e l l  
kno\\11 that t h o  shareholder· are \\ e l l  e tab l ished companie In th and Europe that 
ha\ c a fi rm e m  i ro nmental prote tion standard and procedure . and hence ad\ anc d 
e. perience. to compl� \\ ith th I I' countrie legi lation. The e experience and procedure -
are shared \\ ith the P a part of excellenc) -right agreem nts. Therefore. i t  i '  fair to 
c l a i m  that are \\e l l  ad\ anced in the em ironmental protection and 1:lI1dards. and 
hence \\ �I standards and pract i  e .  For example.  the current ADl OC waste 
management guide l i ne tandards ar extracted from the i nternat ional standards such as 
E P A  method 1 3 1 1 - 5 .  federal Regulation 1 1 797. K contro l l ed Waste Regulat ions of 
1 992. and otlpr regulat ion related to defi n i ng standards for hazardous \\astes. 
This ad\ ancement i n  \\' I standards by o i l  and gas i ndustries i s  recognized and 
apprec i ated b) AE authorities. OPCO's environmental experts have shared the ir 
experien e - and part i c i pated strongl) i n  sett i ng-up the federal la\\ (2-.+).  Thi part icipat ion 
\\ a In a form o f  reV le\\ . workshops and committee . The apprec iation. e\  en. was 
reflected \\ hen preparing the executi \ e  orders (standards and spec ificat ions that aid the 
l a\\ ) \\ here it i s  dec ided that there \\ i l l  be -at th is  stage- no ne\\ o\erru l i ng spec i fications 
or standards appl ied to o i l  and gas i nd ustries -OPCO's-, onl) to ensure that OPCO's apply 
\\ hat the� c urrently have. Therefore.  the referenced standards and spec ifications for 
OPCOs i s  AD I  O C  health, safety and environmental management guide l ines. such as 
, . lanual On D ischarges I nventory Compi lation Methods" issued i n  1 997 .  
1 he manual  conta ins  deta i l s  o f  methods to be used by AD OC group companies i n  
com p i l i ng t he first vers ions o f  their d ischarges i nventories.  I t  i s  designed to provide 
suffic i e nt guidance to OPCO's to a l low them to compi le i nventories in a standardized 
5 1  
• 
em iwnment or onshore area adjaceni to h :: i ie ot Ih 's a.:t i\  it i". 
methods \\ h lCh ha e no impa i on bnd or mann T1\ iwnment , r' Jopted. fh ' 
waste or poll utan:- di::charged = hould be treated \\ irb th L1 e:t t >chnolo:)c� 
a\ ailable in compl iance \\ ith the criteria 0 - rat i fied region_ I and i ntemmion.ll 
com e n  ion_ and protocol s  and in a \\"3) not to atTect the economical f a:i b t l it) of 
the project. 
A.rti c Je 1 9  state.;; that - -The agenc) . i n  coord i nation \\;rh the omp"t 'nt Authoritt :­
and i n  cooperation and coord ination with th part ies l icensed to pro 'pecL e\.tract and 
exploit o i l  and ga fields.  _hal l set out the guide l ines to en\ i ronmcntal safet) and 
shal l manage the \\ aste result ing from 0 1 1  and gas product ion. tran 'portation and 
exploitation 
• 'c\ e rtheless. some ot the recentl) i .:  u d regulat ions are ind irectly appl icable to o i l  
and ga.- indu trie . l or e ·a nple.  art ic le 7 of \E federal  La\\ (24) req u i res regular 
anal) sis of \\astes. monitor d ischarge spcc i fication�. and pol l utants resul t ing from an) 
proj ct act i \  i t les Also. art icle 50 of chapter 4 regulates the di sposal of sol id  \\ asks in 
general .  this at1icJe statcs that - - I t  shall  be prohib ited to t hro\\ , treat or bum sol id  \\ 3. te or 
refers except on s i tes a l located for that particu lar purpose 3\\ 3: from r�s identlaL 
industrial . agricultural areas and water environmcnt. The Executive Order o f  thc present 
La\\ detern1 i nes the spec i fications, regulations and m inimum l i m its for remoteness of 
these s i tes from the said areas. 
In AbuDhabi .  AD. OC and its group COmpll1 1eS (refe rred to as OP O ' s) represent 
the o i l  and gas i ndustries. OPCO's act iv ities range from the upslr�am acti\ i t ies 
(e-..:plorat ion.  dri l l i ng, and production) to the processl I1g and dO\\TIstream activi ties (gas 
processi ng. refining, and exportation). 'lost of OPCO ' s  i n  buDhabi a n d  the o i l  a n d  gas 
i nJustries i n  the other E mi rates ha, e i nternat ional shareholde r(s) whom they share \"ith 
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• Pe tic ides fungicide, herbic ide, in ecticide, etc ) 
• Rad ioactive source Chal l  be returned to supplier) 
• lop o i l  ernul ion sol id::. fr m refinelJ 
• pent act iv ated arbon e.g. merculJ remo\ al , condensate fi ltration) 
• Tank bottom l udge (e.g . leaded unleaded ga o l in , crude o i l .  etc . )  
• X-ra) dev e loper tixer hemical . (AD OC 97) 
3. 3. 5. Reglllatioll alld Standard S � � ]I-Jfelhods 
This e t ion d i  cu E '  regulated W 1 methods Eight \\ I 1 methods are 
d lscl,-�ed, four of \\ h ich are appl ication issues (\\'a te col lection. waste transportat ion.  
treat ing sol id \\'a te material . and \\aste d isposal) and the other four methods are 
adm l n istrat i\ e I ue (promoting c leanups, con ignment note. labe l ing and signs. and 
per'onal protective equipment). Again, the d iscu ed regulations are not d i rected on I: to 
o i l  and ga i ndu tries, but to other indu tries as \\ e l l .  
\Va te  removal fro m  public area is an  essential mean of protect ing publ ic  welfare. 
Waste types are categorized into : domestic, i ndustrial and hazardous. I n  general .  domestic 
\\ aste types are less hazardous, and thus, UAE federal regulations assigned local 
munic ipal it ies to handle them. On the other hand, i ndustrial hazardous and non-hazardous 
\\ astes are the responsibi l ity of the industry under the monitoring of the relev ant 
competent authorit ies at the federal leve l .  The responsible Competent authorities \\ ere 
i ntroduced earl ier i n  Section 3 . 3 . 3 .  
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manner" (.-\0 OC 97) The ma ual ddine: he haz rdou: \\ 3:te, 
manual can be found in c hapter 2. 
h d t t 1 t'rlln1 o i l  and g3S \I1du tries ar� I i-It'd E xample:: of knO\\TI azar 0 t- \\ a' e 5 rcan -
hereunder: 
• Aci d  and alkal i s ludge 
• A.PI separator s ludge from petroleum relining 
• A.sbestos 
• Batteries ( including a l l  df) l iq u id & jel  cel ls)  
• Bio ides (powders) 
• Catal� st-
• CFes }lalon (conta ined organic halogt?n compounds) 
• Contaminated absorbents 
• C rude-contaminated soi ls (> 1 0.000 mg/kg TPH) 
• Dist i l lation res idues and condensates 
• Explosives 
• Fi l tercake sl udge (merc uf)' contaminated) 
• Fi l ters (e.g. o i l  condensate. glycol .  amine) 
• Gas Liquid sweetening wastes (e.g. glycol,  amine etc . )  
• Heat exchanger bundle c leani ng sludge (gas processing RU, petroleum refining 
and chemical plants) 
• I nsulation 
• Laboratof)' c hemicals 
• L ight bulbs / tubes (e .g. fl uorescent mercury vapor, halogen) 
• i\. ledical wastes 
• Pai nt & paint ing related materials (thinners, etc .) 
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To re o l \ c the wa te tran portat ion cri t ical i ty and diver i ty, the federal em ironmental 
protection la\\ (number 2..+) ha refelTed to the condition and requirements of \\ a_ te 
tr3.n·p rtation in most  of i t  arti I e  . Clau e :2 under art icle 10 (general rule - and 
procedure for hazardou \\ a tc management) is dedi ated for hazardous \\-aste 
transportat ion.  Transportation \ eh ic les are defined i n  the glossal) as "Aircraft, 
automobi le , tra i n , tractor or motorcyc le , or any other machi nery intended for operation 
on road '." (Order 00). 
Treat ing ol id \\ 'aste f\ laterials 
0\ rnment \\-orld\\ ide,  as \\ el l as in E,  are concerned about the method of 
managing solid waste. or any \\'aste in genera l .  The mall1 concern i s  because of the 
III reasi ng amount of generation, the hazardous nature ,  and the health effects of these 
\\ a te materia ls .  Treatment i one of the management methods, considered b) UAE 
regulations to reduce the hazards of sol id \vastes .  
Treatment inc ludes trength and S Ize reduction of waste materials, \\hich can be 
3. h ieved by physical ,  chemical or bio logical methods. I nc ineration, for example, is one of 
the \\ ide 'pread systems,  however, \\ ith negati \  e impact on the atmosphere. Compost ing 
process, is another example \\ here the organIc refuse is converted to fert i l izer and the 
produced b io-gas is uti l i zed as fuel .  
U AE  federal law number 2 4  has establ i shed 'regulat ions for handl i ng hazardous 
materials hazardous wastes and medical \vastes" (Order 00). Clause (No. 4) of article 1 0  
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Federal and loc 1 authoriiies are responsible for dLpo: in;:- , I I  \\ .:1 -t'
 t) F - that i n ' lud\? 
the industry wastes if not abl . or  fai l  to di -po e th m i n  a .::afe manner. T
hi.- > lra s;ep i s  
to  ensure that disposal i s  I n  ac  ordan�e \\ ith regulation and .::t..lI1dard:. and \\ nh no
 lunn 10 
human beings and the en\ i ronment. --The la\\ \\ ould obl i �ate the �entrJ.1 or local 
authorities to establ i sh d lspo�al. treatment or rec� chng t3. i l i tie- that could 3C o mmodah.: 
most 1) pes of waste materials:' (AIHelo 97). AI o. the r\E regulation - made i t  le3r that 
it is the responsibi l i1)' of i ndustrial sol id \\"aste producers for d lspo�al or treatll1g tbe l r  
waste via cert ified fac i l it ies to avoid i t s  hann ful e ffects orne regulat ions make i t  
mandatof\ to  include rec., c l ing of  reco\ e rable \\'a5te rnaterial� in the d ispo al fac i l i t) .  
Also. size and quanti!) reduct ion o [ \\ astc i� part of  d i�po. 31 requ i remcnts-- (Al l  lela 97 . 
Waste 1 ransportation 
Legis lat ion presenb transportation of \\ aste 1l13terials as a c ri t ical operat ion out of the 
other waste management components. The regulations for hazardou '  \\ ash.: material 
transportation. focuses on the precaut ionary measures. certi fications. checking 





Transported \\ aste \\ould use public roads and pass through residential areas. Thi 
would expose the pub l ic to risks Especial ly s ince most of  the pub l ic are una\\are of 
the hazardous exposed to or unprepared/unsk i l led to take act ion in case of  accident. 
Transported waste materials are less stable than stored or under treatment waste. 
I t  would expose more than one component of the em i ronment; i e . sea, land or air. 
Waste transportat ion im olves many parties, start ing from generator to fi nal 
destination and incl udes the operation, treatment. d i sposal and hand l i ng. Each of 
these parties has d i fferent responsib i l ity toward the waste. and hence, d i fferent 
method. 
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• s ing orne hazardou wastes as fuel for po\\'er generation,  
• Retrie\ al of  organic oh em and reusing them in  extraction operations, 
• Rec) c l i ng and reu ing of  orne organic materials for hazardous wastes ,  
• Reusing o f fen'ou and non ferrou metals and their  compounds 
• Recycl ing and reu ing ome in -organic materials found in  the hazardous \\'astes. 
• Retrie\  al and rec) c l ing of  ac id'  or alkal is. 
• Retrie\  a l  o f u  ed o I l s  and reu ing them after refin ing. 
Treatment operations of hazardous wastes not suitable for recyc l ing or reusing should 
be can'ied out \\ i thin the fol lo\\ing frame:  
• Bunal of  hazardous \\ aste 1Il spec ial equipped burial holes isolated from other 
em i ro nment e lement 
• Ph) s ical and chemical  treatment of hazardous wa tes. 
• Incinerat ion in  spec ial equipped inc inerators not permitt ing gas or vapor emi s lons 
in a manner cau ing damage to the surround ing env ironment 
• Permanent storage ( l ike plac ing  hazardous wa te containers under the ground). 
Al l  procedures ensuring the restriction or min imizat ion of hazardous waste generation 
\\Quld be taken through : 
• De\ e lopment and d i sseminati on  of c lean techno log) . 
• De\ e lopment of hazardous \\ aste management system. 
• Expanding reusing and inc ineration  of hazardous \\astes after treatment \\ hene er 
poss ib le .  
I t  is  necessal) to setup a periodical program for mon itoring the en i ronmental system 
\\ astes on s ite and in hazardous \\ aste treatment and d isposal p lants and their 
surroundings. " Parties l i censed to handle  and manage hazardous wastes and hazardous 
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General Rules and Pro edure for Hazardou..: Waste lam.=- m m) d "tIll d th" 
requirements for reating or d isposmg of hazardou: \\ a - te: Tlp_ re-qu i r  ment: ,'r" ' it) 
ha the .. i lcensed pa� :::hould. In  coord ination \\ i ih the concerned uthorit ie - .  ,-de't th> 
site::: of hazardous \\aste trearm m and d isposal plants I n  n area not  Ie · - than 11\ '  
ki lom ters a\\ a� from residential and urban gathering.- .  The fol l o\\ ing cond ition..: . 
equipment and i nstal lations m us be pro ided in  the s leeted d i sposal s ite: 
• The s ite area should commensurate \\ iIh the quantit� of hazardous \\':15te,' expected 
to be col lected 
• S ite should be surrounded b. a bri k \\a l l  not les - than 2. - meters h 19bt. 
• lte should be pro\ i ded \\ith more than one door of suitable openi ng peml itt ing 
eas) entrance of  hazardous \\ aste transport veh ic les .  
• ite should be provided \\ itb \\�lter source. to i lets and a telephone l ine. 
• Site should be pro\ ided \\ ith a l l  mechanical equipment fac i l itat ing \\ ork mo\ emcnt 
there in .  
• Site should be pro\ ided \\ ith equipped stores for keeping hazardous \\ :istes unt i l  
treatment and d isposal thereof. 




Si te should be provided \\ ith the necessary equipment and i nstal lations for sort ing 
and c lass ify ing some hazardous \\ aste� for recycl ing purposes 
S ite should be provided with sanitary burial hole of a suitable capac ity for bUf) i ng 
inci  neration leftovers. 
Hazardous \\'aste treatment operat ions for rec) c l ing should be carried out \\ i thin the 
fol lo\\ ing frames : 
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The hannful e ffc ts of  hazardous and out-of-spec s l id  \\ ast cau ed the gO\ emment 
to d i re t the i r  anent ion and pro\ ide o lut ions to control these \\ astes .  One of the 
approache' fol lo\\ cd b) the regulator) bodie  i to legi latc l aws that regulate hand l ing 
and treatment of  sol id \\ aste to min imize and contro l the hannful e ffects .  -\nd e\ en i n  
greater deta i l .  I i  ted ·tandards and spec i ficat ions that define max imum and min imum 
l im i ts ,  to a l lo\\ further ontrol and hence prote t the cm i ronment and human health. 
The \\aste treatment and hand l ing regulat ion in AE can b summarized as fol lows: 
• "\\ a  te la - i fi  ation accord ing t o  its hazardou effects on the h uman bei ng and the 
other compon nt of the em ironment espec ia l l) in teml of its nature �  poisonous. 
corro 1\ enes , ignitab i l it) . react iveness. and tox ic ity; 
• ource- of sol id wa te generat ion and the associated col lect ion requirements �  
• Tralrportat ion  of wa tes for d i  posa l ;  
• The appl ied method ofd i  posal and treatment: 
• I lcensmg issue for deal i ng \\ ith \\ aste mater ia ls :  
• spec ify i ng the rul e  and re pons ib i l it) o f  federal agenc Ies and departments, and 
as igning authorities�  
• defin i ng penalt ies for v io lating these rules, to ensure adherence and to respect the 
fundamentals of dea l i ng with \\ aste materia ls �  
• spec ify the central governmental agency or  department to mainta in  waste 
management. (AIHelo 97)  
Waste Disposal 
The UAE enviro nmental regulat ions cons ider sol id waste d isposal as the ult imate 
fi nal destinat ion for most of the wastes generated i n  the country. It is the respons ib i l i ty of 
the munic ipal ity to organize a waste d i sposal p lan for the mun ic ipal  wastes . For the 
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· 'bl - , d l'nt  " 1  d on th.· rd p I1i�.:: d t  > 11.1 th'" lh. n m:uenals shal l  e r :.ponsl � tor ,nc- a��;;;-s � 
obsef\ ance of 'he provIsions hereof."" Order 00) 
Industncl sol id  waste is more h r:e ir. nature \\ hen compar�d \\ i th dom�_-l i\.. \\ �P. 
Also. i t  inclu es most of the po.::jble co i.1minants. Hazardous \\ a-t� t} p . �ener3t 'd 
from i ndustrial activit ie:. can be c Ia -jfied a.:: toxic .  ign i tabl . radioa ri\ e. react i \  or ha\ e 
Ion; term effect on the em Ironment. On Ih;;- other hand. dom�stlc sol id  \\ a5tes ontain 
high percentage of degTadabl� organic compOl;nds and are usua l l) le:s harm ful  materiaL. 
General l)  speaking, indu-trial .ol id \\aste matenal co/Ham usual ly  more hazardous 
compounds than dom tic solrd \\ a.::te matc-n�ls.  Th�r�for , C  E gO\ emment ha - d i \' ided 
the \\ aste treatment re:;pon.- ib i i i lie.:: i nto thrc-c _ ertors ba -ed on the source of  the \\ aste. 
these sectors are explained in the 1 able 3 . 3 :  
Ta ble 3 . 3  Responsible Authorities for \\Jste treatment b) generat ion sector 
ector Example of  "a te m a terial Resp o n  i b lc a u t h o rity 
P u bl ic  , Rubbish and dome. t ic  waste Munic ipal ity 
materials 
Govcrnmcn tal ! Agricultural --\\::iste material , The concerned min i stry l!1 
waste materials generated from coord i nation \\ i th the 
mi l i tan e:-o.erC lses and competent authority and the 
researches. and govemmental munic ipal ity . 
I 
hospi tal \\3stes. 
I n d ustrial  Oi l  and gas i ndustries, The generati ng industry In 
construction and demo l it ion coord i nation \\ i th  the 
waste materials, and other competent authority and the 
I industrial related \vaste municipal i ty. 
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, 
The harmful e ffects o f  hazardous and out-of-spec so l id \\ aste caused the go\ ernment 
to d i rect the ir  attention and provide solut ions to control these \\ astes. One of the 
approache fo l lo\\ed by the regulatory bodies is to legi late l aws that regulate hand l i ng 
and treatment of  so l id  \\ aste to min i mize and contro l  the harmful  effects. A nd e\ en in 
greater deta i l ,  I i  ted standards  and spec i ficat ions  that define max i m um and min imum 
l im its, to al lo\\" further control and hence protect the env ironment and human health. 
The \vasre treatment and hand l i ng regulat ion in UAE can be summarized as fol lows : 
• "Waste c lassification a cord i ng to its hazardous e ffects o n  the h uman being and the 
other components of the env i ronment, espec ia l ly in term of its nature ;  poisonous. 
corros i \  eness, ignitab i l i ty.  reactiveness, and toxic i ty; 
• ources of so l i d  waste generat ion and the assoc iated col lect ion requi rements: 
• Transportat ion of  wastes for d isposa l ;  
• The appl i ed method of d isposal and treatment: 
• l icensing issue for deal i ng \\ i th \.\'aste materia ls ;  
• spec if')  i ng the rul e  and responsib i l i ty o f  federal  agenc ies and departments, and 
ass ign ing authorit ies;  
• defin ing penalt ies for v io lat ing these ru les, to e nsure adherence and to respect the 
fundamentals  of  deal i ng with waste materia ls ;  
• spec if)' the  central governmental agency or department to mainta in  waste 
management." (AIHelo 97) 
Waste Disposal 
The UAE e nvironmental regulat ions consider so l id  waste d isposal as the u l t imate 
fi nal dest ination for most of the wastes generated i n  the country .  It i s  the respons ib i l ity of 
the munic ipal ity to orgaruze a waste d isposal p lan for the munic ipa l  wastes. For the 
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materials -hal l be responsible for he dan'a.;": intlecred on third parti .: due to th n
'l n  
obsef\ ance of h e  pro i - ion- hereof"" Order 00) 
Indus rial o l i  \\aste i:  more di\ ers ii. nature \\ hen cornpar d \\ i th dome ti� \UL't'. 
Also. It mc lud 5 rno:::.t of the pos.:ibl  con.aminants. Hazardous \\ :te t) p gener�1t "d 
from i ndustrial acti , ities can be cI .:- i tled as to, ' i  . ignitable. rad ion.cti \ e .  reacti \ e or hm ' 
long term eftect on the em ironment. On the other hand. dome tic _olid \\ a res contain 
high percentage of degradable organic compounds and are u un.l l� Ie: - ham1fu l  materiaL. 
General l� speaki ng. industnal sol i d  \\ 3 te materials ontain usual ly more hazardou:::. 
compound:::. than domest ic sol id \\ 3.-te material:::. Therefore. AE go\ emment h:.1s d I\  ided 
the \\aste treatment responsibi l i tie: into three sectors ba ed on the source of the \\3. teo 
these sectors are explained in the Table 3 .3 :  
Ta ble 3.3 Responsible Authorities for \\ aste treatment by generation sector 
I ...., ecto r Example of waste m a teria l '  R e  ponsible  a u t h o ri t) 
P ub l ic Rubbish and domestic waste l\.lunic ipal i!) 
materials 
Governmental  Agricultural \\aste material . The concerned m i n i stry I n  
\\aste materials generated from coord i nat ion \\ ith the 
mi l i taf\ e:-..ercises and competent authority and the . 
researches. and governmental munic ipal i!)' 
I 
hospital waste . 
I n d ustrial  1 0il  and gas i nd ustries, The generating i nd ustry I n  
construction and demol i t ion coord i nation \\ ith the 
waste materials. and other competent authority and the 
industrial related \\"aste municipal i ty, ) 
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pennanent torage destruction or any other process would lead to total change of  the 
origi nal produced waste material . 
Promot i rH! C leanups 
o l id \\ a te, from dome t ic and i ndustrial sources, poses a danger to the env i ronment 
b) pol l ut ing the pub l ic areas and natural resources. These e lements are protected b) the 
" admin i strat ive contro l  for the public order. That is because of damaging effects caused by 
waste. espec ia l ly  the publ ic health is considered as essential part of the pub l ic order." 
(A I I- Ie lo 97) 
There i no doubt about th hazardou effects of dumpi ng waste next to d\\ e l l ing 
areas. I nsects and rats are attracted to these wastes, from which start spread ing d iseases 
and emit  nuisance odor. In the Emirate of AbuDhabi ,  there is a "general c leanness system 
and h; giene standards for commerc ial shops ' (No. 1 1 , year 1 972, mod ified in regulation 
, 10 . 8 year 1 979)" . im i lar regulat ion is the specialty of  each Emirate ' s  mun ic ipal ity, 
Another measure that regulation considers to ensure c leanness of publ ic areas i s  by 
placing restric t ions and hence contro l l i ng sol id waste. These restrictions prohib i t  to throw 
trash and \vaste materials on the curbs, roads, or on the publ ic areas and locations other 
than \\"hat is specified by the munic ipal ity . Also, i nside bu i ld ing 's  corridor and stairs .  
(AIHelo 97) .  
Consignment ote 
Consignment note is a commun.ication process between governmental authorities and 
the i nvolved parties in hazardous waste handl i ng. It records t he movement of hazardous 
6 1  
industrial \\ astes. each industI-: is responsible to manag it - g Ik'rapd \\ ::n � m3tl?rial i n  
coord ination \\ i t h  the re le\ am a u  hori!) . referred to as " comp �t nt authoriti  .
.
. .  n of  th ' 
foremost tasks of the competent authori!) \\ i l l  be to d raw up a \\ ;:L:le d l -posal p i  n for th 
Emirate. This " i l l  form the basis  of  a future wa:re management pol i  � .  in rh" emi rate and 
should inc lude munic ipal and industrial  as wel l  as hazardou' \\ .1 te" (R L 90). Ret�rring 
to the federal la\\ . it is noticed that the la\\ combIne- treatment \\ i th d lspo.-al .  For 
example. c lause 1 0..+ of the environmental protect ion regulat ion  is t i t led:  Treatment and 
disposal of hazardous \\ astes. This c lause l ists the regulatoi;. requ i rement of a d ispo al 
area. as wel l  as. i ts eq uipment and i nstal lations pe i fical ly, ' 1he fol lo\\ ing equipment 
and instal lat ions must be avai lable :  
• The site area sha l l  commensurate \\ i th the quantity of hazardous \\ astes th�lt 
expected to be col lected. 
• A brick \\ al l shal l surround the s i te not less than 2 5 meters high . . . ftc ."  (Defense 
99) . 
Dubai municipal i ty has issued 3 technical guiddi nes relevant to the d isposal of 
wastes. These technical guide l i nes numbered 26. 2 7  and 47.  and t it led : app l icatIOn for 
approval to d ispose hazardous waste, annual approval for hazardous waste d isposal and 
guidel ines for the d isposal of used chemical containers ,  respectively. A l l  of These 
guidel ines are for hazardous waste materials,  for non-hazardous waste matenals.  general 
requ i rements for waste m in i m ization and control  are speci fied along with the d isposal 
method. 
The d isposal method l isted in the federal environmental law. as per the defin it ion, 
inc ludes: burial, deep i njection. bio logical process. physical/chem ical treatment, 
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i nformation l isted in schedule 3 ,  and shal l pass this consignment note to the carrier at the 
same t ime as the con ignment i presented to the carrier." Iso, section VI .2  requires that 
. . the carrier shal l ensure that the consignment note accompanies the consignment 
throughout that part of the joum � 0\ er which the cons ignor has respons ib i l ity and at the 
end of this joumey, the con igrunent note is handed either to the rec ipient of the 
con ignment or the next consignor, as appropriate , "  (Defense 99) 
The con ignment note appl ication used in UAE is  a paper format that contains five 
different color copies and designed to fol lo\\ the various stages/responsible personnel in 
the hazardoLl \\'ast d isposal proces , The mUlt iple copies of consignment note works as a 
tracking mechan ism that would verify no loss of waste i n  any stage of the process proper 
handl ing and transportat ion and that all waste has been accounted for in the process, 
For the purpose of comparison. and to select a cons ignment note that suitable for our 
stud} area, several identified formats of cons ignment notes that are used in UAE are 
compared.  I n  summary, al l formats are identical in the main content number of copies and 
process procedure, hO\vever, \\ith minor d ifferences in the layout color and style ,  The 
selected consignment note format and layout would be s im i lar to what is  used by the 
ADI OC Group Companies (See Figure 3 .2 and 3 .3) .  Few i mprovements were added to 
the original fomlat, as a result of evaluation/comparison with other systems; i .e .  Dubai 
Municipal ity Consignment note and U.S EPA hazardous waste manifest system .  Also, the 
changes i ncorporate the requirement by the newly issued federal  law and val idating the 
requirements. The AD OC format is selected because it represents a major sector of Oi l  
& Gas industries i n  UAE.  It  i l lustrates the consignment note concept and to avoid a major 
change to \-vhat i s  currently used in  the study area that they lead to confusion to the users. 
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waste from the generat ion source to tlml d lspos31 or tre3tm nt. The obj�  ,th e of r .... odin.,; 
the mo\ ement of hazardous \\aste i :  to ensure unified and con - j ·t nt 3PPW3Ch nd prl.)r r 
hand l ing. transportat ion. and d i  -po-a!. Con- ignment note pro ::: ph� si '.:li l) tra�L tIp 
mo\ ement of the hazardous wastes uti l izing set of paper foml: appl ication - and proce..-s 
that records all the required i nformation about i m oh ed per'onnel in each proc _ - uti l izing 
the mUltiple copies fomlat and inc ludes detai led infomlation about the \\ a teo 
CAE federal and local regulation consider:. the provis ion of consignment note as a 
mandatory requirement \\ hen hand l ing hazardous \\'astes It should be noted that the 
regulation that require� consignment note is appl icable to a l l  � pes of hazardous \\ a�tcs. 
e i ther sol id, gas or l iquid \\'aste materials. 
Although the record ing system. \\ hich i '  regulated b) the con�ignment note proce '�.  
I S  l im ited to hazardous \\ a5te materials: non hazardous \\ aste -both industrial and 
domestic- should not be exempted from record keepIl1g: especi::tl l) jf the generated 
amounts are high AD OC Health afe�' and Environmental Guidel ines exc ludes the 
requirement of inventory keeping if the generation amount of non-hazardous waste is less 
than one ton per month . Such recording s) stem should contain the amount sent off-site, 
and the appl ied management method. 
The consignment note Issued by the Civ i l  Defense is  considered to i l l ustrate how 
UAE regulations is  managing hazardous wastes. For example. radioactive materials,  
section VI . l " documents to be provided \\ i th and to accompany and consignment" has t\\·o 
c lauses. these c lauses states that '1he consignor shall provide for each consignment of 
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IlIS (AI )NO(' 97) 
labeled i n  accordance \\ ith the l AE. Regulation . u ing, \\'here appropriate \\ h i te 
category- I .  or ) e l lo\\ category - I l .  or yel lo\\ category -In label . The form and Lavout of 
\\ h i te category'- l .  yel lo\\ ategof) - 1 1 .  and y 1 10\\ categol)'- I I I .  The 1) pe of label used for 
each package shall be determined. a - appropriate, b) the maximum dose rate at the 
surfa of  the pa kage and the maximum dose rate at 1 m from any surface. The actual 
max imum dose rate at 1 m from the urface of any package requi ring a yel low categolY I I  
or  yel low category I I I  label shal l be measured and used t o  calculate the transport I ndex 
which shall be entered on the transport label .  (Defense 99). 
The federal r gulation requirements for prov iding labels and s igns are spec i fied by 
the la\\ for hand l ing hazardou materials, hazardous wa tes and medical wastes, and 
identified in  six d i fferent aJ1 ic les of this la\\'. For example in  Art ic le 4 ( l icenses) c lause 
b.6 the requirements state descript ion of intended storage method for hazardous wastes 
and medical wa tes and the i r  respective storage periods with an undertaking for making a 
c lear statement on the packages d isc los ing the contents thereof and the extent of the i r  
dangers and actions to be taken in  emergency cases" (Order 00). Also, and more 
spec ifical ly,  art ic le  6 (packaging of hazardous chemical materials) regulated the 
requ i rement of provid ing labels and s igns i n  two c lauses. The c lause statement speci fies 
that "the pack shal l  be of a size provid ing sufficient space to st ick a l l  marks and 
information tags requ i red under MSDS", and 'Tag shal l be p laced on each pack with 
strong adhesive so as to stand normal transport c i rcumstances and to ensure the tag and 
the information thereon not to be exposed to damage or defac ing" (Order 00) 
The shapes, s izes and content of labels and signs are explained i n  further deta i ls  i n  
many standards o f  local agenc ies. For example i n  the Emirate of  Dubai,  technical 
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Labe l in!! and i£!TIS 
Labels  and s igns are u:ed to indi ate t) pe- of \\ a:te and th hazardolL pro n� l.."'r 
\\ aste las ification. Labe l ing of \\ast� package - .  tran-port:nion means. trealm 'nt f ' i l i l� . 
disposal s ite or storage area are required by the la\\ . T� pes and -p  c i tication - of  the:.:­
labels and s igns mostl� fol low the international com entional -tandard - \, i,:u31 d ispla� of 
labels and s igns i s  mandatory by the la\\ . The objecti\ e is to infornl road u - r". 
surrounding publ ic  and waste hand lers about the hazards associ:lted \\ i th the \\ 3._ teo a­
wel l  as. d i rects c iv i l  defense and traftlc authorities of \\ hat to do. \\ hom to ca l l  and the 
necessary precalltiona� measures to take in ca e of accidental spe l l .  
Stringent label i ng and s igns spec itlcations \\ ith detai led tandards are appl ied for 
hazardous waste. \\ h i le for non hazardous " aste materials (ei ther domestiL or i ndustria l )  
less detai led standards \\ ould satisfy the regulation requirements. for nOI1-h:lLardolls 
waste materials the regulation requires simple ind ication of waste name. for example. 
indicat ing the \\aste name in the back of the transportation , ehicle or  contai ners .  On the 
other hand, for hazardous waste materials vehicle and containers. it is required to post 
s igns in a l l  the vis ible sides of the containers or tran portation mean. In addit ion, labds 
and s igns for hazardous waste should contain inforn1ation about the hazards property. the 
international code, action to take or telephone numbers to cal l in case of acc idents or 
emergenc ies. 
A detai led label ing requirement IS specified. when deal ing " ith radioactive 
materials. The General D i rectorate for c iv i l  defense spec i fied these label ing requirements. 
These requirements states that: " A l l  packages containing radioactive materials must be 
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5 Oxidiz ing 







guidel ines and terms of  referen e- i:-ued b: the Dub::li , l unicip3I i r) i l l lur.1t' th '." 
i ssues. For o i l  and gas indu-rries. AbuDhabi Oi l  Comp3n: AD a ha. i l lustr.it d th-.>. > 
i ssues i n  Discharge 1m emory Compi lation \ f  thod (D1C\ I )  guid' l in . I I  Ih.:'.' 
-pec i fication- refer to i nternational com ention uch :1 'nited . 'ation Tran:pol1 
Guidelines or the Environmental Protection Agen y \\'a -te Cia  - I fi ation method. 
General ly. the content of these labels  i nc ludes sub:tance name. 1I111ted nation number :lnd 
hazardous code. emergency telephone number. and reference name for spec ial ad\ ice. i n  
addition to the precautionary hazards warri ng c i a  s ification Sign .  A l l  these te:\t 
information to be disp la) ed i n  Eng l ish and Arabic 
The hazardous \\ aming s igns used to c lassify \\ a tesfmaterial by the oil and n3 - '-' *' .. .:::::-
industries are l i sted hereunder in  Table 3 .4. Also. a sample of \\ aming sign board i s  
d isp layed i n  Figure 3 . 3 . 
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penalt l  , permanent or temporal) c lo ure of the fac i l it) , or even jaiL P nalt ie ha\ e the 
fol lo\\ ing obje tl \ es:  
• To en ure adher n e to the ')- t m, 
• To utl l tze the co l ic  ted a h mone� for mit igat ion and repair measures.  
• To enfon.:e regulation b) pre\ enting \ io lation 
The penal tie amount. duration or t) pe depends on the e\ erit) of the impact on the 
em i ronment and human health damaged, e ither cau ed or antic ipated to be caused by the 
\ iolat ion The form of penaltie are e ither: death penalty , paying mone} , send ing 
re pon ible p r onnel to prison, or even c losing the activity e ither temporary unt i l  
removal of pollution ource or permanent b) cancel ing the cert ificat ion.  Also, regulat ion 
\\ ould r qll1r cleanup or mit igat ion measures for effected party. The penalties could be 
a - ever a - "death penalt) or l i fe imprisonment and a fine varying between AED One 
i\. l i l l ion and 1 0  0. 1 i l l ions" .(La\\2-t 99) 
3.3. , Emlliatioll of l/AE SW ill Regulatiolls 
In th is  section, fe\\ observations and comments addressing the local regulat ion are 
presented.  
• There i s  a l ack of awareness amongst the publ ic ,  i nc ludi ng environmenta l ists and 
special i ts working on the environmental field about the exist ing regulations and 
the role and the responsib i l i ties of various authorit ies and the Federal 
Environmental Agency (FEA). 
• AE Federal La\\ (24) in most of its artic les refers to the Executive Orders, 
however non of these orders are avai lable - they are not yet offic ial ly i ssued- and 
even some of them are st i l l  under preparat ion. S imi larly is for the competent 
7 1  
Figu re 3.4 ample of \\ aming sign board 
Personal Protecti , e  Equipment 
Regulation at the local and federal level req uire prO\ id ing u i table per::,ol1l1 
protective equipment for personnel in contact \\'ith the \vast hazards.  The objecti\ c L to 
pre\ ent from possible health i njuries and to provide effecti\ e \\ orking atmosphere These 
equipment i nc l ude spec ial 1) pes of respiratory system , face and ey e protection. also, the 
protect i \e c lothing inc ludes g lo\ e and co\ eral Js .  Type and speci fication of these 
personal protect ive equipment depends on the ph) s ical  and chemical properties of the 
waste materia l .  Waste producers or hazardous materials manufacturer� should. by the 
la\\ , identify the requ i red per onal protective equipment \\ hen hand l i ng thei r  product , 
\\ here ,  the provision of these equipment is the respons ib i l ity of the employer. 
3.3. 6. Violalioll Penalties 
t<.liss-managing wastes IS considered as a v io lat ion and breach to the country 
regulations. Violation of  the waste management or the environmental protection 
regulation would lead to a series of d isc ip l inary actions which would inc lude paylt1g 
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C H A PT E R  4 
O L I D WA TE MANAGE M ENT DATABASE 
4.1. I n t rod uction 
A ol id \Va t management ( WM) database system is  an essential component for 
properly managing waste. The developed database aims at fac i l itating col lection of sol id 
wa te data from each generating industl)' provid ing storage records of  these data for 
futur reference, and a ist ing in complying with the regulatory requirements. 
1anag ment of data flow in accordance with the structured system also supports the user 
with a tool that a l lows him to analyze and produce meaningful reports and stat ist ics .  This 
should serve as a maj or step fon ard in  managing solid waste in the UAE. The need for 
such e lectronic data recording technique is evident and the i nconvenience caused by its 
absence in  most of the municipaIJgovemrnental and non-governmental sectors has been 
the main observation of consultants ' survey and audit reports. Currently data are col lected 
separately by each generator using locally developed methods. These data rarely address 
the \\ider scope of data manag ment in addition to not being retrievable and accessible in 
an eas) and practical way. Flexibi l ity of the developed database system makes it adoptable  
for other industrial activities without tampering with the database code/structure. 
WM database users, such as managers, decision makers regulatory bodies, 
designers, engineers as wel l  as waste producers and receivers (referred to l ater in  this 
chapter as "database users") ,  should benefit by uti l izing the developed e lectronic database 
as a tool to mon itor categorize and overview the related sol id waste properties .  The 
database should assist the users in analyzing and formatting reports, as wel l  as help in  
creat ing perception of the potential environmental i ssues related to waste management, 
and hence, protect the en ironment in a sustainable approach.  
This chapter d i scusses ( 1 )  four infrastructure models that describe the internal 
structure of the developed database, and the relationship between these components; (2) 
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authorir: . the iden i I a ion. roIe- and rc.::ponjbi l i r: of omp [ nt authorir: i5  I (' 
finalized. 
• ince the la\\ associate ::.ol id \\aSle \\ith o i l  protection, it \\ .:1" pe l d 10 find .11 1 
so l Id  \\ as e related r !!ulat ion: under o i l  prote 'tion chapter. Ho\\ e\ �r. tht \\ .1: n )t 
al\\ays the case. For example. art ic le :0 that d is'u'se - the re:triction:, m h. ndl in� 
sol i d  waste. \\'as c lass ified under 'hapter -t (protectlon of air trom pol l  uti )n). 
Therefore. it \\ould be recommend d to al locate art ic le  50 und r sot !  prot'ction 
when re, is ing the l a\\ . 
• tandards and speci fications managmg sol id \\ aste to e laborate more on non-
hazardous \\ astes. Currentl) most attention is g i\  en to hazardous \\ a "te 
• Oi l  and gas indu ries tandards and guide l ine are \Ye l l  ad\'anced Also. OP 0" 
are \\e l l  prepared and ha\ e good experience 1 11 the \\3ste management field. 
Therefore, i t  i s  agreed that OPCOs use thei r  0\\"0 \\ aste management standards. 
evertheles .. this agreement is  not official l) stated m the executIve order or th' 
law. ome em i ronmental spec ial ist are not a\\are of this agreement and a\\airing 
for federal standards .  
• ett ing-up a federal W� l plan is recommended to be one of  the t:lrgets of fedeml 
Em i ronmental Agenc" The plan should define object i\ es. responsible parties 
competent authorities-, and a time schedule .  Also, part of the plan should 1I1c lude 
data col lection and monitoring targets .  
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Inputs 
A Declarat ion 
B .  Rout i ne 
Math/Query 
Librar ies 
A .  Fixed 
Output 
A .  Standard 
1-- ---j .. � B. Customized 
B. Variable (properties & management 
practi ces) 
Figu re 4. 1 tmcture of database modules and components 
User-interface with these database tables and its fields vanes from the hereafter 
described structure. The described database structure reflects the i nfrastmcture and not 
\\ hat the user see in the interface screens. The User's interface is in form of frames or 
templates and contain fields from different database tables, ordered differently, and even 
sometimes named differently. 
Microsoft Access 2000 and Visual Basic 6.0 were selected to develop the SWM 
Database sy tern. It is recognized that there are other databases software/tools with 
different features. However, Microsoft software products were selected because : they are 
\videly used, avai lable in standard package for personal computers, their features and the 
avai lable tools are sufficient for the current requirements, and for their compatibi l ity with 
other Microsoft products such as M icrosoft Excel and Word. 
The database was specifically stmctured to fulfil l  the required work for Sol id Waste, 
howe er, it has the capacity to include air emission and l iquid effluent using the same 
structure and with minimum changes. 
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users- interface \\indows. formats, reports and fun tions: and finally 3 the l imitations f 
the developed database system and future work required. 
4. 1. 1. Objectives 
1 .  Develop an advanced method to manage ol id wa tes . 
2.  Assist mUltiple solid waste generator to input their generated quantitie in a unifonn 
method. These data can be uti l ized to generate customized output . 
3 .  Access the sol id waste data uti l izing an electronic fac i l ity, with rel iable and flexible 
retrieval of stored data. 
4.  Provide decision makers and managers with an anal) si tool ,  to produce meaningful 
reports that aids withdrawing conclusions and simpl ifies massive data into 
meaningful charts. 
5 .  Overview the cost impl ications o f  different management alternatives.  
6.  Access a wide range of multiple levels of data by spec ifying industrial activity 
during a specific duration to overal l picture of the area/group. 
7 .  Brief the user of the topics related to  solid waste management, l ike : methods, 
technologies, terminology, and classification by interacting \vith the database 
l ibraries. 
4.2. Database Structure and Design 
The database is structured into four modules; user input, l ibrary, math/query and 
output (See Figure 4. 1 ). Each module contains components and each component is 
represented by one or more database tables. The database table consists of fields under 
which relevant data are stored. 
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Annual nvirorunental Report 
- nv ironmental data reported annual ly by each company as a general environmental 
performance indicator, th is report is required by AD Oc. For that a database table is 
created to contain the requ i red information for the r ported year. This database table  
contain th fo 1 10\\; ng fie lds  (column headings): 
Report 10 Annual report 1 0  as per the reference number provided in the covenng letter 
Company AbbreViation 10 list of  companies In  the area by code or abbreviation 
Reporting For Date Date of report 
Carbon Dioxide (in Tons) Carbon Dioxide emissions to air from all activities from stationary sources 
Sulfur Dioxide (in Tons) Sulfur Dioxide emissions to air from all activities from stationary sources 
Methane (in Tons) Methane emissions to air from all acllvltles from statIOnary sources 
VOC's (in Tons) Votatlle Organic Compounds excluding methane, emissions to air from all 
activilles from stationary sources 
Carbon Monoxide (in Tons) Carbon Monoxide emissions to air from all activities from stationary sources 
Produced-Water to the Sea (in m3) Volume of produced water discharged to the sea Discharges of water from all 
Produced-Water to the 
Desert 
Produced-Water to Deep 
Wells 
Dnlling FlUids to the Sea 
Drming FlUids to the Desert 
Drilling Fluids to the 
activities 
(in m3) Volume of produced water discharged to the desert Discharges of water from 
all activities 
(in m3) Volume of produced water discharged to deep wells Discharges of water from 
all activities 
(in m3) Volume of drilling fluids and drilling cuttings (water-based) discharged to the 
sea, discharges of water from all activities 
(in m3) Volume of Drilling fluids and Drilling Cuttings (Water Based) discharged to the 
desert, discharges of water from all activities 
(in m3) Volume of drilling fluids and drilling cuttings (water-based) discharged to the 
Authonzed Disposal Sites authorized disposal sites Discharges of water from all activities 
Drilling Fluids. Oil Based, to (in m3) Volume of drilling fluids and drilling cuttings (oil-based) discharged to the sea 
the Sea Discharges of water from all activilles 
Drilling Fluids, Oil Based, to (in m
3) Volume of drilling fluids and drilling cuttings (oil-based) discharged to the 
the Desert desert. Discharges of water from all activities. 
Dnlling Fluids, Oil Based, to (in m3) Volume of drilling fluids and drilling cuttings (oil-based) discharged to the 
the Authonzed Disposal 
Sites 
Authorized Disposal Sites, Discharges of water from all activities 
Process effluent to the Sea (in m3) Volume of process effluent discharged to the sea. Discharges of water from all 
activities. 
Process effluent to the (in m
3) Volume of process effluent discharged to the desert Discharges of water from 
Desert all activities 
Process effluent to the (in m
3) Volume of process effluent discharged to deep wells. Discharges of water from 
Deep Wells all activities 
Cooling Water to the Sea (in m3) Volume of cooling water discharged to the sea Discharges of water from all 
activilles 
Oil Spill Inadents Number of oil spill incidents as a count of discharges of oil. 
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4.3. I nput :\lod u le 
Thi s  module discusse s the req uirements from the u er to inp ut (feed) data. 
Component s  of thi s mo dule are di tingui she d b y  the freq u  n y of u er int rfa 
Therefore . two components are considered :  dece leration and ro utine. 
4. 3. 1. Deceleration 
Thi s  represents the lo w freq uency interface data, the user s inp ut once or n\1Ce on ly 
and not ve ry freq uent ly. Thi s i s  basically a tab le contain s information abo ut the wa te ­
generating companie s working in the study area. The databa e tab le fie lds (co lumn 
heading s) are : 
Company Name List of companies in the area by full name 
Company Abbreviation List of companies in the area abbreviated 
ID 
Main Activity Activity type of Industries, multipte actiVities, only Major. 
Other Activities List the other actiVIties practiced by the company 
Population Total number of employees, direct hire only 
Distance Distance in km from an identIfied reference point in the area as a center In the presented 
case study, ADCO CDS was selected as a center point. 
Direction Location relative to central point, North South . .  etc. 
Contact Person Name of person to be contacted, preferably, dealing With solid waste management. 
Post Office Box P. O. Box Number 
City State or city name 
Telephone Contact telephone number for the company branch at site 
Fax Fax number for contact 
Area Size Company/Facility area size in m2 
4.3.2. Routine 
Thi s repre sent s the high frequency inte rface s data , that user s inp ut each time they run 
the system. Database tab le s un der thi s component are consi dered the core of remaining 
database module s  components and function s. The tab le s incl ude the ann ua l e m  ironmenta l 
report an d the \ a ste inventory. Database tab le s un der the ro utine component are : 
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There are three databa e tables in the Fixed Libra!) component; Acronyms, 
Environmental Regulations and Description of Con ersion Techniques. The definition of 
each of these table and the contained fields (column headings) are as fol lows : 
Acronym s 
Definition of sol id waste term used and abbre iations related to sol id  \\aste 




abbreviation of the used term 
Detailed description of the term 
Related remarks and source of the term 
Environmental Regulation 
Thi table includes the related national  and international regulations as wel l  as the 






The regulation abbreviation used as a unique ID reference 
Quotes of the regulation relevant to waste management 
Categorization of regulation for future grouping and dustering 
Source from which regulation was taken from 
The legal reference coding or numbering used to identify the regulation 
Description of Conversion Techniques 
The Table of Conversion Techniques l ists the description of  some selected sol id 
waste management techniques and technologies. This i nformation could be used by the 




4.4.2. Variable Library 
Reference code to identify techniques and technologies 
Abbreviation of the method used to manage the waste. 
Brief description of the technology, techniques or practices induding basic parameters 
The variable l ibrary is a database-table that contains information that can be altered 
by the user. This table indicates the properties and management practices for each of the 
l isted waste. The management practices i nc lude a description of the appl icable S WM 
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\Vaste Invento[\ 
This table contains the user input for the waste generated b� ea h ompany during 
given period . It is considered as the most frequently updated table. Other table pr :: nr d 
i n  this section ha\e a direct or indi rect l ink to thi table. The \Va te inventoD reron i­
connected to the output report from which most of the output data are deriv d. \\ -t> 
generation information is captured under the follo\\ing table heading 
Waste Inventory I D  
Company Abbreviation I D  
Start Date 
End Date 
Waste Code ID 
Waste AmounUQuantrty 
Current Management 
4.4. Library Module 
Auto numbenng of waste assigned as reference I D  
Us! o f  companies i n  the area b y  abbreviation as Identrfied i n  the Company Register 
Ust 
The starting date of penod of counting the recorded amount of waste 
The end date/period of countmg the recorded amount of waste 
Waste coding as per the Identrfied waste list 
Weight. number, size or volume of waste. 
Waste management methods that were applied for the mentioned waste, including 
site name and cost for selected wastes 
The l ibrar}' includes information and data for user's reference and mathematical 
calculations. The l ibrary module is considered as the bank of the database. The l ibraI)' 
components are determined by alteration of contained data. For simpl ic ity of database 
structure, two categories of l ibraries are identified; fixed and variable l ibraries. Each of 
these categories is i l lustrated hereunder table definition. 
4. 4. 1.  FL'Ced Library 
This inc ludes constant properties and reference information related to solid waste, 
for example, regulations and i nformation on waste management techniques. This 
component is described as fixed because of fields of data that are frequently referred to but 
rarely changed/modified by the user. It contains guidel ines, regulations, solid waste 
technologies and SWM all of which are frequently used terms for user's famil iarization 















































































































































practices for each identified waste. as well as, the unit 0 - and ratio of th 
practices. The unit co t identifie how much it \\il l  ost the gen rator to ppl: th 
management method on each ki logram of the stated waste. A negatJ\'e ign indi 3t - that 
the waste generator \\il l  achieve a revenue (profit) from applying the manag ment m thod 
on that waste . On the other hand. the ratio i related to the amount of re 0\ r d \\ ;lS1 
from that management method. For example, a ratio of 0.6 for metal \\ ast \\ith r �) lmg 
management method means that 60% of the total amount of metal i re ,) c1abl The u:er 
can update/modii) these contents, as wel l  as, add a ne\\ \\ 1 practice or \\"a te to th � 
existing l ist based on his experience and knowledge of the ite condition . There is an 
option to view the default parameters stored in the l ibrary before conducting an) change , 
(See Appendix B for ful l  content of variable l ibrary content). 
8 1  
• . 10isture Content 
• Volatile latter 






• u l fu r  
• Inert Residue 
• Energj Content 
• Weight onversion 
Percentage of loisture content in the waste by weight. Loss of moisture �\ hen 
heated to 105 °C for 1 hr 
Proxi mate analysis, Percentage by weight. Additional loss of weight on ignition at 
950 °C in a covered crucible. 
Proximate analysis; percentage by weight. Combustible residue left after volatile 
matter is remo ed 
Weight of residue after combustion in an open crucible. 
Percentage by weight. 
Percentage by weight 
Percentage by weight 
Percentage by weight. 
Percentage by weight. 
Percentage by weight. 
BTU/lb. 
The multipl ication factor to convert waste from pieces to weight un its 
I tems Ii ted under management method are subdivided into three components; 
de c ription, cost, and ratio. The fol lo\\�ng l ist shows some samples of these items : 
• Compacting Factor 
• Reduction Factor 
• Recovery Factor 
• I ncmeration Factor 
• Composting Factor 
• Total Volume 
• Man-hours 
• Transportation Cost 
• Storage Cost 
• Recycl ing Cost 
• Incineration Cost 
• Landfi l l  Cost 
• Crushing/Shredding 
Cost 
• Compaction Cost 
• Packing Cost 
Factor affecting waste size reduction from as-discarded to maximal compaction. 
Factor which describes the waste reduction. 
Factor of how much recovered material is in the waste. 
Factor of how much waste can be incinerated. 
Factor of how much waste can be composted. 
As disposed volume size in m) for total amount of waste. 
Total man-hours spent for managing the waste, the number is associated with 
cost 
Cost of transporting the waste; UAE Dhs.!ronIKm. 
Cost of safely storing waste until disposal; UAE Dhs. !ronIMonth 
Cost of recycl ing the waste, including all electrical and man-hours cost; UAE 
Dhs. !ron. 
Cost of incinerating the waste safely and in environmentally freindly manner; 
UAE Dhs.!ron. 
Cost of land-fi l ling a waste; UAE Dhs.!ron 
Cost of crushing or shredding a waste; UAE Dhs.!ron 
Cost of compacting and wrapping waste for easy handl ing; Dhffon 
Cost of packing waste in accordance with requirements; Dhffon 
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As i l lustrated in  Table 4 .  L the rows of the table ha\ e th \\ "r nam . whil tIl 
columns have the waste variable information. Column h ading- are at .::-oriz  d into four 
main categories. These categories are: \Va te code. de c ripti\ e \\ a te typ . \\:Lt 
properties. and management practices. Each of the e categorie� contain a Ii -t of item a­
column headings. 
The length of the table (number of raws) i determined by th number of \\:rt 
identified in the study area. Each \\"aste is given a unique \\a te code. " hieh on-i-t- of 
four letters indicating the f1[st letters of the waste source, c lassifi ation, propertie-, and 
name. A more detailed explanation of this coding s}stem is presented in Chapter 5 .  
The columns also have descriptive \ aste types o f  s ize T ,  \Va te propertie of - ize 
P, and management methods of size 3 f, \\here M is the number of management method , 
and number 3 is due to the existence of 3 items under each management method: 

































Landfi l l  
PPE 
Remarks 
Physical chemical, or bIOlogical characteristics of waste 
type of hazards caused by the waste and the precautionary measures 
Type of S VI 1 method, Prevention, minimization. reuse, recycle, treat or 
disposal 
1ethods or alternatives to el iminate generation of waste. 
Waste management method to reduce quantity or waste strength 
Method of recovery from the waste, the recovery opportunity includes 
recycl ing, reuse, recovery or even sale of waste 
When recycling is recommended, this field wil l  indicate the best method 
When reusing is possible, this  field wil l  indicate the options 
Percentage of substance in  the waste that is  composted 
Treatment technology as per the kno ..... ll methods. 
Percentage of waste that could be incinerated 
Where to be disposed and d isposal arrangement required. 
Safety procedures and requirements that regulate the waste 
Fraction of waste remain ing that requires landfil l  disposal 
Personal Protective Equipment to handle the waste 
Waste regulation, l imits, specifications or any comments and remarks 
Items l isted under Waste Properties of size P, are : 
Measurement Unit Unit used for waste reports 
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user \\;th readily and efficient manipulation tasks. I n  a more detai led example, the first 
group of the I nventory Report contains 3 field ; ource Cia s, and Properties. Each of 
these field contains a drop dO\\TI l ist, \ here the l ist contents are sorted by alphabetical 
ord r. When selecting one item from ource field only the Class items associated with 
that field item \\i ll be avai lable in the fi ltered Class l ist. The same logic is fol lowed 
elsewhere. 
4. 5. 2. aleulatiJlg amollnt , ratios, and eo I 
The user rna} report the generated amount of wa te either in  units of quantity (pieces) 
r \\eight (kilograms) dependi ng on the type of waste. Also, he can report the generated 
wastes in some duration defined by a starting and ending date, in addition to the 
information on th appl ied management methods for each waste. These input data are used 
by the inventol) report with additional logical and mathematical equations to drive the 
utput. For example, if a decis ion maker wants to know the amount of plastic materials 
generated in a specific i ndustry, the database wi ll use some logical functions and 
equations to produce these figures. The output report presents this amount in kilogram 
units, even if  it was original ly defmed in pieces. The system l ibrary contains weight 
onversion factors for each waste having a quantity unit of pieces. Therefore, wastes 
reported in quantity units (pieces) are multiplied by the conversion factor to obtain the 
"-veight of the required waste. This weight is defined i n  the output table as Total Generated 
Amount and presented i n  unit o f  kilogram. Also, the variables used in the I nventory report 
calculation based on the parameters defined earl ier i n  the variable l ibrary can be best 
explained by the s imple matrix given in Table 4 .2 .  
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4.5. Bui lt- in Fu nction and Calcu la t ion 
These are the equations and querie required to  run the databa_ , to  maint. in th 
output. and to establ i  h various needed relationships. 
4. 5. 1. Sorting and Filtering 1l1ethod 
Sorting and filtering are bui lt- in functions that aid in data manipulation. orting l' 
arranging the data in a specified order, for example, sort ing waste nam ac ording to the 
first letter in  ascending alphabetical order. ate that the sorted data contams all the data 
but in different arrangements. Filtering is selection or extracting of some data ba d on a 
condition or a criteria, for example, fi ltering the waste by waste generation sour e 
industrial- \\-il l iist wastes generated from indu trial activities only. 
These functions are used by the SWM database to : 
L Make finding data easy. (e.g., sorting data by name or  filtering waste properties b) 
waste classification.) 
2. Accurate selection of data. ( i .e . ,  if  there are more that one waste defined in the 
database by the same name or classification, they can be filtered by generation 
source.) 
o . .:::0 ' � 
3 .  Fast data al location, where allocating data from fil tered list takes less t ime than go ing 
over the whole data l ist. 
4.  Al lows flexibil ity to group data or cluster them according to the user's need. 
5 .  Gives the database more logical interface s ince the template fields are organized in 
sequential order. 
Sorting and filtering functions are used throughout the database structure and users­
interface. In this section, attention is given to the application of these functions on the 
user-interface templates. For example, templates under Data Register, Analysis Tools, 
and SWM System Administration uti l ize the sorting and fi ltering functions to support the 
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(5 . 1 ) 
(5 .2)  
(5 .3)  
Where, 
k is the total generated amount of waste in a specific set Sk (kg.), 
O�k is the total output amount produced from applying a management method to wastes 
In a specific set Sk (kg.), 
c� is the total co t applying a management method to wastes in  a specific set Sk (UAE 
Dirhams), 
": is a spec ific et k defined by the user based on some selected grouping criteria that 
tlefi nes the \\aste i and desired management method j ,  
Q I  i s  the amount o f  waste i ,  i = 1 � W, 
lYe, is the weight conversion factor of the waste i ,  i = 1 � W, 
R'J i s  the output ratio of waste i for management method j ,  i= 1 � W, j= l �M, 
b'J is the unit cost of applying a management method j on waste i (Dhs./kg), i = 1 � W j 
- l �M. 
1 .6.  Output Module 
S\VM Database output includes data analysis, reports, tabulation, graphical 
representation and l isting of provided data and l ibraries contents . The provided tools 
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Ta ble 4.2 Variables used for Inventory Report cal ulations 
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A percentage factor (Ratio) is assigned for each waste stream and management 
method. These ratios are stored in the \vaste information tables -library- at the tune of 
identifying the waste. S imi larly, the unit cost of each management method and waste 
stream are stored in the l ibrary table .  Cost is presented in  UAE DirhamslUnit weight. For 
each management method and waste stream identified in the l ibrary, a potential percentage 
(ratio) is defmed. This ratio is multiplied by the weight of the waste, to report the amonnt 
of products generated from the relevant management method. Therefore, wastes reported 
as pieces are first converted to weight (kg.) then multiplied by their ratios. Note, since the 
\veight conversion factor for wastes originally reported in weight (kg.)  is one so that the 
same equation can be used. Simi larly the costs of managing certain \-vaste is  calculated by 
using the same equations, however, cost is used instead of ratio. The following equations 
are used to calculate the Total Generated Amount (T �k), Output Amount (O�), and 
Cost (C�k) for a specific set Sk defined by the user based on some selected grouping 
criteria, as shown in Equations 5 . 1 , 5 .2, and 5 .3 respectively). 
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The WM Database y tern consi ts of opening main switchboard screen, function 
ategories template and format . Upon running the system, the user sees the fi rst 
witchboard creen consisting of fiv selection Icons. These icons are; Record Register 
naly i Tools Library Administrat ion, and Exit. e lecting any of these function 
lead to a l ist of keys/icons that leads to their formats/templates. The Users 
nterface tructure can be best described by the fol lowing diagram (Figure 4.2) :  
r- U er I n te rface 
(Computer creen SWltchbo:ll'd) 
rl Record Regi trar I I 
• I nput S W  Inventory 
• Companies Registrar 
• Environmental Performance 
11 Libra ry I I 
• Solid \ aste Properties 
• Environmental Regulations 
• SWlvI Acronyms 
• Conversion Techniques 
rl Ana lysis Tools 
• Output SW I nventory Report 
• Annual Environmental Performance 
• Company Registrar Report 
,--- SWM System Administration 
(Support users With information related to SWJvI) 
• AddlEdit Solid Waste Properties 
• AddJRemove Management Method 
• AddlEdit Company Information 
• AddJRemove Activity 
• 
I I Exit (Quit the System) 
Figu re 4.2 SWM Database System, Users Interface Structure. 
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produce more meaningful information for the u-er and deci ion male - . .  1 o. it ::m b '  
used as a tool to check performance and evaluate d ifferent managem nt � -tern. or 
scenarios. Outputs are categorized into n\-o 1)pe . standard and cu.tomiz d output . 
4. 6. 1. Standard Outputs 
The standard outputs are outputs that databa e u er- regularl� reqUIre on a 
periodical basis. Users are able to view and print these outputs \\ithout changing lay ut or 
content. For example. AD OC annual performance report are requested on a certain  
format and layout. This is a pre-spec ified data and format by AD OC Environment. 
Health and Safety Division for all group companies on an annual basi . Output fonnat i 
identical to the required format by AD! Oc. 
4. 6.2. Customized Outpllts/Reports 
Based on user needs output contents can be fi ltered/formatted according to a type of 
analysis required or to conclusions sought. The database user has the flexibil ity to select 
the type of output/report and the i nformation to be included. A multi-selection template 
with the aid of drop-down l ists, checkboxes and wizard-l ike menus enables the user to 
produce a customized report that suits the needs of changing requirements. A more 
detai led description on the provided flexibility, types of outputs, and methods of obtaining 
outputs is presented in the following section. 
4.7. Users I nterface 
The users interface with the SWM database system via windows l ike icons, users 
friendly templates, and logically organized formats . The i nterface is designed to al low the 
user become famil iar with the standard windows application so that he can run the 
software by simple browsing and drop-down l ist operations using the mouse and 
keyboard . The organization of the user-interface is sl ightly different from the database 
structure pre-described in this chapter. In this section, terms l ike Function Categories, 
Switchboard, Icons and Formatsffemplates are used. 
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o LandFill 0. 0.4 
o Handllflg 4 
Figu re 4.3 Input Solid Waste Inventory sample template 
Only registered companies can fill this template. If a company name is not included 
In the drop box (i .e. not registered), then the company should first register by c l icking on  
he  " Register New Company' icon. evertheless, company registration is  password 
protected and contorlled by the SWM database system administrator. 
Users have to specify the duration period of waste generation (starting date) to waste 
going off-site date (ending date) or the covering period for multiple del iveries. Then the 
waste name should be prescribed after defining its type, which automatical ly activates the 
required reporting unit next to the amount quantity field. 
The management method group has three fields; management data, s ite/company 
name, and cost. Management data field l ists all the recorded management methods and 
retrieves the recorded cost and ratio from the l ibrary against each of the l isted 
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The Record Registrar contain data input template- Thr e temp13.t are l i-t und r 
this category; solid waste invento!) , ompanie regi trar. and em ironmental p rforman ' . 
The Libra!)' function catego!) contains users referen e template dh ided im four 1 
sections accordmg to the type of content . The conten of data of l ibra!) temp13p ' 
represent a valuable technical reference for the no" el u ers a - \\ e l l  as p ciali t . Librar: 
templates are solid waste propertie , environmental regulation , S\\ 1 1 a ron)m , and 
conversion techniques. Contents of the l ibffil)' are pre ent d in append ice and B .  
Analysis Tools provide the users \\ith tools to analyze and I i  t availabl data, p r  pare 
reports, and generate outputs. Three templates are presented tmder this fun tion group: 
inventory report, annual environmental performance and company regi trar report. Th 
SWM System Administrator allows the user to add, delete, modify or update an) data 
stored in the database system. A password protection i appl ied to this function catego!) 
as a means of having a quality control & assurance. Finally, an Exit icon is avai lable to 
quit the system.  
Four selected user interface templates are addressed by defining them, e 'plaining th 
meaning of their fields, and identifying some of their main feature and function. The e 
templates are : 
• Input SW Inventory under Record Registrar category. 
• Output SW Inventory Report, under Analysis Tools category 
• Companies Registrar Report, under Analysis Tools category 
• AddJEdit Solid Waste Properties, under the SWM System Administration category. 
The remaining formats/templates are not elaborated in this section since they are 
either very simple and self-explanatory or their fields have been introduced before. 
However, caption for al l templates are presented in Appendix C. 
Input SW Inventory 
Input SW Inventory template is considered the most frequently used template and 
also the template that has the maximum number of relationships (Figure 4.3). 
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olid Waste Inventor}' Repo."�_ '. 
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Figu re 4.4 Output Solid Waste Inventory Report Template. 
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Three general features make the Output SW I nventory Report template unique, as 
;liscussed below: 
First, the template al lows the user to specify the type of output based on a wide range 
Df selection. from general to speci fic.  User has the opt ion to specify any of the fields that 
:ontrols the report output data. 
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management method. The l ist serves t\\ 0 purposes: first, it i used as ref ren � for th' u: r 
since it ind icates the potential cost and ratio. and e ond. it a1l0w- th us r to el \,. t an 
record the actual applied management method by ticking the ide che k box. Al 0 in th 
same group. for some management methods (Re ycle. Land Fil l .  Durnpin=. and 
Transportation) further details are required to be reported by the user. The e data ar Ite 
Tame and the associated cost that are usually inactive unle any of the pr detln d 
management method is selected (ticked). 
Finally, the single fonn/template can re ord multiple \\'a te ill' entori for a 
company. A rectangular bar in the bottom sho\\'s the number of recorded \\'aste i ll' entorie 
in the current transaction and allows the user to bro\.\se back and forth b fore saving and 
closing the form . 
Output S W  Inventory Report Template 
A template form that al lows the user to customize the output report type and specifies 
the contents required in the report. The Inventory Report template format giv e th llsers a 
flexibi l ity to group or categorize output contents by waste information, companies data. 
management methods, or even by duration period. Figure 4.4 display a creen capture of 
the Inventory Report Template. 
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M ana ement M ethod section 
Ii t that contains all the recorded Wl\1 methods (e.g .  recycle, disposal , treatment, 
etc ) that user ha e alread) spec ified in the l ibrary. It al lows the u er to compare the 
amount and co t for the actual (practiced) management method \\;th the potential 
(recommended) management method as required . 
Types of reports are either table or graph (Bar or Pie graph). The reported figure is 
ither cost in Dirhams or quantity in Kilogram . 
;rime Range section 
Thi i the coverage duration period that can be spec ified by inputting the start and 
the end dates. The inventory wi l l  be fi ltered to cover records between these specified 
dates. This fil tering method wi ll help analysts to understand generation trends during 
specific periods or seasons. I t  also allows customization of reports on monthly or annual 
base . 
Results Grouping section 
After spec ifying the report parameters and types, the user may need to select a 
grouping criteria. Select ing the grouping method allows to report the output as aimed for 
the contents of the grouping items shown as row head ings (for tabular output), or entries 
of the graph X-axis (for Graph Report). Five grouping options are available as fol lows; 
ource, Class, Property, Company Activity, Company Location, or Management Method .  
For each produced report only one method/criteria can be  selected . These grouping 
methods are only activated any" or " none are selected in al l  other fields of the report 
template. Also, the Management Method grouping is only activated if no Management 
Method is selected in Management Method section. 
bontrol Keys 
Finally, the user has the choice to either print the report, review it, c lose the system or 
save the settings under some name if  desired to obtain the same parameters for later use. 
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econd. it pro\ ides sorting and filtering features \\ her the drop d0\\11 ont"nt: aI" 
automatically filtered \\hen the previous related box i el ted For :-.arnpl . I f  
" Industrial" is selected in the Waste our e field, only "Organic" and "lnorganic" appCJ.f 
in the Class fie ld. hiding the non-industrial related field . Therefor , the u - r \\1 11 b 
assisted in selecting a waste name by using a fi ltered l ist and \\1 1 1  be guided through. 
starting from waste source, classification, then property to get the filtered 11 t a - OCI3t "d 
\\1th the selected waste. Otherwise, the user can do a quick short ut, b) ele t ing the n::ml 
from the full l ist when the above fields are not selected, and, if he knows e. actly th nam 
of the waste . This feature applies in a dOVvTI stream direction \\1th other boxes. 
Third, the Output SW Inventory Report template reflects the late t change onten! 
of the dropdo\\TI boxes are automatical ly reflecting the last upgrade or modification on th 
associated l ibraries. For example, the drop dO\\TI l ists always reflect the \\aste l isting 
inventory as per the updated database l ibrary table. This feature ensure flexibil it) of the 
SWTvr database to adopt new industrial activities and ensures that the l ist of contents is 
always up-to-date. Report data are obtained from the input data of waste inventof) 
specified b) each company, solid waste property stored in the l ibra!)', and companies 
registrar information. 
The Output SW I nventory Report template contains SIX sectIOns, each has a 
reasonable degree of flexibil ity to al low customization of the output content of the 
Inventory Report fields. These sections are further explained below; 
Waste Type Group 
The user can specifY the waste inquired about by making a selection from four drop 
boxes. The first drop box contains information about waste source (Domestic, Industrial or 
Hazardous) followed by classification (Organic, Inorganic etc.), then by property, and 
final ly by the specific waste . 
Companies Infonnation section 
Three drop boxes enable the user to specify the output as per location area (North, 
South etc), type of activity (Exploration, Dri l l ing, Oil ,  Gas etc), or per a specific company. 
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e eral examples i l lu trate the usefulness and the uti l ization of the Output \ 
Inventory Report a an analysis too l .  For decision-makers, in order to select the best 
management technique , a cost analysis for selected management methods for selected 
company/area during elected period (From-To) can be readily presented in a bar graph. 
The co t is calculated a the product of Management Cost per kg. (obtained from the 
l ibral) Data) with amount of each wa te produced (Domestic I ndustrial & Hazardous) for 
the selected company/area in the elected period. Another example is the calculation of the 
amount of generated waste received by a gi en disposal site. A tabular or graphical 
pre entation can be acquired to report the total amount of wastes disposed to an identified 
site during elected period (From-To) by a selected I ndustry/Area. It is obvious that such 
analy is represents a direct benefit for the governmental and regulatory bodies. Also, for 
long term planning, engineers and planners can analyze the data obtained in  many years, 
and observe the trends of waste generation by making comparison for selected 
companies/areas of \ aste during different years. Table 4 .3 demonstrates a randomly 
selected output. 
Ta ble 4.3 Output table presented from the I nventory report 
Actual Polential 
Domestic 1270922.88 950568.82 956902.82 
38245 40 25025.65 25147.15 
1597286.05 675806.85 682369.20 
Actual Polential 
1281381 .88 1270922.88 
38106.40 38245.40 
1582602.05 1597286.05 
The thesis uses this analysis tool as the main method to analyze the acquired data 
from the appl ication sites and hence drives appropriate conclusions. Further d iscussion on 
how the inventory report analysis tool is used is presented in Chapter 6 & 7, where the 
actual util ization and demonstration of specific scenarios are presented. 
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Companies Registrar Report 
Companies Registrar Report (Figure -t. -) allows the u er to Ii t the r gi, r d 
companies in the database by speci fying any ofthe fol lowing three fi ltering ondltion,: 
Close 
Fig u re 4.5 Companies Registrar Report Template 
1. Selecting the company name, to get a very specific single l ist report. 
2. Company activities; where user to specify the desired filtering activity. 
3 .  Location, by selecting from the drop down l ist the specific d irection if desired. 
The user can also view all the recorded companies without specifying any filtering 
condition. A sample output is presented in Figure 4.6. 
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Figure 4.6 Sample of  output run of Companies Registrar report 
AddlEdit Solid \Vaste Properties 
Adding new waste or modifying an existing waste can be managed by usi ng AddJEdit 
Solid Waste Properties template (Figure 4.7) .  As shown in the template wa te properties 
as wel l  as ratios and costs of various management methods associated with that \\aste, 
need to be defined by the System Administrator. 
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CHAPTER S 
WA TE C LA I FICATION A N D  CODING 
Wa te classification and coding i an integral part o f  any waste management 
system, a \\ ell  a , a prerequisite for data analysis .  Developing and applying waste 
cla sification helps in ha ing a clear perception on the types sources, and generation 
behavior of the waste . It  also helps in identifying the potential risk associated with the 
waste and determining the type of waste-management method required for the 
generated wa te . signing a code to the " aste is part of the identification process so 
that a ful l  description of a waste can be sununarized in fe\ \etters and/or numbers 
(code). The code is then able to be substituted for the long description of waste type, 
generation ource associated risk or property. 
This chapter discusses two i tems; waste Classification method and waste Coding 
ystem. Each section i l lustrates the objectives of the subj ect  and the method appl ied by 
this thesis.  
5.1. Classification method 
\Vaste C lassification is identifying the category of waste by vanous 
C lassifications methods, such as; the chemical and physical properties (inert 
flammable, organic etc .) the source of the waste ( industrial,  domestic, institutional, 
medical . . .  etc .) ,  environmental impact, the quantity and frequency of generated waste 
(minute, frequent, i nterim, patches etc .), or the applied management method 
(recyclable, reusable, disposable etc .) .  Classification of waste is also a legal 
requirement where the l aw usually specifies certain standards and regulations that 
c lassify wastes. For example, i n  UAE law, radioactive wastes and medical wastes are 
classified separately from other wastes. Also, in ADNOC group regulations, wastes 
with certain frequencies -e.g . ,  less than one ton per month- is not included in the 
recording system. Therefore, there is no unique way of classification so that 
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4.8. Limitation 
This section presents some of the l imitation identified \\ith the de\' I p d databa�e 
system. These l imitations would require further development if de ir d b� the u er and 
can be considered in future work. 
ol id Waste Management Database i originally designed for u age by multipl 
users. However, the current databa e was developed for a single u er. . pgrading to a 
multiple user version requires additional programming, therefore, it would be 
required, later, to expand the coding of the database to cover mUltiple -u er. 
2.  Calculation based on the elemental content of \vastes (e .g., moi ture content, bulk 
density, volati le matter, fixed carbon ash, etc.) are not conducted in the current 
version. However, these calculation need to be considered in future upgrades to help 
in selecting the appropriate treatment technologies and their expected products 
3. The items listed in Database l ibrary (wastes types and properties, W�I regulation 
and methods etc .) are focused on oil and gas sector. Other items (e.g., health, tourism, 
institutional etc) are not inc luded. 
4. It is recognized that the developed database could be further imprO\ed by add ing a 
mass balance capabi l ity that requires a more rigorous calculation approach. 
5. The current database system does not provide different scenario-managers feature. 
Also, forecasting of the future is not built in the database. These features can be 
added to the system in future upgrades. 
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to determ ine the types of waste generated by each activi ty. Obviously there are 
common wa tes that could be generated by most of the e activities and there are 
specific  -unique- types of waste a sociated with the nature of the activity. Activity 
c ia  s ification i de cribed in Figure 5 . 1 .  
ll1ce orne Clas ification method are ba ed on the type of appl ied technology it 
therefor desired to categorize those wa te treatment technologies known by the 
industry. The chart giv n in Figure 5 .2  presents the waste treatment technology each 
under it category. 
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go 'ernmen s. sec ors . or waste generator usually hav their 0\\ n wast b: -ifi tion 
methods. This problem IS not unique to '.:.\E b cau e internationally th r ar mam 
waste c lassification methods in use. 
According to hel l  International it wa narrated that a major purpo-e of \\ a-te 
characterization is to determine whether or not the waste i hazardous ( hel l 9_). Th 
physical and chemical properties of the waste determine it hazardou hara t n -ti 
and environmental impeccabil ity. Waste characterization is  al 0 required to d temline 
and assign the waste stream categories and select option for egregation. 
minimization, treatment and ultimately disposal. 
In oi l  and gas i ndustries the requirement for waste c lassification c an be de id d 
according to the desired management method For example, to identify the required 
personal protective equipment. i t  is  necessary to determine the chemical and phy ical 
properties of the waste to be handled. The proper!} of the waste is also associated \\ith 
the handl ing techniques and equipment. Therefore, it is important that the \\aste 
generator inform waste handlers about the safet) requirements and to en ure that the) 
are aware of the type of waste they are handl ing. This is particularly important when 
deal ing with any hazardous waste materials. 
Another aspect of waste classification and coding is waste description and name. 
The description of the waste (referred to as waste name) is part of waste classification. 
Unified description of wastes should be used amongst different companies located 
within one boundary. This improves the communication between various waste 
generators and waste handlers. The unified description would also be useful for data 
col lection, sorting and information filtering. Detai ls  of the description depends on the 
waste contents, hazards, and usage. This description is usually associated with the 
process producing the waste and sometimes the equipment for some specific types of 
waste. Otherwise, waste type is  to be used for description. 
Classification IS not limited to the generated 'waste only, but includes the 
generation source as wel l .  Companies working in oi l  and gas fields (the waste 
generators) are categorized by their type of activity. This c lassification was necessary 
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F i g u re 5. 1 Waste c lassification by generat ion source in o i l  and gas fields.  
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• Organic waste· waste that contains organic matters such as food waste, paper, 
cardboard, tree trim, wood, and plastic .  
• In-Organic ,,\-aste; wa te that does not contain orgaruc matters, such as metals, 
concrete, sand, gla gri t, and fi bers. 
• Hazardou waste; either organic or inorganic wastes, such as asbestos, 
hydrocarbon sludge chemicals and contaminated materials. 
The third level is  c las ifying \. aste by type that is determined by the chemical and 
physical prop rties of the wa te o These types are l isted in third column of Table 5 . 1  
D uring the field data col lection stage, it was evidently noticed the variance in 
under tanding wa te types and cia si fications by staff and even special ists. This 
varianc wa more apparent when classifying hazardous waste, for example, food 
leftover was con idered sometimes as hazardous because of the awful smell and the 
huge number of fl ies around. For that, and to ease the communication with companies 
representatives during the data collection, a leaflet was prepared and distributed to the 
concerned personnel .  The leaflet identi fies the categories of hazardous wastes, method 
for screening, SWM hierarchy and the symbols used to identify hazardous wastes. 
5.2. Coding Method 
V aste coding is short abbreviation or ill that identifies a waste . In addition to 
waste i dent ification, the code identifies other i nformation related to the waste, such as, 
generation source property group etc . Usual ly in code assigning, alphabetical letters 
and numerical figures are used to represent the waste . The waste code is referred to by 
the personnel and professionals working i n  the waste management field, and should 
not be used when addressing the public or unski lled laborers. 
One of the coding methods used by some oil and gas industries (OPCO's) is  the 
AD OC waste coding systems presented in ADNOC group manual on D ischarges 
Inventory Compilation Method, known as DICM, (DIeM 97). This system was 
reviewed for the possibility of adoption. The codes consist of four letters and three 
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The waste c lassifi ation method used in thi rudv wa - s I ct d fier xploring 
other \\ aste classification methods. For exampl . c la sifi ation by Ollie of generation 
and c lassification by production quantity. ( ee the i l lustrated method of las -it"icauon 
by generation source chart (Figure � . l ) . Howe\·er. the applied waste c las�ifi �Ulon 
method. by material properties. was preferred over the other cia: ifi ation m thod. for 
the fol lo\\1ng reasons: 
• To ensure that the database stands alone and i appl icable in different jndu-tnal 
areas 'locations, since c l assification by generation ource or produ tion frequene) 
\\'ould not be categorized similarly in other area . 
• C lassification by the generation source would not describe the waste generation 
behavior nor 'would be consistent, since many waste can be generated from various 
sources. 
• faterial Property C l assification IS wel l  knO\\TI method of ClassIfication 
mtemationally. 
• Any nev,,' waste, in addition to the \\ astes identified in this stud) , WI l l  easl ly be 
fitted in this Classification structure v,ithout disturbing the structure. 
The method used by the thesis to categorize generated waste from oil  and ga 
industries is best described by Tabl e  5 . 1  Three levels of Classification are applied. The 
first level identifies the generating source.  Three sources are avai lable as fol lows : 
• Domestic waste; office activities and accommodation camps; paper, food, 
gardening waste, sewage sludge, and general rubbish. 
• Industrial waste; generated during o il/gas exploration, production and processes, 
and which is not hazardous. Examples are; pipes, dri l ling cuttings, non-hazardous 
chemicals, construction waste, and waste arising from civil  actIvities and services. 
• Hazardous waste originated from either domestic or industrial sources; hazardous 
to human health & safety and/or the environment; Flammable, toxic, reactive, 
radioactive, explosive infectious and Eco-Toxic wastes. 
The second level of c lassification is then according to content c lassification. Three 
classes were identified; 
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T a ble 5. 1 ',: aste c lassification and coding method 
ISource Cod ing Classifica tion_Coding - Property Coding 
Domestic (D) Inorganic (DJ) Inert (DJ I)  
Metal (DIM) 
Organic (�O) Cardboard (DOC) 
Food (OOF) 
Plastic (DOP) 
S ludge (�OS) 
Texti le COOT) 
Wood (DOW) 
M ixed (DOM) 
Industrial ( I)  Inorganic ( I I )  Devices ( l I D) 
Inert ( I I I) 
Metal ( I lM) 
Organic (10) Cardboard (JOC) 
Plastic (lOP) 
Sludge (lOS) 
Texti le  (lOT) 
Wood (lOW) 
Hazardous (H) Hazardous (HH) Corrosive (HHC) 
Eco-Toxic (HHE) 






Toxic (H HT) 
This coding system is used as part of the database system structure . The waste 
information table column headings, including the described above, and l isted for waste 
coding are : 
• Waste Source 
• Waste Classification 
• Waste Property 
• Waste Code 
• Waste Name 
Domestic, industrial or hazardous 
Categorizing waste in term of its c lass, organic, inorganic or hazardous 
The physical property of the waste: inert, food, metal, glass . . .  etc _ 
Reference code for the waste 
The common name of the waste. 
1 1 1  
digits: ABeD 1 -3 ,  where A i the company name, B i: the di harg las-iii -. tion 
letter code (E = emission. F = effluent. and W == Waste). C i th fi ld or It naIll , 
and D is the operation area code. The fol lo\\ing three digit are a - ign d arbitrar;. to 
the waste. Unfortunately, this coding system i very pecifi to the ompany, \\ here the 
same waste generated by two companie would have different I D  ode 0 that th u-� 
of such coding system is l imited to one company, that is opeo group companle_. 
Also. the numerical number does not fol lo\\' a certain rule or c riteria when d -.gning it 
to a waste and each company would number its wa te i ndependently. In addition, the 
code does not describe the type of the waste. ( i .e .  orgaruc,  inorganic,  gla . metal etc .) .  
the only description is  the type of waste in terms of its physical property (I .e .  ga . 
l iquid or sol id). 
The waste coding system employed by this thesis was developed to aid in  
determining the source, c lass and property of  the waste as  shown in Table - . 1 .  The 
code shows the structure of this coding system indicating the c lassification/grouping 
name and then the code In brackets. 
For each waste identified in the study area, Asab field a waste code was defined 
based on the above method of c lassification. The waste code is driven from the first 
alphabetical letter of the category name: ABeD. \\'here A is  the source o f  the waste 
( i .e .  Industrial, Domestic, or Hazardous), B is the classification coding ( i .e .  Organic, 
Inorganic, or Hazardous), and C is  the property code derived from the first alphabetical 
letter of physical properties as l isted in the third column of Table 5 . 1 , and D is waste 
name. For example, Aluminum c ans is given the code (DIM - A), which stands for 
" Domestic I norganic Metal - Aluminum " .  
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C H  PTER 6 
D T COLLECT I O  AT A AB F I E L D  
, pplicabil ity o f  sol id waste management ( \\ 1 [ system to a real l ife s i tuation i s  an 
assurance of the system successfulness. Asab field is an o i l  and gas field that has been 
selected to implement the proposed WM system.  Successful implementation of the 
proposed \\ [ s  stem is a c rit ical transition stage between the theoretical phase and the 
pra t ical phase of apply ing the S\\ [ system. The proposed S\\ 1 system is best 
described b) \\ 1 1 model as an integrated part of Environmental Management System 
E� l  ( ee Fig. 1 . 1 )  ( hell 96). 
This chapter describes the appl ication field and explores its activ ities and their 
generated solid waste . The si te descri ption and layout are supported by maps and 
diagrams a a representative example for o i l  and gas industries in the UAE. A section on 
data anal> sis addresses the col lected data related to the current waste management 
practices appl ied by each company, and types and quantities of the generated solid waste . 
The last section of this chapter discusses data manipulation, in which the developed 
database system was used to e aluate different scenarios, and analyze the results of theSe 
scenarios. The results of that analys is are considered as basis of the recommendations 
presented in the last chapter. 
The current chapter aims at evaluating the current solid waste management systems 
and exploring different alternatives to manage and accommodate the solid wastes 
generated on the area i n  an integrated and comprehensive manner. The environmental 
impact of implementing such plans wil l  affect many involved partners i n  'wider regions 
surrounding the Asab field area. 
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Thus. tree structure h ierarchy model was used to fit all th identifi " �te� in th 
study area . .  fost of the identified wastes were fined in  the fourth I wi of th" 
classification structure. Howeyer. in case \vhere similar alphabeti lener i � u � d \\ h r 
the title Je 'el identifies the waste number. the hierarchy i extend d up to fiy le\ 1.:­
Wastes generators wil l  report the amount of produced waste ba ed o n  far-end of th 
classification hierarchy. These codes are u�ed a wa te referen e in the databa­
l ibraries and the overal l  databa e structure discu sed in Chapter of. Databa e bUIlt-in 
reporting formats and parameter calculations refer to the waste code a the main \\ a te 
identification system. A l i st of all wastes found in  the study area along with their code 
i s  provided in  Appendi:x B.  
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Wastes Screening 
Does waste contain radioactive 
constituents? MPC levels' 
No • 
Is waste f lammabi l i ty In NFPA 
category 4? 
No � 
Is waste reactivity In NFPA 
category 4' 
No � 
Does waste have an oral LD� < 
50 mg/kg? 
No • 
Is waste inhalation toxIcity 
200 ppm as gas or mist' LC� 2 
mg/l as dust' 
No � 
Is waste dermal penetration 
toxIcity LD� < 200 mg/kg' 
No � 
Is waste dermal Irritation 
reaction < grade 8' 
No � 
Does waste have aquatic 96-h 
TLm < 1000 mg/l 
No � 
Is the waste aqueous and has 
pH ! 2 or � 12.5 
No � 
Does waste cause genetic 
changes' 
No � 




Yes .... II" 























Hazardous Waste Classification 
A - Radioactivity : 
• I f  the wa te conta I n  radIoact ive nu I Ide � 
o 37 Be quereUgram. 1 0.5 u t/g of ohd 
Or � 0.37 M Bq/g. I Ou lIg of l iquId 
B - Flammabi l ity : 
• 
• 
It I a l iquId.  other than a solutl  n conta in ing 
Ie l, than 24% alcohol I n  water and ha a 
fla h p I nt les than 60° c .  
I t  I not a l iqU Id and that under normal 
cond it Ion of temperature and pressure I l,  
capable of c a u  I ng fire b y  spontaneou� 
chemIcal c hange . by ab orption of mOIsture 
or through fnctlon and. when IgOl ted. burns 
o v I gorously and per Istently that I t  create 
a hazard. Or, [t I an Igni table compre ed 
gas, or It is an OXId izer. 
c- Reactivity : 
• W hen mI xed with water: It react V Iolently. 
form potent ia l l y  explOSI ve mIxtures. 
Generate tOXI ga e . vapours. or fumes I n  
a q uantity u fficlent to pre ent danger to 
human heal th .  l i fe or the envIronment. AI o. 
• orma l l y  u nstable and read i l y  undergoes 
VIolent change w i thout detonati ng; 
• I t  I�  capable of detonation or explo�lve 
reactIon If It I subjected to a trong 
1 00 t lal l ng ource or If heater under 
conti nement;  or normal condi t Ions. 
D- Toxicity : 
• Meet or exceed any of max I m u m  
C ncentrat lon level a l lowed for a pec lfied 
contaminants, wa te I claSSIfied as TOX ICIty 
Characten tic Hazardous Wa te. Ref. EPA 
(40 CRF subpart 2 6 1 .24) 
E- Corrosively : 
• I t  I aq ueous and has a pH Ie s than or eq ual 
to 2 ,  or greater than or eq ual to 1 2 .5 .  
F - Bio - Hazardous (Medical/Cl inic) : 
• Any waste ansing from medica l .  nur I ng. 
denta l ,  pharmaceutical or i m l lar practIce. 
I nve u gation, treatment, care or col lec tIon of 
blood for transfu lon, being waste whIch 
may cause infectIon and prove hazards to 
any per on coming In contact with It 
6.1. Descr ipt ion o f  Asab Fie ld 
In he urren t s rudy , Asab fie ld is  se le c ed to represen t rypi a l  oi l and g - fi ld - in 
the AE. T\\'o o ther candida tes were a lso considered : Ru\\ais Refinery Comp le x and D 3.­
Is land. Ho\\ever . the avai labi lity of se curi ty pe nni t  of Asab fie ld fa\ ore d Its se le tion 3. 
the srudy app li ca tion site. In addi tion. Asab fie
ld has the fo l lo \\in g di tin ct!\ e fe 3rur s '  
• It contains the major oil and gas industries as \\ e l l  as the se[\ i e companies spread out in the 
area. 
• Environmental studies and consultant had highl ighted the need for managing waste 10 this 
field. 
• There is a problem of access roads to the area and \\ ithi n the area. 
• The antic ipa ed future of the field is to be one of the major fields 10 the count!') . 
Asab oi l fie ld is an onshore fie ld lo ca ted in the sou th\\'es t re gion o f  Abu Dhabi 
Ci ty (Figure 6. 1 ). G A S C O, A D C O, and A D�O C are three major co mpanies loca ted in 
the area and workin g in oi l and gas pro cessin g. Another con tra ctin g companies ; , 'D C ,  
Bin Diri. Grani te . Pan Arabian . A IDha frah . and A lfarah in addi tion to o ther sma l l  
companies are a lso presen t in the area for the purposes of e xp lora tion and dri l lin g. labor 
& equipmen t supp ly. civi l works , and o ther genera l se [\ i ces. The number and type of 
acti vi ties and the cur ren t popu la tion in the area are gro \\in g dramati ca l l; due to the 
signifi can t expansion of many industria l a ctivi ties. 
Setting a So lid Waste Managemen t p lan requires unders tandin g the area 's avai lab le 
resources, lo ca tions of sensitive areas (e .g. wa ter resources , na tura l habi ta t  and 
environmen ta l  sensi tive areas), companies ' layou t & pro cess diagrams ,  and an y re la tive 
lo ges ti c  lo ca tions . One of the me thods used to he lp visua lizin g these require men ts is the 
usage of dra\\in gs and maps. A map of Asab area ( Fi gure 6 .2) is de ve loped sho win g the 
lo ca tion of the companies, lo ca tion of was te mana gemen t si tes o ther s tra te !2i c  lo ca tions 
and connectin g roads. 
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Wastes Screening 
Does waste contain radioactive 
constituents? MPC levels? 
No + 
Is waste flammabil ity In NFPA 
category 4? 
No + 
Is waste reactivity In NFPA 
category 4? 
No • 
Does waste have an oral LDso < 
50 mg/kg? 
No • 
Is waste Inhalation toxIcity 
200 ppm as gas or mist? LCso 2 
mg/l as dust? 
No _t 
Is waste dermal penetration 
toxIcity LDso < 200 mg/kg? 
No + 
Is waste dermal Irritation 
reaction < grade 8? 
No �. 
Does waste have aquati c  96-h 
TLm < 1000 mg/l 
No + 
Is the waste aqueous and has 
pH i 2 or � 12.5 
No + 
Does waste cause genetIC 
changes? 
No • 
Is waste subject to 
bloconcentratlon? 
No • 
Oth er Wastes 
Yes .. .. 






















Hazardous Waste Classification 
A - Radioactivity : 
• I f  the waste contai n  radlOaCllve nu I Ide � 
0.37 8ecq uerel/gram. 1 0 5 uCvg of o l ld 
Or � 0.37 M Bq/g, I Ou vg of l iquid 
B- Flammabi l ity : 
• 
• 
I t  IS a l iqUid,  other than a olUlIon conta in ing 
less than 24� alcohol I n  water and has a 
tla h pOi nt les than 60° . 
I t  I not a l iquid and t hat under normal 
cond it ion f temperature and pressure I 
capable of cau I ng fire by pontaneous 
chemical change , by ab orptlon of moisture 
or through fn lion and, when ignited , burns 
o v igorously and per I tently that I t  creates 
a hazard. Or, It IS  an Igni table  compressed 
gas, r I t  I an OXidizer. 
c- Reactivity : 
• When m i xed with  water: It rea ts Violent ly,  
forms potent ia l ly  explo I ve mix tures, 
Generate tOXIC ga es vapours, or fume I n  
a q uant i ty uffic lent t o  present danger to 
h u man heal th ,  l i fe or the environment; Also, 
• orma l l y  unstable and read i ly  undergoes 
V iolent change wi thout detonat i ng, 
• I t  IS  capable of detonation or explo I ve 
reaction If It IS subjected to a strong 
In i t iat ing source or If heater under 
conti nement;  or normal cond i t IOn 
D - Toxicity : 
• Meets or exceeds any of max imum 
concentration levels  al lowed for a speCified 
contami nants, wa le IS c laSS ified as TOX icity 
Characleri t iC Hazardous Wa leo Ref. EPA 
(40 C RF ubpart 2 6 1 .24) 
E- Corros ively:  
• I t  IS aqueous and ha a pH less than or eq ual 
to 2 ,  or greater than or eq ual to 1 2 .5.  
F - Bio - Hazardous (Medical/Cl inic) : 
• Any wastes ari I ng from medical, nursi ng, 
dental, pharmaceutical or i m i lar practice, 
i n vestigation, treatment, care or col lection of 
blood for transfu ion, bei ng wa te which 
may cause i n fection and prove hazards to 
any person coming I n  contact w i th I t  
6. 1 .  Descript ion o f  A a b  Fie ld 
In the current study. Asab field is  selec:ed to  represent typi al o i l  and gas field In 
the UAf.. Two o·her candida es were also con.idered; Ru\\"ais Rdinery Comple and D � 
Island. However. the a\'ailabi l ity of security permit of Asab tield fa\ or�d its ::ele t ion as 
the study applica ion site. In addition. Asab field has the fol lo\\lng distincti\ e feature" 
• It con ains the major oi l  and gas industries as \\ ell  as the sen ice companies spread out in  the 
area. 
• Environmental studies and consultant had high l ighted the need for managing was e i n  this 
field. 
• There is a problem of access roads to the area and \\ !thin the area. 
• The anllc lpa ed future of the tield is 0 be one of the major fields in  the count!! . 
Asab oil field is an onshore field located in the southwest region of Abu Dhabi 
City (Figure 6 . 1 ). GASCO, ADCO, and AD�OC are three major companies located in 
the area and \\'orking in oi l  and gas processing. Another contracting companIes; me, 
Bin Diri .  Granite, Pan Arabian. AlDhafrah. and Alfarah in  addition to other smal l  
companies are also present in the area for the purposes of exploration and d ri l l ing. labor 
& equipment supply, c ivi l  \\ orks, and other general ser\'ices.  The number and type of 
activities and the current population in the area are gro\\ing dramatical ly due to the 
significant expansion of many industrial activities. 
Setting a Solid Waste Management plan requires understanding the area 's  avai lable 
resources. locations of sensitive areas (e.g. water resources, natural habitat and 
environmental sensitive areas). companies ' layout & process diagrams, and any relative 
logestic locations. One of the methods used to help \ isual izing these requirements is  the 
usage of dra\\ings and maps. A map of Asab area (Figure 6 .2) i s  developed showing the 
location of the companies, location of waste management s ites, other strategic locations 
and connecting roads. 
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Wastes Screening 
Does waste contain radlooctlve 
constituents? MPC levels? 
No + 
Is waste flammabi l ity In NFPA 
category 4? 
No + 
Is waste reactivity In NFPA 
category 4? 
No + 
Does waste have an oral LD50 ( 
50 mg/kg? 
No + 
Is waste Inhalation tOXICity 
200 ppm as gas or mist? LC50 2 
mg/l as dust? 
No + 
Is waste dermal penetration 
tOXICity LD50 ( 200 mg/kg? 
No + 
Is waste dermal Irritation 
reaction ( grade 8? 
No + 
Does waste have aquatI C  96-h 
TLm ( 1000 mg/l 
No + 
Is the waste aqueous and has 
pH 5 2 or � 12.5 
No + 
Does waste cause geneti c  
c hanges? 
No + 




Yes ... -lI'" 





















Hazardous Waste Classification 
A- Radioactivity : 
• I f  the wa te conta i n  radloacllve nucl ide > 
o 37 B ecq uereVgram, 1 0-5 u tlg of oltd;: 
Or � 0.37 M B q/g, 1 0uCtlg of I tquld 
B- Flammabi l ity : 
• 
• 
It IS a I tquld,  other than a solul t  n contat nlng 
les than 24% al  hoi I n  water and has a 
fla h p i nt les than 60° c .  
I t  I not  a I tquld and that under normal 
ond i l lon of te mperature and pres ure I 
capable of causi ng fire by spontaneous 
cheml al  changes, by ab orptlon f mOIsture 
or through friction and, when Ignited, burn 
v lg  rou Iy and per I tent ly  that I t  creates 
a hazard. Or, It IS an Igni table compre ed 
gas, or It i an OXidizer. 
c- Reactivity : 
• W hen mi xed with  water: I t  reacts Violently, 
form potential l y  explosl ve ml  tures, 
Generate tOXIC gases, vapour , or fumes I n  
a q uantity u fficlent t o  pre ent danger to 
human heal th ,  ! t fe or the environment; Al 0, 
• orma l l y  u nstable and read i ly  u ndergoes 
VIolent change Without detonatI ng ,  
• It IS  capable of detonation o r  expiosl ve 
reaction If It I subJ e  ted to a trong 
I n It iat i ng ource or If heater under 
confI nement; or normal condi tIon 
D - Toxicity : 
• Meets or exceeds any of max imum 
concentrat Ion level  al lowed for a speci tied 
contami nants,  waste IS c lassIfied as Tox lclI)' 
Characteristic Hazardous Waste. Ref. EPA 
(40 C RF subpart 26 1 .24) 
E - Corrosively : 
• It IS aqueous and ha a pH Ie s than or equal 
to 2, or greater than or eq ual to 1 2 .5 .  
F- Bio - Hazardous (Medical/Cl inic) : 
• Any wastes arising from med ica l ,  nur l ng, 
denta l ,  pharmaceutIcal or si mt lar practice, 
Inve t igation, treatment, care or col lection of 
bl  d for transfUSIon, bei ng waste whl h 
may cau e i n fection and prove hazards to 
any per on coming i n  contact With It 
6. 1 .  Descript ion o f  Asab Fie ld 
In he  curren rud) . Asab Held 1S seIe ted to  repre eot  typi 31 o i l  and ;:; 3.5  tleld in  
the UAE. Two o .her candida es ', ere also cOD_ idered: Ru\\'ais Refiner: Complex and Das 
Island. Ho\\e\·er. the availabil ity of securit; permit of Asab field f::1\ ored its :election a 
he stud: appl ication s ite. In addition. Asab field has the fol lo\\;ng d istmcth e feature 
• It comains the major oi l  and gas industries a5 \\ e l l  as the servi e companies spread out in  the 
area. 
• En\ ironmental srudies and onsul ant had highl ighted the need for manag ing was e in  this 
field. 
• There is a problem of access roads to the area and \\ ithin the area. 
• The antic ipated future of the tield is 0 be one of the major tie Ids i n  the count!') . 
Asab oIl  field is an onshore field located in the southwest region of  AbuDhabi 
City (Figure 6. 1 ). GASCO. ADCO. and AD, TOC are three major companies located in 
the area and working in oil and gas processing. Another contract ing companies: 'DC, 
Bin Diri. Granite, Pan Arabian. AlDhafrah. and Alfarah in  add it lon to other small 
companies are also present in the area for the purposes of explorat ion and d ri l l ing. labor 
& equipment supply, civi l  works, and other general sef\ ices. The number and type of 
activities and the current population in the area are gro\\ing dramatically due to the 
s ignificant expansion of man) industnal activities. 
Setting a Solid Waste Management plan requires understanding the area' s  avai lable 
resources, locations of sensitive areas (e.g. water resources, natural habitat and 
environmental sensitive areas), companies ' la) out & process d iagrams. and any relative 
logestic locations. One of the methods used to help visual izing these require ments is the 
usage of dra\\;ngs and maps. A map of Asab area (Figure 6 .2)  is de\ e loped showing the 
location of the companies. location of waste management s ites, other strategic locations 
and connecting roads. 
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Is your waste 
Hazardo u s ?  
Rad ioact ive Corros ive 
Tox ic  F lammab le  
Explos ive Ox i d i z i ng 
Infect ious 
Hazardous Waste Definition : 
Was e because 0 chem cal ph s cal or 
b,a og lcal character s I CS has he po en la 0 
cause harm 0 human h eal  h or he 
environment ha mus be han d l ed s ored 
transported, treated or disposed of n 
control led manner. 
Characteristics : 
• Non-degradable or persistent I n  nature 
• Blolog lcal l  magnif i ed 
• Lethal. 
• Cause or tend to cause detri mental 
cumulative effects. 
Examples of identif ied Hazardous wastes : 
I Industrial  Waste Munic ipal Waste 
I _ 
� u s:: � L. � '+­� L. c... 
'+­o 
s:: o 
+­u � L. 
CJ 
Asbestos. 
Insu lat ion Cleaning 
material .  products. 
Med i cal wastes Batter i es 
Grit b last Poo l ch lor ine. 
contam i nated with Pest ic ides. 
heavy metals. Chemical 
Contaminated fert i l iser. 





H ierarc of 0 tion 
Prevent ion 
Min im i zation 







P re\ a i l i ng  








Figure 6.2 Asab Field, C(] 


6 . 2 .  o l i d  \Va t e  l a n a ge rn e n t  y t e rn I n  A a b  Fie ld  
Three t;. pe of so l id  \\ a tes are generated in  the area; industrial, hazardous, and 
domestic sol id \\ astes .  I ndustrial sol id waste is generated from various industrial 
act i \  it ies and the munic ipal ol id \\'aste is generated from the residential commodities . 
\\ hi le  the hazardous sol id waste is generated from both industrial and munic ipal sources. 
E:-..ample t;.'Pes and breakdo\\ll of sources are discussed in detai ls later in this chapter. 
Currently. the practiced sol id waste management in the field includes some of the 
e lements of WM hierarch). as l i sted in the SWM model in Chapter 1 however \\ith 
different leve ls  of in\ o lvement. Also. only fe\ dumping sites are avai lable in the area for 
sol id  waste d isposal These sites currently accommodate the residential and the non­
hazardou sol id \\'astes. Other hazardous solid wastes generated from oil and gas 
processing units are transferred to ADNOC Ruwais interim fac i l ity, about 230 Km to the 
north\\,est of Asab area. The nearest non-hazardous \\'aste landfi l l  to the area is AIDhfrah 
site .  which is  authorized and managed by the munic ipal ity. Ho\\ever, the companies in 
Asab area rarely uti l ize it due to its distant location and also because of the man) 
restrictive regulat ions enforced by the municipal ity. 
ol id waste management is a concern for the major companies management. Several 
em ironmental audit reports had highl ighted the need to improve SWNI. I n  addition to the 
en\ i ro nmental audi t  report. a newly passed strict environmental law -Law 24- requires 
compl iance with waste management regulations, forcing the companies to improve their 
current \vaste management practices and to develop new management methods. Severe 
penalties are also enforced to ensure implementation of Law 24. The law created a 
countty\vide transit ion in  the environmental awareness and, hence, the method of 
managing sol id waste . A mixture of events, regulations, and factors had contributed to 
that environmental transition. Some of these factors are related to the study objectives as 
stated below: 
• The international protocols that the UAE had participated i n, 
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impact on the current \\ ';vI practices. haring transportation, d isposal s ites. col lection 
and segregation areas, and unit) ing the \\ I 1 method, such as the appl ied management 
s) stem and the method of c lass ification. can potential l)- upgrade the S\\ l i to a 
comprehensi\ e level .  
Tran'portation cost pla) s a major role In managing Asab 's  sol id \\ astes .  The Long 
di tance ( 1 90 lVn.), road t) pe (unpaved or sand track), securi t)' measures,  waste 
transportation agreements. fami l iarit) \\ith the area and other factors a l l  contribute to the 
current high transportation cost. A valuable waste which returns revenue, such as papers 
aluminum can' . and craped spare parts are often given awa) as scrap. An even·deal \vith 
removal companies is the usual scenario, i .e .  remo e it free of charge. This constrain 
affe ted the recyc l ing program, where e en after segregating the recyclable wastes 
recyc l ing companies col lect them only if the segregated wastes are in huge quantities, 
\\ here the cost estimate turns el) high due to transportation cost. As a result. the 
frequenc) of col lection for each individual company is very low, and hence,  the storage 
t ime goes up to months, requiring larger and special t)·pe of skeps. and considerable 
manpo\\ er and management. Limitation of access roads isolated the field and is an 
obstac le in setting up a comprehensive sol id \yaste management for that i so lated field. 
Lack of communication between the working companies in Asab field is  often to be 
blamed as an obstacle in  developing a comprehensive SWM. This i s  especial ly apparent 
amongst contra tors companies, where they are considered as competitors, and some 
contractors are usually present in the field for short-term projects. The major companies 
are similar. to some extent, in their weak communication due to the complexity of 
management dec is ion routine and the cost impl icat ion. For i nstance the major companies 
employed a shared transportation service in the past. Fai l ing to reach an agreement on 
sharing the cost resulted in stopping that service that is  foreseen as a result of lack of 
communication. Each company considers its method as the ideal system,  and eventually 
the i ndependent approach is  common between serv ice companies and the major 
companies. levertheless, the enforcement of new enviro nmental regulat ions,  the increase 
in transportationlmanpo\\"er costs, and the gro\\th of environmental awareness al l tend to 
confront the aforementioned problem. 
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• The recent esta l ishment of the Federal En\ i ronmen-al Age \ FE:-\,) nd I 
subsequent issuan e of s 
. 
ct em ironmental regul ation . 
• The continuous pressure by the working ompanies share-hold r: to red u  � e  
expenditure and cut cos s .  \\ hich changed the \ ie\\' o f  m ana::-er t o  f re-ee th 
opponunities in sol id waste rather than the cost im olyed. 
• And, the self-conscIOusness and feel ing of responsib i l ity by the managers to prote �t 
the en\'ironment and having the em i ronmental i sue at the top o f  their l i st .  
Asab field is  affected by th is  transition and had reacted to  i t  a cord ingly.  One of the 
direct impacts of this transition IS creating the need for comprehensi\ e .:olid \\ aste 
management. For example.  ADCO, the major oil company in the fie ld .  had recru ited an 
environmental engineer; one of his main duties is setting-up a so l id  \\ a te management 
plan. Also. most of the compames In the fie ld re-e\ aluated their methods of solid \\ 3. t 
disposal . and, as a result. some had changed either the method of co l l ect ion storage or 
selecting the final disposal site.  
In the past, man) companies tended to manage their \\,astes independent I) due to the 
lack of environmental awareness, the unayai lab i l ity of  authorized fac i l i t ies .  and the 
absence of waste management regulations. Some of the companies de\ e loped the i r  O\\TI 
waste management methods/faci l ities, such as, creation of unauthorized \\ aste d isposal 
sites. The audit reports identified the waste management practices as an area of 
deficiency . highl ighting the need for a systematic waste management method, and cal led 
for sharing the efforts between the companies within the fie ld .  One of the e mphasis areas 
of these audits is having a waste-recording system (database) that logs the movement of 
waste and generation quantities. I n  addition to the  audit  find ings and recommendation, 
there are indicators sho\ving the potential of  improving the current waste management 
practices, where individual init iat ives had prayen that one company ' s  waste is  other's 
resources. 
Major comparues and service provider companies lack a systematic approach to 
manage sol id waste. They a l l  requested a comprehensive and unified sol id waste 
management plan. Sharing resources between working companies wou l d  have a great 
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6.3. Data C o l lect ion 
Collecting da a is a crucial s ep in :ru - stud) . It ha to be repre_entati\ e and 
comprehen ive and at he same t ime no 0\ er loaded or mis leading. Also. maintainin::o a 
good recording system is necessaf) to limit lhe need for pa� ing other \ J : 1  S. \\ hich i s  a 
complex process for oi l  and gas fields con�idenng the secunty requir  ment�, 3\ ailab i l i� 
of personnel .  tra\ el and accommodation arr:mgement . 
A finn strate £v can si!illificanth ease the data col lection process and a-sist in drh ing �. ::0 • � 
conclusions and. reaching sound dec isions Data collection strateg) was p laced to 
develop a data col lection plan. The data col lection strate g) started \\lth understand ing the 
S\\ 1 r problems and its requirements in Asab field. fol lowed by an e\ aluation of the area 
geographic and demographic condItions. a .j he nature of existing acti\ it ies. In l ight of 
the infonnation reported during that exploratof)' phase, the data required to be col lected 
were dec ided . These data \\ere grouped into three categories [ I ]  the current \\ I 1 
practices and l imitat ions. [2] the quantitie� and �'Pes of solid \\astes generated in the 
field, and [3] costs and effects of the current practice. Based on the required data groups, 
two approaches were considered to col lect the data samples: [ 1  ]sun e:- s .  inten iews and 
site visits, and [2] estimation b) calculat ion util izing avai lable l iterature and s imi lar 
stud ies. 
A surve) was de\ eloped and distributed to the \\'orking companies 111 the field to 
gather infonnation about the � pes and quantities of waste generated by each sol id waste 
generation source. In addition. the sun e� included questions about the company's 
infonnation. Variations in the second group data were considered b:- estimating the 
maximum, minimum, and average values based on the experience of personnel in the 
field. These sun'eys were either sent by mall fa.'C or, in most cases, were fi l led up during 
the site visits and personnel inten ie\\s .  A continuous review and evaluation of the survey 
progress \\'as considered to capture any improvements. For example. the fonnat was 
reviewed once during the early data col lection stage \\'hi le the units \\ ere modified and 
additional data were requested after collecting considerable amount of data at advanced 
stage. A copy of the survey fonnat is provided in Figure 6 .3 .  
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earl ier in F igure 5 . 1 .  Also, Asab map In Figure 6.2 uti l izes keys based on  that categorization 
in addition to other categories for so lid \\aste management locations and connecting roads .  
Each category is given a spec ific color and s)  mbol \\;th an i nd ication number associated with 
a spec ific item for eas) reference and allocat ion. 
Oil  & Gas Ind ustrial Area I 
I Petroleum Ind ustry I [ Domestic 1 r Services 1 
Explorat,on A:ccmmodatlon CMI Eeclncal & 
(Conswctlon) 1-1- Inslrunenl 
[ Schlumbe';e L 6,,, Olral f- AI Habtoor I- S,emens 
Sub f- ACICO 
Onlling Catcnng f- Mannesman I- AI AhIIa I- Gallar L- urs Carner 
'- Granite 
L NDC 
Garage & Carpentary lADNHCO Transport I-OAAIAC 
Od Process �; I Poilce & 
Secunty I- Bin Fralh 
[AOCO 
I- Al Ohalra I- AI Mazhar 




CliniC Man Pov.-er 
l-
I- RAMS f- AI Farah 
AL Noor f- Oescon I- AGO Clinic '- Zacum 
'- Co ntractors 
Figure 6.4 Categorization of Companies Working at Asab Field 






Even though the target was to obtain all needed da a from all  the ompa.nIe pre':e:lt 3 
Asab field: hese data \\Oere only ob ained from 1 9  companieso Partial amount of da a. \.e ither 
1;- pe of \\as e or current management method) \\ as ob ained from 6 compam . \\ h i le  -: 
companies \yere not able to provide any da a at al l .  This \\as u-ual l) assoc iated \\1th fai lure to 
arrange for convenient appointmen s \\ith the relevant Oftl ials. Table 6.2  ummarizes the 
status of the obtained data: 
Table 6.1 Status of data col lection from companies at Asab fieldo 
:\0. Company l'Ia m e  I Obtained Data :\0. I ComQanv :\ame Obta i ned Datu  
I A OCO I Fulh A vaJiable I 1 6  I Oescon F u l h  A \ ailable 
2 I AO�H Fulh A ,  ailable 1 7  Galtar F u l h  A \ ailable 
3 I A01\"OC �ot Available 1 8  i GASCO F u l h  A\ ailable 
-+ I Al Ahlia Ful lv A, ail able 1 9  Granite Fulh A\ a i l able 
5 I Al Ohafra I Partial ly A, ailable 20 r H)undal F u l h  Available 
6 I Al Farah I Full) A ,oailable 2 1  lOGS F u l l) A vailable 
7 I Al Habtoor I Partially A\ ailable 22 �Iannesman F u lJi: Available 
S Al �!azhar I Fulh A\ ailable ., ... _J �OC Part ial l\ Available 
I I Ful ly A , ailable Oil F ields Security Partial ly Available 9 I Bin Oirai 24 
1 0  Bin F raih Ful ly Available 25 Pan Arabian �ot A\'ai lable 
I I  ! Cape East Ful ly A ,oal lable 26 Schlumber!!e Not A\ ai lable 
1 2  Clinic AGO Project I 0:ot Avai lable 27 Siemens Acteo F u l ly Available 
1 3  Cl inic Construction ::-';ot Avai lable 28 Snamprogeni Partial l\  Available 
1 4  Clinic i\.!ain F u l ly A \ ailable 29 UTS Carrier F u l l\' A \ ai lable 
1 5  OA\!AC Ful ly A\ aJ1able 30 Zacum Partial ly Available 
Fol lo\\ing the data col lection. sorting and organizing these data In meaningful orders 
\\ere conducted as a preparation step for data analysis. 
A main result of the data collection phase vvith the help of the c lassification approach 
de\Oeloped in Chapter 5. \.vas categorizing the main activities at Asab field accord ingly and 
listing all the existing companies under relevant categories. As presented earl ier, the waste 
generation sources were c lassified into three main categories; petroleum industries, domestic, 
and services. Figure 6.4 l ists the t) pes of acti\Oities and the companies for the three activitieso 
It can be noted that this categorization is in harmony \\ith the waste c lass ification presented 
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� Cement slurry 
_elghtlng 
� Salts � Viscoslfiar f- Bentonite 
r- Barytes 
f- Tracer 
- H2S Scavengers 
_ Defoamers 
f- Epoxy Resin 
f- Oily Sand 
'- Empty sack 
011 ProcesSing 
- Asbestos 
_ Formation Fine 








f- Ceramic Ba" f- fl.lolecular Sel e 
r- Chemicals 
f- Asbestos 






[O li & Gas Ind ustnal Area I 
Domls IC [ Services 1 
;'ccommodal'on Office Garage & 
Transport 
f- Siccge Ipaper f- Battery 
� Rw:esh Furnature f- Tyres 
� A.r F ie' � 011 Fil ters � TeAt e � Tree L- Plastic 
",oco Contain ers 
Gar::er r; 
� Plas: c Civil Workshop 
COr'1tarers (Construction) 
r- Ciear.I'g 
- Furna ure 
Catenng f-- Debnes ICa�nta�1-H steeI WOrl< ! f-- Sand � Wood LWood � fl.letals � Food � Juit � Pipes 
f- Metal Sheet f- Cy1u1ders Cans L- Gnt Bias 
� Glass f- Covenng mat 
L- PlastiC � Drums l.'ecl'<3nlCal I l Electncal & � Containers Conta ners I nstrument L Gnt B:as 





f- Packing � X-ray 
Matenal Films � Cardboard '--- Hazardous 




Laboratory Man Power 
f- Chemical f- Food Waste 
f- Biological f- Fabrics 
� Glassware General Rubbish 
L- Cylinder 
Figure 6.5 Examples of Sol id Waste Generated from Activities i n  Oil and Gas Fields. 
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In  addition 0 the Asab field \ islts and sUf\ eys, 0 her r la  ed site - \\ 
purpose of comparison. da a-col lec ion. and e:'\changing be.: pra -tice_ The \ is ited fa iIi ie­
are . RU\\'ais Interim Hazardous \\ aste Fac i lit) . Dubai 's . 1  dical and Hazardou - \\ a-te 
Treatment p lants. Dubai lunicipalit)·. AlDhafrah anitar: In inerator. PB-.-\ma 0 13cilit) in 
Sajja - AI harjah. Jabal Ali Free-Zone Authority, and AbuDhabi :-duni ipalit)', The PB­
Amaco fac i l ity in ajja  had accomplished a Land-Fanning project. in \\ hi h oi l - ontaminated 
soil and other sol id waste were mixed and kept under control led conditions to augment 
bacteria for the purpose of reducing the level of contaminants by biodegradation. 
6.4.  Types of Solid \Vastes 
Quantities and types of solid \\aste generated at Asab field are greatl) intluenced by the 
t)'pe of activity. popUlation s ize, the current \\'1\.1 system. season, and other direct or Indirect 
factors. As discussed earlier, certa in waste t)pes can be associated \\ ilh one source or 
activity, \\ hi le other wastes can be generated by more than one source. Figure 6.5 presents 
examples of typical \\aste types generated by each acti\ ity. t) pe of \\ aste generated from 
each source, and topics related to sol id waste classification Also. Table 6 ._  l ists e. 'amples of 
wastes generated by each activity. 
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T a b l e  6 .2  T) pe o f  o l id Waste produced b� each activi� 
Prod u ction and p roce 
I - Oil Production 
2 - D r i l l i n g  
3 - Oil  E \ p loration 
1 - Accom modation 
'2 - E q u ipment & 
Transport 
3 - Ci\ i l  
Construction 
4 - \\ o rl,shop & 
;\ I a i n tenance 
5 - Catering en ices 
6 - Other e n' ices 
\\ e l l  treatment \\astes tEpo'\ . resins, oi l) sand, salts) Tank and pigging sludge ' s  
scales ( formation fines. produ,tion chemicals) corrosIOn products, \\ axes, Industrial 
refuse ( metal scraps, c leanln] m3terials, maintenance refuse. pad ..lng materials), 
baneries. Domestic refuse and s<:wa_e ( kitch<:n waste, garden. room c leaning) 
I Dr;. mg chem icals, Hydrocra.:mg, H�S sweeten ing & remo\ ai, fi l tration elements,1 
I Tank & pigging s ludge ' s  (corrOSIOn and formation fines, sl udge and grease). Industrial refuse (metal scrap, packing materials, maintenance and c leaning 
materials). Accommodation & domestic refuses (k itchen \\ aste, garbage, garden, 
waste) 
. 
fi k' h d b I d k' . I I Domestic re uses, ItC <:n. gar <:n, gar age, se\\ age s u ge, pac mg matena s, 
c lean ina materials. 
�letal scrap (containers: paint, thinners, coating, lubricant, oi l  drums). Cables & 
I wires, cans, batteries, c leaDIng materials, pa king materials. batteries, e lectrical and instrumental devices & parts I 
Organic wastes ( food preparation & lefto\ ers), bottles and cans, sewage and 
c leanina s ludoe oarden \\ aste '", - , -I 
1 - Cl in ic .  Dressings, needles. l in ical & c leaning materials. blood sam pl es, x-ray, 
infectious wastes 
2 - Air  Conditioning. Freion cylinders, capacitors, wires, air-cond it ioning un its, a ir  
filters, and damaged equ ipment parts 
3 - Technologies: :V1eta l l ic  pipes vessels. 
129 
Accordingly. a OLaI of 92 solid waste types ha\'e been identified at A -ab tleld. Th 
breakdo\\TI of these \\astes by generation source _ho\\ - that 70 types (76° ° of al l  t) pe- ar 
produced by industrial activities, I ... types ( 1':-�o) b: domes ic acti \  ities. and r: pe- (9° 0) ar 
hazardous (industrial / domestic) waste. Table 6.3 reports the number of \\ 3stes a-_oclated 
\\ith different waste sources. c lasses. and types as classified before in Chapter five, 
Types and characteristics of unique \\"aste- found in oil and gas activIties 10 A ab field 
are mostly hazardous and are l isted in Table 6 .4 .  Characteristics of these \\aste \\ ere 
obtained from Egypt. Shell  ( 1 992). 
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Table 6A l]nique wastes and hazardous \\ :Istes found i n  the Oi l  and Gas I nd ustries .  
Wa te Type Gen eral \Va te C h aracteri t ics  
Asbestos Asbestos \\ :me is In the form of tranite sheets. gaskets, and p ipe  
insulation The removal of asbestos materials from ADl 'OC fac i l it i es 
has been an ongoing proj ect and a maj ority of the fac i l it ies are now 
asbestos-free :\5 such, future generation of th is  material i s  expected 
to be min imal. 
Batteries A lkaline and :':iCd battery, in d ifferent s izes, pri mari ly inc luded 
AAA. AA. C. D 9\0Its, and two-way rad io T iCd, Larger s izes from 
emerQenc\ l lght and. back-up power s) stems are also generated .  
Bottom Tank ludge Petroleum h� drocarbon s lu dge i nclude s ludge from A P I  separators, 
D.-\ F  un its. d�-salters, s lope oil emulsion, tank bottoms, and other 
processing units. s ludge are t) pically generated during tank and 
process equipment cleaning. 
Bulbs and Lights F l uorescen rube and mercul)' vapor l ights used in the 
accommod:l:ion or plat areas. 
Cataly st Catalyst is pnmari l:  used in petroleum refining and petro-chemical  
processes in the cracking of crude o i l  and faci l i tati ng chem ical 
reactions Ca al: st is  general l) changed at frequencies of  3 to 1 0) ears 
generating IJrge quantities over a short period of t ime.  S u l fu r  
reco\el) unl:s  uses aluminum oxide catal,st, \\ h ich is  contami nated 
\\ ith su lfur. sul fides and heavy metals. 
Ceramic Balls Ceramic b:llls are inert materials that are used as support ing beds for 
caral) sts St3ndard operating procedure is to using steam stripp ing to 
clean catal� st prior to remo\ al .  Concentrations of hydroc arbons i s  
expected to be minimal. 
Chemicals Laboratol) chemicals, i nc luding a variety of expired process. 
Containers Paint and soh ent pails, empty c leaning, empty aerosol spray cans, 
and empt\ chemical containers / bott les 
Contaminated soils Sand and gra\ el contaminated with oil from spill and leaks. 
Desiccants Gas or air drier alum in im desiccant and s i l ica gels, which may 
contain trace h: drocarbons. 
Drums Empty drums contaminated with process chemicals. 
Electrical equipment Electrical equipment that contain transformers (fil led with PCB) and 
capacitors. 
Fabrics Rags, cotton . contaminated PPE, cleaning and adsorbents.  
Fi lter elements Process fi lter elements contain ing FES, hydrocarbons, and hea\] 
metals. Also. \'ehicle/�'lui�ment fue l  and oil fi lters. 
Garnet and Grits Grit is hazardous only i f  it exhibits a toxic characte ristic l e.g .  
contains hea\'\ metals such as P b  or Cr,  usually from paint  removal.) 
Lagging and Insulation This waste stream consists of  m i neral wool ,  lagging waste, and 
material polyurethane foam contaminated with hazardous waste. 
Lead Acid Batteries Large and small lead acid batteries are generated from transportation,  
mobi le equipment, and remote station activities. 
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Table 6.3 . -!lmber of was es asso iated \\i h each -pe ifi  typ 
Sou rce Coding ICla ification Cod i n g  Type Coding 
Domestic (D) Inorganic (01) Inert (On) 
�1etaJ (DTh1) 
Inorganic (DI) Total 







Organic (DO) Total 
Domestic (D) Total 
Hazardous (H) Hazardous (HH) Corrosi \e  ( HHC) 
Eco-Toxic (HHE) 
Harmful (HHH) 




Toxic ( HHT) 
Hazardous (HH) Total 
Hazardous (H) Total 
Industrial (I) Inorganic (II) Devices ( l ID) 
Inert (m) IMetal ( lIM) 
Inorganic (II) Total 
Organic Card board (IOC) 
Plast ic (lOP) 
Sludge (lOS) 
Texti le  (lOT) 
Wood (lOW) 
Organic Total 
Industrial (1) Total 
G ra n d  Total 
1 
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1 2  
1 5  
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6.5 .  n c e rt a i n ty o f  c o l lected d a ta 
Data uncertainty affects the results and hence the final recommendations/conclusions. In 
this study, four areas of data uncertaint) \\'ere identified . These areas are; amount of 
generated waste, t) pes of the generated \\astes inc luding the physical / chemical properties of 
the waste, cost of managing each \Va te t) pe. and output ratio of applying a management 
method on a \\aste. Further e laboration is discussed for each data uncertainty area in the 
fol lo\\ing paragraphs. 
As d iscussed earl ier in this chapter. sUf\ eys/interviews were conducted to determine the 
generated amounts from each source. 1\ot all the sources had a record of these generated 
amounts of sol id waste, and even some sources d id not include all types of wastes. Therefore, 
some of the col le ted data were based on personnel experience, expend iture of budget, and 
recent generation figures. In man) cases. it was only possible to obtain the average annual 
generation figures and sometimes the annual maximum and minimum amounts. Therefore, a 
Poisson random number generator \\"as used to simulate the monthly generat ion amounts . To 
account for seasonal variabi l ity of generated amounts, the random generation was applied in 
each season consideri ng a relevant average; that is max or min reported amount based on the 
selected season. For example maximum annual amount of the generated ""Food leftover" was 
considered as the average value to s imulate the monthly generated amounts of that waste 
during the summer season. 
The physical and chemical property of the generated sol id wastes are al l  included in the 
database l ibrary for a l l  considered waste. These data can be used to determine the potential 
management method suitable for the generated wastes based on the i r  characteristics. 
Although most of  these data were obtained from rel iable references, each reference uses 
different values for the same waste property and sometimes, for the same waste. In addition, 
the properties and the ratio of waste types found in different sources varies accord ing to the 
process i nvolved i n  production and to other factors . For example, ratio  of organic to non­
organic and compostable to non-compostable materials found in m ixed food  waste generated 
from the catering activ ity varies according to the l iv ing c lass of each source .  
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! I \Yasfe Type General \Ya te Chara terL tic . 
t 10lecular Sieves j . '0]"']" "]" ,, '" prin,,"], ",d " do ""d '" ,,<en n" ,,] 0" I and re ned produ-ts. This \\as:e :) ?i<::ally contains zeolite (mole<::u lar , sie\e). hea\") metals, and t;zce le\ e!s of h� drocarbons. I Pyrophoric Iron scale from processing equiprr:em. Generator is  to store \\ aste in \\ater for deactivation b) oXldati"n to el iminate p� rophonc propenie-
prior to d isposal.  I Radioacti e Liquid !ewJ indicator ins�umenl smoke dete<::tors and ioniz3 ion 
instruments uses minute a:nount of radioacti\ e so:.tr<::es. 
J Sewage S ludge \\!aste\\ ater treatment pla:m sludge IS e. peeted to be an emulSIOn 
I containing mainl) water. salts. and tlocculale \\ nh trace amount of adsorbed hydrocarbons. Solids coment expected to be 50 0 b) \\ eight. 
temporary storage prior to col le tion by representatives of rec)' l ing companies ADCO is 
proposing col lection of Aluminum can for recyc l tng in an approved c losed skip or container 
located at an agreed col lection po int in :\DCO and transported as required to an appro\ ed 
recycl ing site. Also. Paper for rec)' l ing to be collected from camp domestic waste col lection 
room and transported weekly to an appro\ ed recyc l ing site. The ADCO Asab Waste Disposal 
ite is located behind the existing ADCO camp (\\'3) .  er\ ice contractors are unoffic ially 
using this dumping site s ince no monitoring system is available. There is a proposal to 
handout this s ite to a special contractor that \\ i l l  also include managing ADCO wastes. The 
s i te \\i l l  be c leaned up and remedied by others prior to the commencement of this contract. 
In future the s ite \\i l l  onl; be used for the temporary storage of scrap metal waste prior to 
hand-over to the Ruler's Representat ive for disposal by tender and for the burying and land­
fi l l ing of ADCO domestic and industrial non-hazardous, non-combustible and non­
biodegradable \\ aste by the contractor in an approved manner. 
AD0!OC : AD0:0C O\\TIS t\vo facil ities in Asab field:  Gas Compressing Station and Asab Gas 
Inj ection P lant Gasco and ADCO manage \\astes generated from these fac i l ities respectively. 
It  should be noted that Asab Gas Injection Plant is ne\\ 11' cornn1 issioned and so far l imited 
amounts of industrial wastes is produced. however, industrial wastes are expected to 
dramatical ly increase with the aging of the plant and \\ ith the tum of periodical preventive 
maintenance.  
GAS C O :  
AbuDhabi Gas I ndustries Limited (Gasco) is one o f  the malO gas processing and 
l iquefaction companies located in the field. The current appl ied waste management method 
includes the basic requirement of the waste management system. Scrap metals are sold to 
scrap collection company. In the past burnable domestic and industrial wastes were burned i n  
a designated yard known as Gasco domestic (WI ), 6 Km  southeast o f  Gasco p lant. 
B iodegradable  and non-combustible industrial or domestic wastes are col lected and 
transported to a dumping yard knO\\TI as Gasco Industrial (W2). However these practices 
were l imited to occasional cases by the end of the year 1 999. Several waste management 
proposals were studied but none of them were implemented. 
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· lost of the obtained costs of managing \\"3.5 e \\-ere for bul - quanti lie . These 0 t- \\ re 
com erred to unit cost (Dh Kg) by diyiding them by the bulk waste weight . g) Ho\\ e\  err in 
some cases the cost i s  associa ed \\ith other 18. tors that cannot be on ider d m simple 2nd 
direct way. For example. the cost of transporting a \\ aste i s  mainl) a-so � iated \\ ith tl 
required number of trips and frequen y regardless of the generated quantitie- Also. there is 
no d irect l inear relationship between cost and t) pe of the generated \\ aste. \ loreo\ er. 111 
absence of locally developed databases and references reporting the costs of managmg -ol id 
\\·astes. the used cost figures were ob ained from international references that may not lo_el) 
reflect the economic s i tuation of the CAE. 
6.6. C u r re n t  S o l i d  \Vaste :\ I a n a g e m e n t  P ra c t i c e  
General observatIOn of the current S \\ I 1 methods for each company in  Asab field can  be 
summarized as the fol lo\\ mg: 
6.6. 1 .  ;\ Iain Compa nies 
ADCO, AD OC, GAS CO, and NDC are the main companies working in Asab field 
Mostly these companies share s imi lar waste management practices. They al l  work under the 
umbrel la of ADNOC guidel ines in managing their generated waste. The generated domestic 
waste is  col lected and transported on dai ly bas is from Asab field col lection points to the 
� funicipality incinerator area at AI -Ohafra. or to any other approved burning area l ike 
Habshan area. Hazardous wastes are packed and labeled and transported to AD. TOC 
Hazardous Waste Fac i l ity. Packaging reqUlrement and acceptance of these hazardous \\ aste 
are subjected to the approval of the faci l ity. Hazardous wastes manufacturing source is 
required to col lect back any hazardous waste not accepted by Ruwais Fac i l ity. Large metal 
scraps are col lected in each company's  yard for reuse or recycle (se l l) to metal scrap 
companies. The uruque ,,'aste management practices of each company are highl ighted as 
below. 
ADCO: Non-biodegradable, non-combustible waste is col lected and transferred as required to 
designated ADCO waste s ite for burial and land-fil l ing or to the municipal ity incinerator area 
at AI-Ohafra or to any other approved burning area. There i s  a waste d isposal s ite used for 
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food from catering, accommodation ser\ Ice. Waste is delivered to AIDhafra munic ipality 
open inc inerator by the compan) \\ orkers on dail) basis .  Waste Inventory is recorded since 
1 998 ,  ho\\ ever the record s  onl) co\ er food \vaste and some rec) c lable wastes. 
B in Fraih :  B in  Fraih is  a supplier of equipment and transportation, \\ ith -1-5 drivers and 
technic ian work.ing in the compan) . Understand ing of the \\ aste management necessir: and 
management commitment was not vis ible. Wastes are stored in an inappropriate c losed room. 
fter accumulating large quant ir: of waste, it is  delivered to AlDhafra municipal ity open 
incinerator on \\ eek.Jy basis .  Hazardous \vastes such as batteries and used oil drums are 
del i \  ered to Habshan work.shop. I nventor: records do not exist. 
Damac : Damac is a cateri ng ser\ ice provider that serves two of the main companies in the 
area and three other maj or contractors companies. Waste is handled and managed by Damac 
themselves by dedicated transportation vehicles " here they del iver kitchen waste to AlDhafra 
munic ipal it} open inc inerator. ignificant amount of cans is generated due to the catering 
act ivity, \\ hich is potent ial for recyc l ing and requires separat ion. Damac is delivering \\ aste 
t\� ice a da) \\here they handle the waste generated by ADCO. 1annesmann and 
namprogetti catering \\ astes. 
Descon:  Descon i s  a sub-contractor for Hyundai .  Descon had developed a \\'aste management 
plan, ho\\'e\er it lacks c larity and does not assign roles and responsibi l ities . Waste is 
del ivered to AIDhafra munic ipal ity open incinerator on weekly basis .  Due to Descon's nature 
of activity and number o f  employees storing waste for one-\\'eek period usually results in  
huge accumulation o f  ,,·aste. General ly, the wastes are wel l  segregated. Industrial and 
Hazardous wastes are k.ept in a fenced and markedllabeled locations adjacent to each other. 
An area of i mprovement would be waste del ivery planning. The adopted i nventory record 
does not contain  type of waste and quantity, rather, it j ust contains del ivery date and details of 
transportation.  
AIDhafra: AlDhafra is the l argest transportation company i n  the area. The company provides 
a l l  types of transportation services such as leasing vehicles, h iring trucks, supplying drivers 
and maintenance services . It has a documented Health Safety and Environment Management 
System that includes waste management as part of the documents subjects. A new garbage 
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. :DC "a ional Dri l l ing CompaIl.' is an oi l  and \\a er well-dril l ing and se[\ I e omp:ln� . 
. fost of ! :DC ' s  projects are conduc ed for .-\DCO a s  being the O\\TIers o f  o i l  and g3� \\ ell� 
The nature of the 1 :DC 's operations requires mo\ i ng from one \\ el l  10 ation to  :moth r. 
Therefore ,  this non-stationary status had influenced their \\asre management method_. 
Domestic \\ astes are handled by the catering se[\ Ice company and indu -tnal \\ a �te i 
mana£ed bv . mc and mmimum \\astes are stored in  the site. l ndustnal \\ a-tes. such a - . � 
cutt ings and mud are treated i n  the location \\ith special types of treatment proce se_ . :DC 
fol lows ADi "OC \\'aste management guidelines and the site managers have good 
understanding and appreciation of waste management. mostly due to the i nfluence m:lde by 
ADCO. 
Asab Gas Development Project: AGO projects consist of 1\\'0 mam faci l iti s: Asab Gas 
Gather. and Asab Gas I njection. The future operating capaci� is s ignificant in comparison 
\\'ith the existing fac il ities (e.g. Gasco). The current \vaste projection is the minimum quanti�' 
since the operation had recently started. Ho\\ e\ er this is subjected to rapid increase \\ith the 
aging of the AGO plant. increasing of equipment fai lure. increasing of maintenance 
requirements and expil)'iexhaustion of chemicals. 
6.6. 2 .  Service a n d  Contract ing Companies 
AI Ahl ia :  A l  Ahl ia provides special technology services wriggles Jobs and monitoring 
devices.  There are 25 employees working for AIAhl ia accommodated in Bin Dirai camp. 
Wastes are being managed by f/S B in Dirai except the waste wires \\ hich is managed by 
A1Ahl ia. Waste \\ires are stored inside the workshop, then, del ivered to AlAhl ia's main base 
at Mussafah once a month. No inventory recording system is adopted by AlAhl ia. The 
provided data were based on personnel experience and material purchasing orders. 
Bin D irai :  B i n  Dirai i s  one of the long se[\'ice companies in  Asab field. I t  provides 
accommodation and catering serv ices for short-term contractors. The company has many 
workshops pro\ ' iding of mechanical and carpentry serv ices. I n  addition to the 80 employees 
working for B i n  D irai, the company hosts 70 guests in their accommodation faci l i�'. Two 
�'pes o f  wastes represent the highest generation quantities ; wood from carpentry acti\ ity, and 
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c learl) indicated in  the plan. Generated Waste includes all types -i e. hazardous. industrial. 
and domestic and the generated quantities are usual ly large during projects . All wastes are 
del h ered to A IDhafra munic ipal it) open incinerator. Howe\ er. a huge amount of 
acc umulated waste (around 50 tons) is currently awaiting disposal . \\ hich is an indicator to 
the need to impro\ e d isposal logistics. Waste stored are neither segregated nor labeled. 
Domestic w aste is  stored along with scraps in the same garbage room. InventOr} logging and 
record keeping system are excel lent. It is worth to mention that Granite is in process of 
obta in ing I 0 1 4000. 
AIHabtoor: AIHabtoor is a c i  i l  construction company and a supplier of manpower. The 
fac i l it) contains accommodation, catering, recreation and maintenance serv ices. The total 
number of employees is 1 3 1 .  The management outl ined a general health. safety and 
environmental plan. Howe\ er the outl ine does not clearly address roles and responsibil ities 
neither identif).' a spec ific \\ aste management plan. Two loads of \\aste are del i\ ered daily to 
IDhafra municipal ity open inc inerator. Industrial and project waste are handled by 1IS AJ­
Qayoum \\ h i le  the camp \vaste is managed by AIHabtoor themselves . Combustible waste 
generated by AIHabtoor activities, is not wel l  segregated and need to be stored away from 
ignit ion source. There were no inventOr) records no trac ing system, or records of types of 
waste & quantities avai lable during the interv iew 
Hvundai :  Hyundai provides technologies and major process equipment for Asab Gas Project. 
A sub-contracted company (DES CO, is handl ing and managing Hyundai 's  waste. 
Hyundai ' s  management total ly rel ies on DESCON for waste management. The common type 
of  waste generated in l arge quantity by Hyundai ' s  camp is cans, which is del ivered to 
AlDhafra munic ipal ity open incinerator. 
1annesman: Mannesman is constructing the new gas injection plant as part of Asab Gas 
Development Project, currently they are employing around 680, which is subject to increase 
i n  t he second phase. The management has an acceptable knowledge of waste management 
and consider it an important issue i n  their business plan. There is a plan for waste handl ing 
but not covering a l l  types of  waste and lacking c lear roles and responsibi l ities. Inventory of 
the sewage d isposal is  avai lab le and wel l  documented. Waste is  segregated and kept at 
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room \vas constru ed recentl: . but la ks proper en i lation and b el ing. 13t riaL ar� 
burned in the contractor ' s  was e dumping area at Asab. Used t ires are d l i\ ered 0 A.lDhath 
municipality open incinerator. Huge load of car baneries ( 00 pes) were found i n  10 'ation. 
Alfarah: Alfarah is a multi service company working i n  the field for long t ime \\;th a \\ork.. 
force of 1 70 employees. The compan) suppl ies equipment & manpower. \\'orks 111 
construction activities. and provides accommodation. The company m anagement IS 
committed to the environment and considers \\'aste management as an Important 
responsibi lity. Howe\ er, their  waste management plan needs to be improved and 
documented . The waste is stored i n  proper. c losed room and containers. but \\;thout labehng. 
Food wastes are sent to company' s  o\\ner farms.  i 'on-consumable \\'astes are del i \ ered to 
AIDhafra munic ipal ity open incinerator. and sewage is  remo\ ed b) a third part) Record of 
locally generated \vaste was avai lable. but the \\ astes of other companies the) col lect and 
transport are not recorded. figures provided were based on personnel experience .  
Galfar: Galfar is a construction company that is attending one of the major construction 
projects in Asab. the Asab Gas Development project. Galfar accommodatIon cam p  is  located 
in the new contractors camp location. Camp managers show respons ibi l ity toward \\'0. te 
management and they keep good fol low-up and monitori ng. A waste management plan is 
developed, however requires further i l lustration, specifical ly on types of \\ astes and roles & 
responsibi l it ies. A documented inventory system was recently developed, \\ h ich records both 
hazardous and non-hazardous waste. Nevertheless, the records do not dist inguish the sources 
of a \vaste (e.g. project or normal activity). General  domestic wastes and o i l -productIon 
\\'astes are handled by third party that del iver them to AIDhafra m unic ipal ity open 
incinerator. Hazardous waste (Asbestos) is  delivered to Ruwais fac i l ity, hO\ve\ler, without 
label ing or marks. The record of waste movement is kept with the transporter -third party-, 
even though the personnel assured accessibil ity of information. 
Granite :  Granite is one of the large-scale service companies that provide manpower, \\'ork in 
construction, and provide equipment. There are 1 400 employees \vorking for the company 
and they are accommodated in the company' s  provided fac i l ity. G ranite produced a waste 
management plan where management is visibly involved and their  roles and responsibi l ity are 
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the \\ aste management ystem requirement Three de ignated drums \\ ere speci fied for each 
\\ a'te t) pe. Concurr ntl) . on-Ha7ardou' \\ a te is being del i \ ered to AD CO \\aste dumping 
area. 
Zakum : Zakum is a tran portation and manpower uppl)' compan) located northwest of 
ADCO main fac i l l t)'. Due to l imited number of personnel and simpl ic ity of acti\ ity. the 
generated wa te are wel l  identified . Zakum has good storage and egregation fac i l i ty and 
del iver' wa'te to AIDhafra munic ipalit)' op n incinerator using their O\\TI transport. 
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\ arious locations \\ithin the camp fence area a\\ airing for final d isposal There I S  a n ed 'or 
an inventory of the mana oed \\'aste and do umentation, General \\ astes are del i \  ered to - ;:; 
AIDhafra municipality open incinerator by their O\\TI \'ehicles,  Other e onoml al \\ a res, o i l  
lubricants. and metal scraps are handled by third part) . � lafraq. and .-\I-Buch ri 
Environmental Sen Ices, respectively. Was e is  segregated and kept at various location 
\\ithin  the camp fence area. A good planning for d isposal i s  req ui red for di. :posing the day-to­
day accumulated waste. Improvements are also required for the record keeping. wa�te 
tracking system.  and. the t) pe and quantities of delivered \\'astes .  
S iemens/Actco :  Siemens Actco is  a jo int venrure company a\\'arded the installat ion of special 
technologies such as SCADA system, S ince the project is  for short period, currently there - 6 
employees working in this  project iemens:Actco management i s  not concerned about \\'a te 
management neither is involved i n  many rele\ ant act ivit ies, Waste t) pes \ ary from packaging 
material to construction \\'astes, Oi ly  sand was observed due to drainage of o i l  on the ground. 
Wastes are segregated on s ite b) S iemens but \\ithout label ing or marking. The management 
indicated that wastes are c la imed to be dehHred to AlDhafra munic ipal i t; open incmerator. 
Snampro2ett i :  Snamprogetti i s  constructing Asab Gas Injection Plant Its acti\ i ty im olves 
numerous equipment. large number of staff. and variety types of wastes.  \lanagement is not 
concerned about waste management. espec ially since Diu'vIAC Company handles their  waste. 
Wastes are stored in a room for temporary storage t i l l  del iveI) by DA.�v1AC (Along with 
ADCO and Mannesmann Wastes) to AIDhafra municipal ity open inc inerator on daily basis. 
There is an agreement between S namprogetti and Granite Company on handl ing used oi ls ,  
Cl inic is  avai lable to first aid working personnel \\ here waste is  segregated into two 
categories, medical wastes \vhich goes \\ith other general  wastes, and c l i nical \\astes (needles 
and contaminated pads) handled by Asab c l in ic ,  Al Toor Hospital .  During the i nterview, it  
was claimed that there is an in  ento!)' record ing system,  however, no documentation were 
avai lable. The waste generat ion fi gures were obtained from D i\. IAC. 
TMAE: Trv1AE is special ized in  an air condition and HV AC units service. A total of 7 
employees are working in  the Asab field. Employees are accommodated in  Gasco 
Contractors Camp including the catering sen'ices, Management has a decent understanding of 
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CHA PTER 7 
DATA A ALYSI AND RESULTS 
The first two sections cover two important items necessary for the souaht analysis· 0 _ ' 
random number generation and the considered scenarios. Following that the results of 
various calculations related to Asab site are analyzed and presented. 
7. 1 .  Random n u mber Generator 
S ince most of comparues working at Asab field do not have records of generated 
solid \\ astes and s ince the database analysis depends on periodical generation quantities, 
it \\ as ne essaI) to generate such samples. For example, some users report their 
generated amount per day \. hile others report them in weeks . These amounts should be 
converted to their monthly equivalent to be used as an average basis for generating other 
monthly-generated amounts . 
Also. in  the absence of field records and formal logging system, most of the 
collected data were based on the experience of the interviewed personnel. They presented 
the waste generat ion quantities in the form of average value, and sometimes maximum 
and minimum values. Therefore, a random number generator can be used to generate a 
set o f  periodical values based on the average value and, if available, maximum and 
mirumum values. 
The random number generator is used to obtain representative periodical values in a 
selected urut of time based on the reported generated amount of sol id wastes. Random 
number generation dialog box, provided by Microsoft Excel (Microsoft, 97) spreadsheet, 
was used to generate random numbers. Uruform, Normal and Poisson distributions were 
tested against the available data of generated amounts. "Uruform distribution is 
characterized by lower and upper bounds and variables are drawn with equal probability 
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Figu re 7. 1 Unit Time Determination Matrix 
The percentage of a reported waste quantity IS calculated for each individual 
compan) then it was c hecked against the reported frequency. Using the above matrix, a 
dec is ion can be made for the use of random number generator, selecting either monthly 
or annual unit t ime. A l l  wastes reported in monthly or weekly basis are converted to 
m onthly except for the wastes generated \\;th low q uantity, and are converted to annual 
unit t ime.  The significance of these wastes is better felt when converted to annual unit 
t imes·  i n  addition, this wil l m inimize the data entry of too many records of smal l values . 
Around 45% of total recorded wastes in the database system are entered as monthly 
figures while  the remaining 5 5 %  are considered as annual figures. 
7.2. Scenarios 
D i fferent scenarios can be used to evaluate the effect of data uncertainty on the 
proposed/recommended waste management system. The number of scenarios required to 
ensure that the possible  s ituat ions/cases are addressed, depends on the number of highly 
variable parameter. Three parameters are considered highly uncertairI; the amount of 
sol i d  waste generated, the cost of app lying a managirIg method on a waste, and the output 
rat io  associ ated with applying a management method on a waste. 
Variabi l ity of the generated waste is attributed to several factors; such as season of 
the year, l ivirIg standards,  type of activity etc. For example, the seasonal factor affects the 
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standard deviation. And. Poisson distribution i- charac erized by a value lambda.. equal to 
l Imean, and often used to characterize a discre'e number of even 0 umng per unit of 
time. 
Upon testing different sets of data \\ith these distributions, Poisson dIstribution \\as 
found to be the best representative candidate 0 generate the sought periodical values. 
The event i n  this case can be defined as the number of kilograms of a given wa te 
generated by a given company per unit time. 
The unit time represents the frequency of waste generation in a given penod, i .e. , 
monthly, q uarterly or annually. It is important to obtain this 'v alue s ince it detennines the 
number of random samples to be generated by the random number generator. Two 
factors affected the selection of the unit time for the random number generator: the actual 
unit time reported by the user and the obtained quantity of the generated solid \\ aste . The 
reported unit  time of waste generation varies from one \vaste to another and from one 
source to another. There are wastes generated on a daily basis \\ hile other wastes are 
generated only once every four years. For example. food waste generated by most 
companies are del ivered on a daily basis to the disposal s ite, while for the small 
companies, it is delivered once a week. The other factor is  the amount of generated 
wastes, which also varies from one source to another. This variation poses difficulties in 
selecting the unit time for the random number generator. 
All the obtained data were converted to either annual or  monthly interval units. An 
interval unit matrix was developed to base the selection of interval period on a finn 
cutoff line. The 3 by 3 matrix has two coordinates, quantity and frequency of generated 
waste. Figure 7. 1 presents this matrix. 
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Table 7. 1 cenarios evaluated as combination of data ariables 
Scenario Am o u n t  Cost 
HH H H 
HI... H L 
L H  L H 






These scenarios are used to de elop a firm perception on the possible solid waste 
management i mpro ementlsuggestions. The e ffect o f  each scenario on the anticipated 
S \\ 1 proposals is e valuated by checking the feasibi l ity of application, where cost 
impl ications and SWM system requirements are explored for each scenario. For example, 
the significance of applying certain S WM method proposal -e.g.  shared transportation- is 
evaluated against each scenario by checking the assoc iated cost against the waste 
generator preference o f  i ndependence. 
7.3.  Resu lts 
A l i st of tests/situat ions are evaluated in  the current analysis, each considers 
certain relevant scenarios .  The s i tuat ions are based on comparable proposals that have 
applicable solid waste management methods with two or more variables, and with 
measurable/comparable res ults. Considering different scenarios al lows decision makers 
to p lan for the future and to be prepared for the worst cases. The situations considered 
and app l icabi lity to the d isc ussed criteria are summarized in Table 7.2 . 
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composi ion and quantity of the waste, where more waste is usually genera ed durin;:, th 
summer time, mainly due to high food consumption, frequent failure of equipment. and 
less capabil ity of using or reusing some equipment and chemicals as a result of the oor 
storage conditions related to high temperature. Another example i the number and lZ 
of projects \""here there are more waste generated during the project time. Also. the type 
of waste would differ from those generated during the normal operating time . mce 
generated amounts were collected in form of a range (min. - ma.'I(.)  or average value. it 
was necessary to conduct the analysis twice using high and low values. 
Cost and ratio parameters are inversely related to each other. This in\ erse relation 
reflects the economical principle of supply and demand. For example. the unit cost of 
composting a waste would be high if the compostable percentage (output ratio) is low. 
Also high ratio of recyclable waste corresponds to low recycling unit cost. The ratio of 
waste appl icabil ity to a management method depends on the composition of the waste 
that is affected by the type of activity or standard of Ii ing. Another factor that affects the 
cost and ratio is the type of technologies available on the field and the site-spec ific 
conditions. Cost and ratio parameters \vere obtained mainly from \ arious books and 
reports. The discrepancies reported in the values of these parameters obtained from 
different references were found to be significant in many cases . I n  addition the utilized 
costs represent the economic s ituation of the book country or the stud) area (mostly in 
the USA) since none of these studies were carried out in the UAE. Therefore, it was 
decided to consider high and low values of these parameters to cover their expected 
range. 
Up to four combinations -scenarios- are considered in the current analysis as 
listed in Table 7. 1 .  Note that in any scenario, the cost value accompanies its opposite 
counterpart of the ratio value (i .e. ,  high cost with low ratio and low cost \\ith high ratio). 
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The results of d ifferent si tuations l isted in Table 7.2 are presented in  tables. bar 
graphs, or pie graphs and discussed on indi idual basis in the fol lowing sections. 
Generated Amounts Per Source 
The total amount of sol id waste generated from Asab field was found to ranoe from :::> 
2907 to 52 1 5  tons per year. The distribution of this amount on d ifferent sources; 
domestic hazardous, and industrial is best described by figure 7 .2 .  
Figu re 7.2 Distribution of  annual generated waste by  their source 
Relating the generated amount of domestic waste to the current population in Asab 
field, a calculated figure of 275 kg to 235  kg per capita per year appears to be very low 
compared to the UAE fi gure of 654 kg per capita per year. Nevertheless, it should be 
noted that this figure does not include hazardous or industrial wastes, as it is the case for 
the UAE figure. About 5 0% deviation between the m i nimum and maximum amounts is 
associated with the generation periods where the number of manpower changes.  
Even though the generated amount of hazardous wastes (industrial and domestic) is 
the lowest amongst a l l  sources, the calculated range of  3 8- 72 tons per year is sti l l  high 
for hazardous wastes. The main contributor to this h igh amount is drums with spent oi l ,  
oi l  s ludge, and acid batteries. 
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Table - .2  List o f  situa ions checked against each scenario 
Situation Type Variable (Actual or Poteotial) 
A P 
Generated amounts per X X Total Generated 
source Amount 
Generated amounts per waste X Total Generated 
class Amount 
Generated Amounts Per X Total Generated 
Waste Type Amount 
Generated Amount Per X X Total Generated 
Activity Amount 
Generated Amount Per X X Total Generated 
Location Amount 
SW Generation Units X Generated Amount -
Generation Units 
Waste Dumping X X Cost and Output 
Amount 
Land-fill ing of Hazardous X X Total Output Amount 
Waste 
Combustible Waste (per X Total Output Amount 
source) 
Amount and cost of Reusing X X Cost and Output 
Waste Amount 
Recycl ing of Metal Waste X X Cost and Output 
(per activity) Amount 
Recycl ing of Paper Waste X Cost and Output 
Amount 
Recycl ing of Glass Waste X Cost and Output 
Amount 
Amount and Cost of X Cost and Output 
Composting Waste Amount 
Amount and Cost of X Cost and Output 
Composting Waste (per Amount 
Activity) 
cenario 
HH HL LH LL 
X X 





X X X X 
X X X X 
X X 
X X X X 
X X X X 
X X X X 
X X 
X X X X 
X X X X 
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\\ith wood waste and sand and inert cunings \'vith sludge. On the other hand \vaste 
classi fied as i norganic has the highest ariation between the max imum and m i n imum 
quantities about 265%. This ariation is  attributed to the wastes generated from the 
project act ivities that generate high amounts of i ne rt wastes such as concrete debris  and 
metal \ astes where many of these lovv proj ect activities are considered in the low 
generation scenarios. 
Generated A mo u nts Per Waste Type 
Figure 7.4 d isplays the m inimum and maximum amounts of generated wastes for al l  
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Figu re 7.4 Annual amount of generated waste grouped by type of waste 
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The figure shows that a remarkable amount o f  wood waste i s  generated at Asab 
field. Recall that this type includes the largest n umber of wastes, s uc h  as tree trim, wire 
drums, furniture, boxes etc, generated by both domestic and industrial activit ies .  Another 
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A maximwn deviation of about 1 00% between the Low and High amoun 1_  
reported from the industrial sources. This is true at Asab Field \ here high \\3.5 e 
generation is common v.ith the ongoing constru tion proje ts and " hen no major 
maintenance shutdo\\ TIS are observed. Tote that this deviation for the other ouree 
varies from 50  to 60% only. 
Generate Amount per Class 
The total amount of generated solid waste categorized by the clas , Organi . 
Inorganic, and Hazardous, is presented in Figure 7 .3 .  
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Figu re 7.3 Distribution of generated waste by their c lass 
It is noted that Organic waste is the highest amount produced, ranging bet\veen 20.3 
to 29 . 1 tons per year while hazardous waste in the lowest generated waste, that ranges 
ben,\,een 0.7 to 0.4 1 00 tons per year. The high organic content of the total generated 
waste is related to the type of waste generated, such as wood, plastic, and food waste. 
Note that waste classified as organic has mainly organic contents, yet it does not 
necessarily contain 1 00% organic matters. There are also cases where Inorganic waste is 
mixed in low fractions with the organic waste, for example, needles and screws mixed 
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Generated Amounts Per L oc ation 
Figure 7.6 presents the distribution of total annual wastes generated i n  Asab field 
relative to the geographical locat ion of  their generation sources. Referring to Asab map 
(Fi gure 6.2), ADCO Central Oegasi ng Star ion was considered the center reference of 
Asab field, upon \\ hich the locations of other companies were desi gnated. 
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Figu re 7.6 Distribution of annual generated wastes based on geographica l l ocations. 
The figure shows that the northern part of Asab field (above ADC O  C entral 
Oegasing Station) generates the ma.ximum amounts of wastes. This locat ion is a h ighly 
populated area of service providers in addition to a maj or company (ADCO).  Also, two 
projects were recently executed in this location; construction of ADC O ' s  offices and the 
new accommodation fac i l ity. 
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observation is the high amount of metal wastes that re e t- the nature of the 1 arion. 
and type of structures (pipes and beams) existing in the si e. Finally. the gen rat d 
amount of eco-toxic wastes (r - 67 tons )T). contributed b) drums \\ith 'p nt 011 .  
s ludge, and paintJadhesive lefto\ er. is considered high. 
Generated Amounts Per Activit\.' 
There are 1 5  activities (companies) registered in the de\ eloped database, 1 0  of 
which provided data. Figure 7.5 shows the total waste generated b) each activity. 
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Figure 7.5 Minimum and maximum annual generated waste per activity 
The maximum amount of generated \vastes is found to o riginate from c ivi l  activities. 
These wastes include concrete debris, wood, metal and different domestic wastes 
generated from the accommodation faci l ities provided for the construction workforce. It 
can be seen that there is about 1 00% deviation between the m in imum and maximum 
generated amounts from this activity .  
Observing the low amount of waste generated from the gas processing activity, i t  is 
important to point out the fol lowing two remarks : [ 1 )  Two main companies (AGD and 
AGI) were under commissioning during the data collection period, therefore there were 
no \\'astes c lassified under gas processing activity, [2) there are other services conducted 
for gas processing, such as special services and technology that are l isted separately. 
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Solid \Vaste Generation enits 
This section addresses the solid waste generation from the a tl\ itie dlr �tly rela d 
to oi l  and gas industries in  association \\ith factors that influence the generated amount of 
solid waste, such as amount of crude oil produced and the e;.,:tracted amount of 1 Tarural 
Gas Liquids (NGL), and the population. 
The amount of oil production in Asab field ranges from 250 to 350 thousand barrels 
per day depending on the market demand. Associated \\ith the oil production 1 gas 
production where the corresponding natural gas extracted is 6000 to 8000 cubic meter of 
Natural Gas Liquids (NGL) per day. Also, there are 5 -00 to 7000 employees working in 
the field. For simplicity, average values are considered for these variables. and units are 
readjusted to give indicative figures. 
The total waste generation for oil  and gas industries grouped by source are best 
summarized in Table 7.3 .  Also, it includes the rele ant unit generation of solid waste per 
capita per produced oi l ,  and per cubic meter of processed GL. For example. generation 
units of domestic waste per capita are considered since there is a direct relation be!\\een 
the amount of domestic waste generated and the population size. On the other hand. the 
generation unit for oil production is not considered for extracted NGL since gas 
extraction is a subsequent activity of oil production. 
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directly related to the process technology that is used by both industries. Oil production 
industries have huge structures, scattered in the desert with large storage tanks and long 
net of pipel ines, whi le gas processing involves sophisticated filtration and l iquefaction 
units ""ith high technology equipments and controll ing devices. 
Waste generation per capita "vas discussed earl ier in this section, the average 
Domestic waste generation is about 255 kilograms per person per year. However if 
consideri ng all wastes, then the above figure \\ill increase to 650 kilograms of waste per 
person per year. ote that the variation of the population is not as much as it is for the 
total generated waste . This is due to the fact that most of the workforce stay in the 
location awaiting for a planned project, minimizing the demobil ization and reallocation 
costs. The observed sl ight increase in work force takes place during the time of project 
implementation. Therefore, the variation of domestic waste is not as great as for 
industrial waste . 
Waste Dumping 
Uncontrolled dumping of waste has been practiced by many companies during the 
data col lection phase and before the enforcement of the new environmental law. The 
calculations show that the total amount of dumped waste ranges from 2550 to 4330 tons 
per year. Almost all non-hazardous and non valuable wastes are being dumped to the 
desert or to some selected areas. For example, AbuDhabi Gas Industries Ltd. (Gasco) has 
designated two dumping locations, one for domestic and burnable waste and another for 
industrial waste. 
The amount of waste being dumped is directly related to the amount and type of 
generated waste and to the geographical location as wel l .  Figure 7 .7  shows the annual 
amounts of waste dumped from different locations for two considered scenarios; the 
minimum and maximum scenarios. 
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The total waste generated from the activities d irectly associated \\ith o i l  and ;=3: 
industries ramres between 966 to 1 4_9  tons per year, \\ ith a\ erage of L L tons p r y ar. 
92% of that amount is industrial , 5°'0 is domestic, and 3% is hazardous. It should be 
noted that the domestic \yaste in this case is mainly office waste. In addition, o i l  and ;=as 
industry naturally generates less amount of domestic waste. The 10\\ generation value of 
domestic and hazardous wastes is attributed to the fact that they are usually handled b� 
other parties. Therefore, they are considered as other activities rather than o i l  and ga­
activities. For example, food \vaste is considered as catering services. 
The table calculations show that for each 1 000 barrel of crude oil produced there are 
37 1 oi l  kilograms of v·:aste generated in the field. While the equi\ alent waste generation 
for each 1 000 cubic meter of GL extracted is 1 588  kilograms of waste generated in the 
field. The population equi alent of " aste generation is 649.44 ki lograms of \\aste 
annually generated in the field. It can be noted that the generation units per thousand 
barrel of oil produced are much lower than what is reported in simi lar studies. one study 
concluded that for each ton of crude oil produced there are 3 to 5 ki logram of waste 
generated and 80% of this waste is hazardous. Since one ton of crude od is equal to 7 
barrels, the average equivalent generation unit according to this study should be 57 1 
kilograms of waste per 1 000 barrel of crude oi l .  However, this difference can be best 
explained as fol lows : [ 1 ]  The amount of oil produced from Asab field is huge in 
comparison with other fields in the UAE of other countries. [2] Oil produced from Asab 
field is self-pressurized, where no mechanical pumping is required, [3] The quality of oil 
produced from Asab is l ight, sweet, and does not contain high impurity, this \\i ll 
e l iminate the quantity of waste -and hazardous waste in particular- generated in the area, 
as wel l  as, will eliminate the need for sophisticated purification/sweating process, sulfur 
removal, and alkyl wash units, and hence minimize amount of waste, 
Oil  production industries are the highest waste generators of industrial waste in oil 
and gas industries, while gas processing is the highest generator of hazardous waste. The 
calculations show that 4 1  % of industrial wastes is generated from oi l  production 
industries, while 73% of hazardous waste is generated from gas processing. This is 
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Fig u re 7.8 Annual amounts of hazardous wastes sent to Ruwais Hazardous Waste fac i l ity 
Eco-Toxic wastes include dry cell batteri es, cladding materials, oil sludge, drums 
\\�th spent oiL polyurethane foam, and lithium batteries. They represent 40% of the total 
hazardous wastes identified at Asab Field . Pathogenic hazardous waste is the second 
highest \vaste generated at Asab field. it is mainly generated from clinics and nurses 
rooms. 
Combustible Waste 
Burnable and heat recovery waste are mostly organics found e ither in domestic, 
industrial, or hazardous waste. The col lected data showed that less than 0.0 1 % of the 
combustible waste is actually combusted. The current practice l imits combustion waste 
to medical \vaste as a treatment process. Note that the open burning of waste is neither 
calculated as combusted nor accounted as input to incineration since it lacks the heat 
recovery system and control of emission pollutants . 
Therefore, this analysis targets the potential combustible waste. In general, the 
combustible matters at Asab field was found to be highly present in domestic and 
industrial waste. The analysis showed that 37% of domestic waste, 29% of hazardous 
waste, and 22% of industrial wastes are combustible. The high inert content of the 
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Figu re 7.7 Amount of waste dumped grouped by location. 
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Since the disposed waste is affected by the amount of the generated waste, there is 
significant amount of waste dumped from the north location. As discussed earl ier, this is 
due to the high concentration of companies present in that location. With the aid of other 
environmental considerations, this fmding can be used to determine the location of a 
potential sanitary landfill .  
Landfilling of Hazardous Waste 
The total hazardous waste generated at Asab field was found to range from 38  - 72 
tons/year. Only 0.3 to 1 tons/year is sent to Ruwais Hazardous Waste Faci l ity. The 
remaining amounts are either sold (drums \\ith spent o i l  and Alkaline batteries) or 
shipped back to the manufacturer (smoke detectors contains rad io active materials) as per 
the regulation. Figure 7 .8  presents the minimum and maximum distribution of hazardous 
wastes sent to Ruwais (irIterim) Hazardous Waste Fac il ity. 
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Figu re 7. 10  Actual annual amount and revenue of reusi ng waste for different scenarios 
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Fig u re 7. 1 1  Potential annual amount and revenue of reus ing waste for d ifferent scenarios 
The above figures demonstrate the difference between the actual and potential 
reusing of waste generated at Asab field. It is clear that the HL and LH scenarios are the 
most extreme scenarios with respect to amounts and revenues of reused waste. The 
maximum actual amount of reused waste is estimated at 60 tons/year compared to 1 700 
tons/year of potential amount which indicates that the actual figures are too far from the 
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combustible matters found in the hazardous was e is auribu ed to the oi l  lud:::-e 3I1d 
drums \\ith spent oi l .  Figure 7.9 presents the different s enarios of the po ential 
combustible \\"aste generated from each source . 
o Hazardous o Indusmal 
Scenario H L  Scenario LH Scenano LL 
Scenario 
Figure 7.9 Potential annual mount of combustible wastes for d ifferent sources and 
scenarios 
Amount and Cost of Reusing Waste 
The current reusing of waste m aterial at Asab field ranges between 1 3  to 64 tons per 
year, while the available wastes for reuse ranges between 4 1 1 to 1 700 tons per year. 
Figure 7 . 1 0  and Figure 7 . 1 1  present the annual amount and revenue of reusing \\·astes 
generated in Asab field for all the four scenarios, both on actual and potential basis, 
respectively. 
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scrap. Figure 7. 1 3  compares bet\.veen the actual and potential annual recycled amounts of 
metal waste. 
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Fig u re 7. 1 3  Actual and Potential annual amount of  recycled metal waste. 
The above figure shows that the potential amount of recycled waste is more than 
what is currently practiced (actual). A 40% of the total generated metal waste I S  
potential ly available for recyc l ing while only 1 7% is actually being recycled. A 
breakdown of metal waste generation by the company activity is presented i n  Figure 
7. 1 4 .  
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potential ones. S imilar results can be observed \\ith the minimum amounts ( 1 0  ton � e3I 
acruaJ compared to .+00 tons year potential). 
The wastes that contribute to the current actual reusing waste are mainly m tal and 
wood. Figure 7. 1 2  presents the actual reused amounts per \\aste type for the two mo�t 
extreme scenarios HL and LH. 
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Figu re 7. 1 2  Actual annual amount of reused waste per waste type for HL and L H  scenarios 
The current reusing of waste material in Asab field is l imited to five types, the 
highest are metal and wood waste. Metal waste is reused in form of redundant pipes in 
making fences and road guards or reusing empty d rums for road s igns and garbage 
collection. Also, although contaminated soil and spent oi l  are considered as hazardous 
material, it is the third higher reused waste that mainly used in paving roads and 
stabilizing the moving sands. 
Recvc ling of Metal Waste 
The generated amount of metal waste at Asab field ranges betv.:een 692 - 1 3 77 tons 
per year. Recycl ing of metal waste in Asab field is in the form of sel l ing/giv ing as a 
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Fig u re 7. 1 5  Minimum and ma.ximum annual metal waste generation by company activity 
(exc luding the construction activity) 
Revenue assoc iated with the metal recycl ing presents the sell  value. Figure 7. 1 6  
presents the actual and potent ial annual revenue of sell ing metal waste based on the four 
scenarios. 
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Figu re 7. 16  Actual and potential annual revenue for recycl ing metal waste 
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Fig u re 7. 1 4  Minimum and maximum annual metal waste generation by company activity 
It is clear that civil companies are the highest generator of metal waste. Note that 
the metal waste generated from civil construction companies, or any other company 
activity, is not limited to the activity but includes the domestic metal waste generated 
from the accommodation facil ity and other related sources. To get a more distinguishable 
comparison of the amounts and ranges generated by other activities, the above figure is 
represented in Figure 7. 1 5  after excluding the construction activity. 
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Figu re 7. 1 8  Potential annual revenue of recycl ing paper waste for d ifferent scenarios. 
The revenue of recycl ing paper waste ranges between 9. 1 to 3 1 . 1  thousand Dirhams 
per year. When comparing the potential revenue with the correspond ing potential 
recyclable amount it  is not surprising to gain more profit in low generation scenarios 
s ince it agrees with the economics' principal of supply and demand. 
Recvcl ing o f  Glass Waste 
The total generated amount of glass waste from Asab field is in the range of 3 .6  to 
1 06 tons per year. A 1 0  - 30% of this generated waste is potential ly avai lable for 
recycl ing. Figure 7 . 1 9  and Figure 7.20 present the potential annual amount and revenue 
of recycl ing glass waste for the four possible scenarios. 
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It can be seen that he re\'enue a rueved by re ycl ing metal waste retl 't the 
presence of a reasonable recycling program a the site. However. thi - re y l ing i only 
l im ited to industrial waste and does not cover the proje 15 and domestic metals (tin can ). 
as indicated by the scenario HH. 
Recvcl ing of Paper Waste 
The total generated amount of paper cardboard waste ranges between 1 95 - 3 1 1 tons 
per year. The source of this waste comes from the packaging cardboard materiaL office 
papers, magazines and newspapers . Currently. there is no paper recycling program for 
the waste paper, the total amount currently recycled does not exceed two tons per year 
and it is in form of giving cardboard to farmers to cattle the ani mals or occasional 
collection of packaging cardboards. Figure 7. 1 7  demonstrates the availab iht) of waste 
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Potential annual output amount of recycl ing Asab waste paper 
The paper waste potential ly available for recycl ing is in the range of 1 9 .5 - 95 . 1  tons 
per year that presents 1 0  - 30% of the total generated wastes. Figure 7. 1 8  presents the 
associated revenue for each paper recycl ing scenario. 
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Amount and Cost of Composting \ aste 
Organic wastes such as food waste are being composted to produce compost 
(usual ly used as fert i l izer). The total amount of organic waste generated at Asab field 
ranges between 2 - 3 thousand tons per year. Since there is no composting technology 
currently appl ied at Asab field.  the actual amount and revenue of composted waste are 
zeros.  There fore, the d iscussion of this section is focused only on the potential 
appl ication of composting. Figure 7.2 1 demonstrates the potential annual amount and 
cost of c omposting for the four possible scenarios. 
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Fig u re 7.2 1 Potential annual amount and cost of composting waste for d ifferent scenarios 
The amount of waste potentially avai lable for composting ranges between 5 . 1  to 
1 1 .4 hundred tons per year. Also, the required cost to compost this amount ranges 
between 1 .76 to 1 3 .8  m i l l ion UAE D irhams. It should be noted that in this c ontext, the 
presented c ost is expenditure rather than revenue s ince there is no c ompost fac i l ity 
establ i shed i n  the field.  Also,  this cost excludes the other associated costs . More 
discussion o f  this issue is p resented i n  Chapter 8 .  
Figure 7 .22  presents a comparison between the two extreme scenarios; HL and LH, 
demonstrating the annual generated amount by each company activity and available for 
c omposting. 
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Fig u re 7. 1 9  Potential annual output amount of recyc ling glass waste for different scenarios 
The amount of glass waste potentially available for recycl ing ranges between 3 .6 to 
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Figure 7.20 Potential annual revenue of recycl ing glass waste 
Similar to metal waste, it should be noted that the calculated revenues do not include the 
cost of handl ing, transporting, storage etc. 
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Figure  7.23 Annual cost assoc iated with transporting waste in Asab field 
The actual costs associated with transporting waste in Asab field ranges between 8 
to 1 4  m i l l ion UAE Dirhams, while the potential cost ranges between 7 to 1 6  mill ion UAE 
Dirhams. It should be noted that the actual current cost is sl ightly lower than the potential 
cost s ince many of the waste transportation trips are conducted jointly with other regular 
transportation m issions. Also, transportation of \vaste is usually conducted by the waste 
generator c ompany rather than a special transporter where the costs are mainly spent on 
fuel and do not cover other expenses such as the renting expenses. Moreover, most of 
the current transportation methods do not comply with the regulatory requirements. 
Figure 7.24 presents the breakdown of annual transportation cost for each company 
activity cons idering the four scenarios. These costs are rounded to the nearest mil l ion 
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Figu re 7.22 Potential amount of waste available for composting b} each company activit: 
Catering services is the highest activity generating wastes available for 
composting due to the type of waste produced; that is food wastes. It is also noted that 
technology companies have the least difference between the minimum and the maximum 
amount. This is due to the fixed number of manpo\\ er in these companies \"\here it is not 
greatly affected by projects or other factors. 
Costs of Waste Transportation 
The average cost of transporting waste material from/\\·ithin Asab field represents 
20% of the total costs spent on current management methods. Figure 7.23 sho\vs the 
annual transportation cost associated with the four possible scenarios. 
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C HAPTE R 8 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Managing and controll ing the generated solid waste i n  the oi l  and gas fields would 
have a pronounced en i rorunental i mpact and economical benefits to all companies 
located in the area. The cost saving and the revenues that could be gained by applying a 
comprehensive S WM is evident. In addition, the study and the actual implementation of 
its results would give o i l  and gas industries and the service companies a positive 
reputation towards their national envirorunental concerns. 
This chapter summarizes the main recommendations required to acrueve a general 
comprehensive solid \ aste management system, and highl ights conclusions drawn from 
the study. The chapter is structured in the same manner as the thesis, where it discusses 
recommendations and conclusions related to the recommended management model, the 
existing regulations and standards, the required record keeping with the developed 
database system, the proposed waste classification and coding system, and finally the 
issues related to Asab field, the application site selected to represent the o i l  and gas fields. 
Solid Waste M a n agem e n t  System 
It is  recommended that all oi l  and gas i ndustries, or at least the companies located i n  one 
field, to adopt one management system consistent with the management system 
mainframe. The system should be i ncorporated in the company Health, Safety and 
Environmental Management System (HSE-MS). Also, the system should not be l imited to 
sol id waste, but to include other types of wastes and pol lutants. In addition, the selected 
model should identify the required steps in managing waste, and identify the management 
tools needed to achieve the environmental requirements. 
It is recommended to apply the Solid Waste Management System Model (Figure 1 . 1 ) 
that represents a systematic approach in managing waste. The model contains eight 
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Fig u r e  7.24 Actual annual transportation costs per company acth ity for different scenanos 
Three activ ities present high transportation costs: construction, o i l  process mg. and 
catering services. Obviously the cost is  associ ated \\1th the amount of generated waste. In 
add it ion, the type of waste, as wel l  as, the required frequency of transportation affects 
transportation cost. The high cost obsef\ ed in o i l  process acti\'ity is due to the type of 
waste and i ts hazardous nature. Also, the transportation cost of catering services is due to 
the h igh generated amounts and the high required frequency of transportation. where 
food wastes are transported on a daily basis. 
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Roles and responsibil ities are not officially issued. Also, some roles are not directly 
related to their  assigned authorities. For example nowadays the Water & Electric ity 
Authority is proposed as the competent authority in managing hazardous radioactive 
wastes. This proposal is based on the current practice by the European countries since 
power generation in these countries uses nuclear power, a si tuation that is not appl icable 
to the UAE. Therefore it is  recommended to reeval uate the roles and responsibi l ities and 
corresponding assignments . For the above example, it is  recommended to assign civi l  
def! nse to manage rad ioactive wastes. 
It is also recommended that AD OC review DICM guidel ines, which was i ssued in 
] 997, and update the waste c lass ification method. In addition, ADNOC group companies 
should further develop the existing ADNOC Guidel ines and pol icy, perhaps by tracking 
the formulation of s imilar criteria \yjthin individual EC member states or international 
organizations. 
Data Record i ng a n d  D a tabase System 
There i s  a need for a rel iable waste recording system, as wel l  as,  it is  a regulatory 
requirement. An electronic solid waste management database was developed in the current 
study. Even though the developed database was mainJy designed to manage solid wastes 
generated i n  o i l  and gas fields, it can be applied to other industries. It can also be uti l ized 
in association with waste management in a c ity or a state, rather than the s ite management 
presented in the study. The developed database system, or any simi lar system can be 
util ized in parallel with a centralized recording system for the movement of waste 
materials that can be used as an analysis tool for decision making. 
Sharing data electronically, by multiple users, requires selecting the main c ustodian 
and database administrator, which was not defined in  this study. However, it is  suggested 
that AbuDhabi Municipal ity presumes the role of database main custodian and the user's  
management to be the database admin istrator. ADNOC Main can be assigned as the 
contact body for oi l  and gas industries in the emirate of AbuDhabi .  
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elements; H E-, 1 . Ident ification. Characterization. Inventorization. \\ . f H i  l.lf�h� . 
Treatment & DisposaL Handl ing and Re ording. and Plan Integration. 
It is recommended that continuous improvements to be ought in conjun tion \\lth th' 
plan i ntegration element. E tablishing wa te management pol ic) and ondu tmg 
management re\ie\\ and audits are important ta ks to upgrade and impro\ e the y-tem. 
It is  reco mmended, therefore, to form an independent committe r pon ibl for 
waste management appl ication and monitoring. The committee memb r� hould be 
independent from the site working team and should report their findmgs to higher 
authority such as AD�OC Main or the lunicipal ity. 
It was found that staff awareness of man) environmental i sues such a ; effe ts of 
waste on the enviro nment, waste c lassification, or the potential of reusing some olid 
wastes, is  weak and requires strengthening. Therefore, it is recommended to raise that 
a\.vareness by involving the staff in training, workshops and some envi ronmental project 
that help in gaining their ownership and commitment. In addition, the leaflet attached 
with chapter 5 c an be uti l ized to raise the awareness of hazardous waste c lass ification. 
Regulat ion  a n d  Sta n d a rds 
I t  i s  recommended that the Federal Envi ronmental Agency (FE A )  coord inates with other 
authorities and agencies to propose a long and short-term federal \vaste plan. The plan to 
inc l ude expectation related to waste, one of which is sol id  waste to be based on the Waste 
Management H ierarchy (Figure 1 . 1 ). An example of a long-term plan is the Target 555  set 
by Dubai Municipal ity or identifying waste generation sources and types as short-term 
plan. Also, it is reco mmended that the proposed plan should have the FEA coordinating 
with the municipality, media, and ministry of education to include publ ic awareness 
programs for waste reduction.  
Some of Executive Orders for Law (24) are not officially issued and some are sti l l  
under preparation. Therefore,  it is recommended to set a deadline and exchange the status 
of these orders with the relevant personnel . A mechanism of disseminating this 
i nformation should be identified.  
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A a b  Field 
The fol lowing tabl e  summarizes the main numerical results derived from the analysis 
conducted in  Chapter 7 
Table 8.1  Summary of Results 
Variable Results 
Total Annual Generated Waste Ranges from 2907 to 52 1 5  tons 
Generated amounts Per Source Domest ic :  1 270 - 1 900 tons/yr, Hazardous: 40-70 
tons/yr, Industrial : 1 600-3250 tons/yr. 
Generated Amounts Per Waste Type Maximum from Wood waste ( 1 002- 1 443 tons/yr) 
fol lowed by Metal waste (692- 1 33 7  tons/yr) 
Generated Amount Per Activity Maximum from Civi l  ( 1 1 90-2520 tons/yr) fol lowed 
by Oil Process ing (830- 1 1 90 tons/yr) 
Generated Amount Per Location Maximum from the northern location (above ADCO 
Central Degadsing Unit) 1 540-260 1 tons/yr 
Waste Dumping Maximum from the northern location ( 1 470 - 2270 
tons/yr) 
Land-fil l i ng of Hazardous Waste Maximum from Eco-Toxic type (264-905 tons/yr) 
Combustible Waste (per source) Maximum annual potential amounts are 959 tons 
from Domestic, 3 1  tons from hazardous, and 1 004 
tons from industrial source. 
Amount and cost of Reusing Waste The actual amount ranges at 1 0-60 tons/year whi le 
the revenues ranges at 1 0,000-220,000 Dhs/yr. 
The potential amount ranges at 400- 1 700 tons/year 
while the revenues ranges at 0.4-5 . 3  Mi l .  Dhs/yr. 
Maximum from Metal waste ( 1 2 . 1  - 52.43 tons /yr). 
Recycl ing of Metal Waste (per Actual output amount ranges at 54-359 tons/yr, 
activity) potential output amount ranges at 1 63-756 tons/yr. 
Maximum from Civi l  53 1 - 1 059 tons/yr. 
I Actual revenue ranges at 7 1 ,000- 1 68,000 tons/yr, potential revenue ranges at 79,000-448,000 tons/yr. 
Recycl ing of Paper Waste Potential amount of 1 9.5-95 . 1 tons/yr. 
Potential  revenues of 9. 1 -3 1 . 1  tons/yr. 
I Recycl ing of Glass Waste Potential amount of3 .6 -32 tons/yr. Potential revenue of 400-5300 Dhs/yr. 
Amount and Cost of Compost ing Potential amount of 520-1 220 tons/yr, potential I Waste revenue of 1 .  76 - 1 3 .8 Mi l .  Dhs/yr. 
Amount o f  Cornposting Waste (per Maximum potential amount from Civ i l 2 1 0  - 532 
Activity) tons/yr, 
Costs o f  Waste Transportation 
Actual cost ranges from 8 to 1 4  Mi l .  Dhs/year, 
Potential from 7- 1 6  Mi l .  Dhs/year. 
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Identified areas of impro\'emen s for the developed databas are Ii t d i n  _ Hon 4. . 
It i s  recommended to include these areas when upgrading the database y tern. 
Class ification and  Coding 
ADNOC categorizes waste into three main types, narnely: dome tic and mlmicipal \\ a -te: 
non-hazardous industrial waste; and hazardous \\aste, and give criteria for ategorization. 
However, the method does not describe in details the wa) s the hazardou waste hould be 
ultimately dealt with, but it rather describes how the waste should be afel) col le ted and 
stored on the site prior to disposal .  Therefore, it is i mportant to define a c lear method of 
how to deal \\lth hazardous waste that includes a l l  handl ing. tran portation. storage. 
packing and other requirements. 
A discussion of the areas of improvement for the current AD TOC \\'a te 
c lass ification system is presented in Chapter 5. Also, a recommended wa te c lassification 
and coding system that can be appl ied in oil and gas industries, and other industries a 
wel l  is i l lustrated in Table 5 . 1 .  
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The high generation figures of paper waste ( 1 95 - 3 1 0  tons per year) recommends a 
paper minimization program applied at the source. However it i s  also recommended to 
start a waste paper recycl ing program parallel to the paper minimization program. In both 
programs the management should have the workforce invol ed i n  S .M.A.R.T (Specific, 
Measurable, Achievable, Real istic and Time-based) targets, in  which achievement can be 
measured, and good init iatives are rewarded. It is not necessary to have a recycl ing fac i l ity 
in the field but a segregation and storage fac i l ity is needed to make it avai lable for 
recycl ing. 
Around 8 tons per year of the generated plastic waste in Asab field, is contributed to 
domestic cans and containers, such as drinking water bottles. One way to reduce that 
amount of p lastic waste is to reduce water drinking bottles and replace them with the 
refi llable 5 gal lons bott les, al locate fixed fountains in the indoor faci l ities, and distribute 
water coolants for outdoor working areas. The collected bottles can then be sent for 
recycl ing. 
A high amount of organic waste, 2 - 3 thousand tons per year, are currently being 
dumped at Asab field. This amount is potentially avai lable for compo sting. Therefore, two 
options are recommended; [ 1 ]  sending the waste to a compost fac i l ity, [2] establ ishing a 
small on-site technology faci l ity. The first option is to have an agreement with the 
municipality's new compost faci l ity located in Musafah. The fac i l i ty can be responsible 
for collecting the organic waste from Asab companies then segregati ng and gathering 
them at a selected poi nt .  The second recommended option is to establ ish a smal l-scale 
composting unit with maximum capac ity of 5 tons per day. This type of compo sting units 
is avai lable in the market and requires four operators to run them (exclud ing drivers and 
maintenance technician). The pay back value can be calculated based on the saving of 
transportation, where it can generate profit in the long run .  Considering the present 
c ircumstances, option [ 1 ]  is preferred since the proposed new municipal ity fac i lity is 
closer to Asab field than the existing one. 
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The main conclusions and recommendations dra\\TI b ed on th abA. ab Fi 1 \\ , -( 
management study are : .  
The study showed that a massive amount of  industrial and dome-ti wrLte i b � ing 
dumped in the desert. This practice should be completely banned. AJ 0, the ompani . 
private dumping yards should be c losed and remediated. There are more than fi\ e 
unauthorized yards. i n  addition to 'Fly Tip" , practiced by some companie . On the otb r 
hand, even though the AlDhafra incineration yard does not ful ly comply \\ith th 
enviro nmental standards, it is sti l l  the only available authorized alternative. Thi can be 
continued unti l  the construction of the new municipal faci l ity expected in 2005. Yet, no 
hazardous waste should be sent to AlDhafra incineration yard . Constructing a landfill  in 
Asab field is not recommended at present as the new municipal faci l it) is und r 
preparation. Also, hazardous waste should be sent to Ruwais Hazardous Waste Faci l ity. 
For each 1 000 barrel of crude oil produced in Asab field there are 377 kilograms of 
waste generated, whi le for each 1 000 cubic meter of GL extracted there are 1 -88  
ki lograms of waste generated . 74% of  the total hazardous waste generated in  Asab field i s  
associated with Gas Processing activities, and 43% of  I ndustrial wastes i s  associated with 
Oil Production activity, this is related to the type of process technology used by the Gas 
processing activities and operation structure of Oil Production activities. 
An average of 1 70 tons of industrial metal wastes are being recycled per year out of 
the avai lable 400 tons. This good practice should be extended to include domestic waste 
and other small metal wastes. The reuse of damaged metal pipes for road barriers and 
fencing is another example of good practice. A 75% increase in the revenue is expected in 
case of recycl ing all avai lable metal waste. 
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A p p e n d i x  
Appendix A 
Fixed Database Library Data 
The current cost of transporting waste \\ithin and from ab field range from - 1 4  
mil l ion UAE Dirhams per year. By the time the new e m  ironm ntal la\\ i entor d .  th _ 
cost is expected to increase to 7 - 1 6  mil l ion Dirhams per ) ar. The high 0 t i attribut d 
to the method of transporting waste. where each compan) del iver- 1t O\\TI \\ �ne 
individually by having multiple trips from the arne field. Therefore. it i r ommend d to 
share waste transportation. For that, 1\yO types of hauling are hen e required. [ 1 ]  op n 
hauling \\1th capacit) of 25 tons to transport bulk dome tic and industrIal \\a te , and [2] 
compaction haul ing fitted \\ith l ift and compactor for the dail) -g nerated \\aste� Th 
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A p p e n d i x  
Appendix C 
Template Caption of SWM Database 
System 
Appe n d ix 
Add/Edit SWM R egulation 
.-\ p p  n di..-x: 
EnvUonmenlaJ P",lor.,ance 
Conversion T echniques 
A p p e n d i x  
'ij Enviromental Performance . . "� ���ir _ . . < 
R eporting (or D ate 1 1 4-0ct -01 B Cornpany Ir 
Produced W'ater to the S ea 1-
Produced W'ater to the D esert I 
Produced Water to the 0 eep WeU [-
o rining Fluids to the S ea I 
D rilling Fluids to the D esert 1-
Drilling Fluids to the Authorized Disposal Sites I 
p rilling Oil B ased to the S ea 
D rilling Oil B ased to the D esert 
1 -
1_ 
D rilling 011 to the Alithorized D isposal Sites 
Process to the S ea 
Process to the D esert 
Process to the D eep lv/ell 
Waste Name J G��ral Rub���.g,:�n� 
Source Class Property 
II.l,!"I41i1 � I� 3 � J r-In-·O-Ig-a-ni-c------� 
Wa:;te SOUlce 
LRoo,m cleaning. office. and,lecleati�r 
Wosle Hazards 
llion-Ha2ardous�=== 
Waste Chal actOistic 
I �I�u��c:>f �����er._cans. tiSSUE 
Meawreme� Urit 
I Kilograme (Kg) � 
Capacity 
Carbon 0 ioxid 
Carbon M onoxid 1 __ 
VOC's 1 _ _ _ __ J 
Methane 1 I 
Sulphur D ioxid I _ � 
Cooling WBter to the S ea 
lr-.---
Oil Spill Incidents r-I ------:. 
Add !;.Iose 
Causion to be taken since unknown 
objects would be present 
Remarks 
To be collected in black plastic bags 







Oxygen Nitrogen $uWur lnertR�ue ,.:--"---- '-,0_':";:""--- , r-0-'----_ .-, 0-_---" la..;:o==;;;;;=== 
Ratio 0 05 
o 
0. 1 0 05 
0 2  
Starting Da:e j 2O-Jan -00 :.::J 
,�======c Waste Name ���----------------� j AmounllQuantJty 
10 ��----����� 
Cost Ratio 
Save Waste Inventory 
A p p  n d ix 
Gener a,1- -=--==----.,..-,:::::-------------------,-=-----".-=;:c'r, Locatiolnll'---=-c�-=-====,I 
N� R�� �ca� Jr I Abrnevaoon -----





Indusrrial Activ�y'*==-======-==:::; Contact"==-�===="="=====-=�==;1 Main Activity Person T elePlione 
�------------- [Q 
Other Activity P.O. Box Fax 
J 0 1 0  
)j Annual Enviromenlal Pelformaric�-��PQT. [ChOOSe one or all of conc!JtJons 
Reporting for Date J �====�----------�� 
Company I --===lEJ 
Show Report I 
s how Fi�;-ifo;;iF] 
klose -. -�I 
'¥l Add/Edit Solid Waste Properties , . _ . .' . :. - '. , f:-:'''f.��; � .. 
��te lruo�olrr---�----������----�-;������
Source Class 
I Q..omes�c _El { I n·Organic 
Waste Name 
Property 
:3 I Inert t:J I Gloves 
SafelyProc 
Appen d ix 
Waste Source I Room deaningLoffic� and lec!:atior 
Waste Hazards 
Waste Characlarstic I Mixtule 0/ wastes,.papel, cans. tiss!:!! ' 
Measurement Unit 
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objects would be present 
{ilon.Hazardous 
ManHours WeghitCor)Y 
1.0 j 1 
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- . A ..... ""'-l, 
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. , "" 
VolatileMatter FixedCarbon �h 
1.0 10 .10 
Sulfur InertResidue £ nBrgyContenl 
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The Comprehensive E nvironmen a' R esponse, 
Compensation, and iab-'-ty nformatlon, System 
The Comprehensive E nvironmental Response, 
Compensation, and Liability Actis the original superfund law_ 
T he incombustible material that remains after a fuel or solid 
waste ahs been burned_ 
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Appen d ix 
ttMbZe!ftffl ·ttF:i!'�i!lt.t'i,\" \\$ifflt I '  Actual Potential Actual Potential 
Domestic 1270922.88 950568.82 956902.82 126136 1 .88 1270922.88 I 
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Industrial 159728S .D5 67580S.85 S82369.20 1582602.05 1597286 05 , . 
� AddlEdit Company Information _ __ - CO - >-��� 
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Other Activity P.O. Box Fax I Accomodati� 1i?9_ 1 r-: 6:-:0-:-44:-:7-::-:95::-- �1. 
Add R emove 
[View R egulalJor I I 
R egulation Regulation Category 
[tE R CLlS 
Regulation R eference 
R egulation D escription 
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